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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Topics in Hindi-Urdu Phonology

by

Manjari Ohala

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

University of California, Los Angeles, 1972

Professor William O. Bright, Chairman

This dissertation is a study of selected topics in the phonology of Standard Hindi. The format used is that of generative phonology, with modifications suggested where necessary.

The first chapter discusses the segments that have to be posited at the lexical level, and the features necessary to distinguish these segments and state natural classes. Evidence from a physiological investigation showed that the Chomsky and Halle feature "Heightened Subglottal Pressure" is not appropriate to characterize the Hindi aspirates and breathy voiced obstruents, and instead a feature "Reduced Glottal Resistance after Release" should be used. Also demonstrated is the need for a feature "Distinctive Release" in order to explain why aspirates, breathy voiced stops, and affricates act
similarly.

The second chapter deals with the sequential constraints of Hindi. Evidence from an original experiment and from others' experiments suggest that speakers cannot meaningfully make the dichotomous judgment "possible/impossible" with respect to morphemes for their language, but rather only scalar judgments on the continuum: "regular--irregular". It is also argued that morpheme structure conditions should not be restricted to apply only within morphemes; that some of them might be "everywhere" constraints, applying both within and across morpheme boundaries. Thus these are best called simply "sequential constraints".

Experimental evidence is provided for the "psychological reality" of an "abstract" segment in the lexical form of certain morphemes, e.g., that [gʰɔsla] "nest" has the underlying form /gʰɔsəla/, the correct phonetic form being derived by the ə-deletion rule.

The initial, medial, and final consonant clusters of Hindi are listed and exemplified in detail and the sequential constraints they manifest are given. Experimental evidence is provided for the psychological reality of some of these constraints.

In chapter three the problem of nasalization in Hindi is discussed. The canonical form of native morphemes containing long nasalized vowels is posited to be different depending on whether voiced or voiceless stop follows, specifically, long nasalized vowel plus stop, if the stop is voiceless, but long nasalized vowel plus homorganic nasal plus stop, if the stop is voiced. It is proposed that
nasalized vowels have to be admitted at the lexical level.

In chapter four a new formulation of the e-deletion rule in Hindi is proposed. Whether or not a /e/ is deleted in a particular form depends not only upon the phonetic environment, e.g., how many consonants precede and follow it and the regularity of consonant clusters that would result upon deletion of the /e/, but also upon sociolinguistic factors.
Introduction

Hindi-Urdu: The language whose phonology is described in this dissertation is Standard Hindi. The principal informant, myself, is a third generation native speaker of Standard Hindi. Even though the dialect being described is mine, I have made every effort to verify that the description applies to other speakers as well; their responses and judgements have been noted throughout the dissertation. The Hindi that I am referring to is used in everyday casual speech by educated native speakers in cities such as Banaras, Lucknow, Delhi, etc. It is contended that the difference between speakers of these cities is minimal.

The hyphenated term 'Hindi-Urdu' implies that the language described contains what is common to Hindi and Urdu, i.e. it is not the highly Sanskritized Hindi ("high Hindi", or what is called literary style Hindi), nor the highly Perso-Arabicized Urdu ("high Urdu", or what is called the literary style Urdu). In other words it is the dialect spoken by educated urban speakers in casual conversation. My use of the term 'Hindi-Urdu' is thus similar to that of Gumperz and
Naim (1960) and Kelkar (1968). For a detailed account of the different functions of "high Hindi", "high Urdu", and Hindi-Urdu, see Kelkar. Henceforth I will use the terms "Hindi", "Standard Hindi", and "Hindi-Urdu" interchangeably. When I describe characteristics of "high Hindi", "high Urdu", or other dialects of Hindi (e.g. the rural dialects), I explicitly name the dialect.

There are those who doubt that native speakers of Standard Hindi exist, so it is best to be quite clear as to what is meant by a native speaker. By a native speaker of a language is generally meant one who has learned that language as his first language---"at his mother's knee".

Perhaps a century ago it was true that people learned what is called Standard Hindi only as a second language, their first language usually being one of the Hindi vernaculars such as Braj, Bhojpuri, or Awadhi. (For an excellent and detailed account of the functional relationship between the vernacular Hindi and Standard Hindi today, see Gumperz and Naim (1960).) However, today there most certainly are speakers (even third and fourth generation) who use Standard Hindi for their casual everyday conversation. Thus Gumperz and Naim say:

Native speakers of Hindi-Urdu still represent a minority, although an ever increasing one. They are found primarily among the westernized, urban groups, who have moved away from their home region and have lost connection with their rural past. For a much larger number of individuals the standard continues to function as a second or third speech style, used only in certain social situations... (97)

Standard Hindi is not necessarily to be considered the prestige language to be used in formal situations: although those who are not native speakers of Standard Hindi may use it in this way, the native speakers
of Standard Hindi would use "high Hindi" or "high Urdu" in formal situations. Thus, for these speakers, the use of the standard does not in itself imply the connotations of "prestige" usually associated with the word "standard".

Aim: This dissertation is entitled "Topics in Hindi-Urdu Phonology". Naturally, the precise form of a phonology of a language will be different depending on the goal. If our aim is simply a descriptive one we are "merely cataloging the results of interacting historical processes" (Ladefoged 1971a:49). In a grammar of this type, as long as the description notes the existing regularities or patterns in the sound system of the language and states these patterns as generally as possible, it will be justified. And of course there might be a number of descriptions which will be equally valid in this kind of treatment of the data. In such a grammar abstract forms could be posited without any further justification than the fact that it is possible to state certain regularities if one assumes them. As Ladefoged has pointed out, this is what Chomsky and Halle's analysis in Sound Patterns of English amounts to. This is true in spite of the modern phonologists' claim that they wish to describe the competence of the native speaker, that is, what he "knows" (tacitly) about the system of his language. In fact, a large number of grammars written in the generative format in the sixties, in that they lack empirical verification, cannot be assumed to represent grammars of competence, but simply descriptive grammars.

On the other hand, instead of description, our goal might be "explanation" of sound patterns. As Ohala (1971c) has pointed out, a
grammar interested in explanation will have to differentiate between those sound patterns which a native speaker is "aware" of and uses productively and those that are in the language simply due to usage. However it is not simply the goals of the linguist that make the difference between a competence grammar and a purely descriptive grammar because, as has already been pointed out, generativists have always aimed for a competence grammar. The key difference lies in what evidence is provided for the "psychological reality" or lack of it for a given sound pattern (or for a posited 'abstract' segment, see Kiparsky 1968 and 1971). The evidence provided however cannot simply be the fact that a pattern exists and can be formally stated. As Zimmer has remarked, "It is occasionally assumed that, if a regularity can be stated, this alone permits us to infer some kind of psychological reality" (1969:309). Zimmer gives experimental evidence that this assumption is not justified. Nor can the evidence simply be that all the formally stated rules "work" because as Ladefoged has recently pointed out, "Nothing is proved about present day psychological reality by the fact that these unverified guesses all knit together, supporting each other by forming an intricate system of rules" (50). If the aim of our grammar is to account for a speaker's competence, then of course we will have to provide evidence that what we are claiming as part of a speaker's "knowledge" is indeed such. Zimmer and others have indicated appropriate experimental procedures for doing this.

Although construction of a good descriptive grammar is by no means a trivial task, my own interest lies in accounting for the Hindi speakers' competence, i.e. providing evidence for the psychological reality
of certain sound patterns of Hindi. However if I restrict myself to stating just those patterns for whose psychological reality I had evidence, then I would not be able to say very much about the sound patterns of Hindi (see Ladefoged's similar comment for English (49)).

Therefore this study is a mixture of two things. In a number of cases I have tried to provide evidence for the particular analysis I have chosen. Some of the evidence is from experimental data. Other of the evidence is of a varied sort: from hypercorrection, from children's mistakes, from native speakers' reactions to certain forms, e.g., their regularizing exceptions, their not deleting certain segments that meet the environment of a rule, and their different responses to the same item under different circumstances.

In those cases where I have adopted certain analyses without much evidence, I have generally labelled these as descriptions or as points requiring further testing.

The model used in this dissertation is that of generative phonology, with modifications suggested throughout. Since linguistic theory is still in the stages of finding out relevant facts about languages that need to be incorporated, whenever the current theory was found to be inadequate in some way in accounting for the facts of Hindi in the most explanatory manner, I have chosen to modify the theory.

It has been assumed by generative phonologists that there is a unique grammar of a language, THE one that the child chooses. While I don't think this is the case (I discuss this more in section 2 of chapter 2), certainly the number of such grammars that could be said to be competence grammars will be quite limited since there are undoubt-
edly severe restrictions on the kind of representation such knowledge can have in the brain. An evaluation procedure or metric is posited by the generativists to measure the complexity of the grammar in order to filter out non-optimal grammars. However none of the proposed evaluation metrics have met with any success or universal endorsement by linguists (see Fromkin 1971c). This is not surprising since little attempt has been undertaken to find out what the functional constraints of the human brain are (see Ohala 1971b). Therefore my grammar is not restricted by any of the proposed evaluation metrics. That is, it is not the case that I have chosen or rejected an analysis solely on the basis of how it would add to the complexity of a grammar. Lacking information on how phonological facts are represented in the brain, it seems to me preferable at this point to try to account for the sound patterns in intuitively the best way and try to secure evidence for the "psychological reality" or productivity of the particular analysis. We can worry about the exact formalism of the productive rule in the speakers' head later.

I have indicated in a number of cases the kind of test or evidence that would be required so that future studies might reveal the inadequacies of my analysis or, hopefully, justify my analysis. In any case I have tried to be explicit about my reasons for adopting the particular analyses that I have chosen.

I have no illusions that this study is the last word on these aspects of Hindi that it touches on. There are a number of open questions on certain points since experimental evidence could not be obtained due to limited resources and time.
I hope that linguists working on linguistic theory and linguists interested in details of Hindi phonology will both find something of interest in this study.

Organization: The first chapter deals with the segments of Hindi that need to be posited at the underlying level, the problem of certain segments that occur only in loans, the features used, including some modifications of the conventional Chomsky and Halle features, and a few segment structure conditions of Hindi. Appendix 1 discusses the Chomsky and Halle feature "heightened subglottal pressure" for Hindi aspirates, and provides experimental evidence indicating its inappropriateness for Hindi.

Chapter 2 deals with the sequential constraints of Hindi. It has three sections:

Section 1 contains a discussion on current morpheme structure condition theory, and some suggested revisions of it.

Section 2 discusses the 'abstractness' issue. I provide some experimental evidence for the "psychological reality" of certain "abstract" segments in Hindi.

Section 3 gives a detailed account of the initial, medial, and final clusters of Hindi, and gives the if-then sequential constraints necessary to account for these.

Appendix 2 reports a test conducted to investigate the psychological reality of certain morpheme-initial consonant cluster constraints in Hindi. Appendix 3 lists examples of the various clusters.

Chapter 3 discusses the problem of nasalization in Hindi, and provides instrumental evidence to show that what is claimed to be
[\tilde{V}:C] in Hindi is in a number of cases [\tilde{V}:NC] (where N=homorganic nasal), and suggests that this perhaps reflects a sound change that has taken place in Hindi within the last century.

Chapter 4 discusses the a-deletion rule in Hindi, and proposes a a-deletion rule that not only takes into account the phonetic environment but sociolinguistic environments as well.
Footnotes

1 I have tried to use only native speakers of Standard Hindi for the most part. I noted down any other languages the informants said they also spoke (these ranged from Marathi and Bengali to Russian and German); but I had no way of finding out how proficient they were in these languages. If an informant also listed one of the rural dialects of Hindi, such as Braj or Bhojpuri, I did not use those responses of his which differed from the responses of other speakers. All my informants also knew English.

2 Sometimes of course, in bilingual situations, a child might learn two languages at the same time, and both would have to be considered his "mother tongue".
Chapter 1

1.0. The contrasting phonological segments of Hindi will be described by a set of features chosen from the universal set of distinctive features. For the most part I have used the Chomsky and Halle (1968) feature system not necessarily because it is the best system, but because it is a possible feature system. In certain cases I have made modifications in the features. These will be discussed below.

Table 1 lists the contrasting segments of Hindi at the systematic phonemic level and the features needed to distinguish them. Generally only those feature values have been specified that are necessary for distinguishing the segments. This table is given mainly for descriptive purposes.¹ (That is, so that a reader can interpret the sequential constraints and phonological rules given later; it is not claimed that a comparable chart would form a part of a native speaker's grammar.)

The segments in table 1 also appear at the phonetic level, but so do the segments in table 2, which, however, I do not include in the list of systematic phonemes.²
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>LI</th>
<th>OJ</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sonorant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonantal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retroflex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Glottal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance After</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.P.A. equivalent:</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>tʰ</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>dʰ</th>
<th>tʃ</th>
<th>tʃʰ</th>
<th>dʒ</th>
<th>dʒʰ</th>
<th>s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sonorant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consonantal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syllabic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anterior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retroflex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduced glottal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resistance after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delayed release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (continued)
Table 2

Column 1 gives the transcription used in the thesis, column 2 gives the IPA equivalent where necessary, and/or an approximate physiological description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>Lamino-alveolar nasal (Dixit 1963:116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɨ̞]</td>
<td>Flapped retroflex nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ] (non-flapped retroflex nasal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ̞]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʊ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The omission of the segments in table 2 from the list of systematic phonemes in table 1 requires some justification.

1.1. One important question concerns the segments that occur only in loanwords, e.g. [f] [z] etc. Linguists working on languages with a large number of borrowings---such as Hindi and other Indo-Aryan languages---are aware that native speakers may treat some morphemes differently from others; this can be due to such factors as the special nature of certain segments or clusters contained in them. There has been a variety of treatments of loans by structuralist and generative linguists (for a review of this, see Saciuk 1969). I propose that in the lexicon of a grammar of Hindi, morphemes be marked as [+native], and those designated [-native] be either [+Perso-Arabic] (PA), or [+Sanskrit], or [+English]. The test reported in Appendix 2 seems to support such a division of the vocabulary in that this division appears to reflect 'competence'.
The use of certain morphemes, or of certain clusters, or certain segments, has, in addition, sociolinguistic significance; it marks the style of speaking, and reveals information on the speaker's background, e.g., whether the speaker draws on PA or Sanskrit loans for his higher vocabulary may indicate whether he is a Hindu or a Muslim.

1.1.1. Of the consonant segments listed in table 1, /f/ /z/ and /s/ occur only in loans—though quite common loans; all other segments occur in what can be called "common core" Hindi-Urdu, i.e. that which is common to all Hindi speakers. /s/ occurs in Sanskrit, English and PA loans, and /f/ and /z/ occur only in English and PA loans. Since most speakers of standard Hindi do have these three segments in their speech, they have been included in table 1. However my calling them 'loan' segments can be questioned. In my view even standard Hindi speakers whose speech contains /f/ /z/ and /s/ are aware that these segments are in some way different from the "common core" segments. This is in part due to their awareness of the fact that many non-standard Hindi speakers do not have some or all of the segments [f] [z] and [s] (and substitute [ph] [j] and [s] for them, respectively) whereas they always have the correct "common core" segments. This knowledge can be represented by a sociolinguistic stylistic rule which informally can be stated as (1).

\[
(1) \text{S-rule: } \begin{cases} \text{uneducated style;} & \{\text{less elegant style}\} \\ f & \rightarrow [\text{ph}] \\ s & \rightarrow [\text{n}] \\ z & \rightarrow [\text{j}] \end{cases}
\]

I have not listed /\tilde{z}/ and /\tilde{\gamma}/. The former occurs in a few English loans like "pleasure", "rouge" in the speech of Westernized, educated, standard Hindi speakers. [\tilde{\gamma}] occurs in a few Sanskrit loans like [gur] "quality", etc. and is pronounced by most speakers as [n] in informal style, and as [\tilde{\gamma}] only in formal style (and only by those speakers who
draw on Sanskrit for higher vocabulary).

I have not listed /ŋ ŋ ñ/ in table 1. This is because I am tenta-
tively adopting the analysis which considers these to be underlying seg-
ments of a very special kind---segments that occur only before homorga-
nic segments (see 2.3.5.1 for details). Writers such as Dixit and
Kelkar (1968) consider /ŋ/ to be an independent phoneme on the basis of
a few Sanskrit loanwords where /ŋ/ occurs before a non-velar segment,
e.g. [waŋməy] "literature" and [diŋnad] "reverberating sound". But
these loans occur only in 'high' Hindi. Either these few words can be
listed as exceptions, or they can be specified as /diNŋnad/ etc., i.e.
with a following velar stop. In Hindi in certain phonetic environments
the g after ŋ is deleted. Thus we have [ʃəŋgəl] "forest" but [ʃəŋliː]
"wild" (see the spectographs in chapter 4). We can assume that in the
case of exceptions like [waŋməy] the velum remains open in anticipation
of the following nasal, and thus the phonetic rule that will be needed
to delete the g to obtain [ʃəŋliː] could also delete an underlying g to
obtain [waŋməy]. It is possible that this phonetic rule is also re-
quired in allegro pronunciation of sequences like -ŋ+nasal or
-ŋ#nasal. For example, it is possible that si:ŋ#mē "horn+in" ("in the
horn") is phonetically [si:ŋmē] in running speech.

Another analysis is also possible. Namely, that we derive words
such as [waŋməy] from underlying /wak+məy/ via the Sanskrit sandhi
rules. I reject this analysis on grounds that there is no evidence for
the 'psychological reality' of the Sanskrit sandhi rules in a grammar of
a Hindi speaker (for details see 2.3.5.1).

X ŋ and ŋ have not been listed in the list of phonetic segments
(table 2), because these occur only in the speech of Urdu speakers, and
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not in the dialect of the informant for this thesis (myself).

\( ? \) (the so called 'ain'), \( s \) \( r \) (syllabic \( r \)) occur in the writing system, but in the speech of only very few speakers—the former, I think, occurs only in the speech of Maulvis (Muslim 'priests') and the latter two in the speech of Pandits (Hindu 'priests'). Therefore I do not think these should be included in a grammar of Hindi-Urdu.

Among vowels, I have not listed the short nasalized vowels in table 1, since I propose that they are derived by rule from oral vowels. In many morphemes the long nasalized vowels can also be derived by rule, however there are other morphemes where we have to recognize nasalized vowels at the lexical level; therefore I have included long nasalized vowels in table 1 (see chapter 3 for details on nasalization). 7

Of the other vowels \( [a] \) occurs in my speech only in English loans such as \( [bæt] \) "bat". All other vowels listed in table 1 occur in native words, e.g.;

(2)

| [i] | [gin] | "count"  | Also in the English loan [bil]  | "bill" |
| [iː] | [siːkʰ] | "learn"  |  |  | [siːl]  | "seal" |
| [e] | [ɛk] | "one"  |  |  | [ɛk]  | "cake" |
| [ɛ] | [bɛːkʰ] | "sit"  |  |  | [ɛk]  | "check" |
| [ə] | [ɛb] | "now"  |  |  | [ɛb]  | "bus" |
| [a] | [æp] | "you"  |  |  | [fædər]  | "father" |
| [ɔ] | [kɔn] | "who"  |  |  | [bɔl]  | "ball" |
| [o] | [ŋɔk] | "point"  |  |  | [kɔna]  | "kona coffee" |
| [uː] | [uːn] | "wool"  |  |  | [sˈtʊːl]  | "stool" |
| [ʊ] | [bʊm] | "knot"  |  |  | [bʊk]  | "book" |
I am treating 'geminates' as long consonants, i.e. as long segments and not as clusters. Gumperz and Naim (1960) claim that "Aspirates do not occur as geminates"(103); however phonetically it seems to me that what is written as \(kk^h\) (i.e. \(k+k^h\)) etc. can simply be treated as a long aspirate. My justification for treating geminates as units is that we thereby avoid all the following disadvantages which would result from treating them as clusters:

(a) Geminates would be clusters of a very peculiar sort: they would be the only clusters that require that a short vowel precede and that a vowel follow.

(b) The statement of SQC 2 (cf. 2.3) would be more cumbersome (SQC 2 states that no two stops of the same point of articulation follow each other); we would have to add that stops with the same point of articulation which also have voicing agreement are permissible.

(c) SQC 3 (cf. 2.3) which states that no two [+distinctive release] segments can occur together, would similarly have to be complicated. It would have to allow \([\ddot{c}c]\) \([\dddot{j}]\) etc. but rule out \([\ddot{c}p^h]\) etc. Moreover it seems that in all other clusters where affricates are involved there is a release of the affricate but we would have to posit a rule for \([\ddot{c}c]\) etc. saying that in such cases the first affricate is not released.

\(\ddot{f}\), \(\ddot{y}\) and \(h\) do not occur as long consonants. Writers like Arun (1961) and Dixit also list /\(y/\) and give /\(nyay/\) "just" and /\(t\ddot{a}y\ddot{a}ri/\) "readiness" as examples. However I think the former is phonetically \(\{nyay\}\) and as far as the latter is concerned it could as well be transcribed as \(\{t\ddot{a}i\ddot{y}a\ddot{r}\}\) which would yield the same pronunciation. Therefore I have not included \([y]\). I have also not been able to find examples of \(\ddot{f}\) and \(h^h\) as long consonants. In the case of \([\ddot{s}]\) I have not
been able to find examples which could clearly be said to be morpheme medial. In examples such as nǐśi:l "without shame" nǐśodbh "without sound" it is possible to posit a morpheme boundary (whether we should or not is another question) /nīś+ši:l/ /nīś+šodbh/. Therefore I have not listed [š:]. Some examples of medial long consonants are given in table 3.

| [mokh:i:]  | "fly"          |
| [bagh:i:]  | "carriage"     |
| [eckh:a]   | "good"         |
| [uJh:it]   | "abandoned"    |
| [pokh:e]   | "nerves"       |
| [bukh:a]   | "old"          |
| [poxh:o]   | "stone"        |
| [budh:i:]  | "intellect"    |
| [phuph:us] | "lungs"        |
| [iz:st]    | "honour"       |
| [pot:a]    | "leaf"         |
| [qib:a]    | "box"          |
| [hol:a]    | "noise"        |

I have listed /r/ as a segment. I think most writers today treat [r] (and [rʰ]) as phonemes rather than as allophones of /ɻ/ (and /ɻʰ/ in the case of [ɻʰ]), e.g., Arun, Mehrotra (1964), Dixit, Kelkar. The problem is that until certain loanwords like English "soda" came into Hindi, [r] and [ɻ] were in complementary distribution. (For details see the above writers and Misra 1967, Gumperz and Naim.)

I have not listed lh rh mh nh in the list of phonetic segments,
since I am treating them as clusters (see section 3, chapter 2, for some discussion). I have also not listed \( \text{ph} \). The case of \( \text{ph} \) is more difficult. In some cases it seems that it should be treated as a cluster, e.g., for the word written \( \text{gurhal} \), "hibiscus", one pronunciation is \( \text{gurhal} \) (this involves the problem of \( \text{VhV} \) which I shall not be discussing). In other cases such as in the word \( \text{pi:rho} \) "stool" it seems to make no difference whether we treat the \( \text{rho} \) as a unit or a cluster. I am tentatively treating all cases of \( \text{ph} \) as a cluster of \( \text{ph} \).

Some writers such as Srivastava (1970) have treated \( \text{y} \) and \( \text{w} \) as allophones of \( /i/ \) and \( /u/ \). However I am treating them as segments at the lexical level. My reasons for doing this are presented in chapter 2 (2.3.8).

1.2. **Features**: The following is the list of features I am going to use. Some of these are for the sake of defining the contrasts that exist at the systematic phonemic level, and others are used simply for the sake of more adequate representation of natural classes. The first twelve of these features are fairly straightforward; for their definition see Chomsky and Halle (1968).

1. Sonorant
2. Consonantal
3. Syllabic
4. High
5. Low
6. Back
7. Continuant
8. Anterior
9. Coronal
10. Nasal
11. Voice
12. Delayed release

The following features need some comment:

13. **Long**: I have not used the feature 'tense' for long vowels and consonants and have simply used [\^ long]. There does not seem to be any advantage in using 'tense' over 'long' since the physical correlates of 'tense' are still controversial.

In the case of the vowel pairs [iː] vs. [i], [uː] vs. [u], [ɛ] vs. [e], [ɔ] vs. [o], [ə] vs. [a], the difference is not just one of length but also of quality (Bright 1965). Dixit in his phonetic study on Hindi vowels also comes to the conclusion that "quality is the basic and primary characteristic of Hindi vowels and that length is secondary"(57). However since it is only the feature 'long' that differentiates /i/ from /iː/ and /e/ from /ɛ/ etc. (the problem would be the same if tense had been used) we are forced into making length the primary characteristic and quality the secondary. This is an inadequacy in a feature system which recognizes only three tongue heights for vowels. We will thus need phonetic rules to specify that a qualitative difference is correlated with length in order to obtain the correct phonetic output.

14. **Retroflex**: Chomsky and Halle use the feature 'distributed' for retroflex segments and define "Distributed sounds [as those which] are produced with a constriction that extends for a considerable distance along the direction of air flow; nondistributed sounds are produced with a constriction that extends only for a short distance."(312). This is, in my view, an ill-defined feature. The difference between retroflex [tʃ] and nonretroflex [t] is not so much the place of articula-
tion or the area of contact, but the 'retroflexion' of the tongue. Thus I use the feature **retroflex**.

I have distinguished [r] from other liquids by the feature 'retroflex'. Chomsky and Halle do not have any feature proposal regarding this sound. Since the only retroflex liquid in Hindi is [r], my analysis works. The Hindi [r] is, however, very different from the English retroflex [ɾ], therefore at the phonetic level a feature that indicates that the Hindi retroflex is 'flapped' is needed. There can be a low level phonetic rule like (3):

$$ (3) \text{ Phonetic rule: } [\begin{array}{c} \text{+liquid} \\ \text{+retroflex} \end{array}] \rightarrow [\text{+flapped}] $$

15. **Reduced glottal resistance after release**: Chomsky and Halle use the feature "heightened subglottal pressure" to characterize aspirates and breathy voiced stops. I did not find any evidence for this feature in Hindi in a test I conducted (for details see Appendix 1). It was found however that there was a drop in pressure immediately after the release of the closure in both the aspirates and breathy voiced stops. Therefore I have used the feature "Reduced glottal resistance after release" (henceforth RGRR). Aspirated and breathy voiced stops have been distinguished from each other by the feature 'voice'.

16. **Distinctive release**: I also found that affricates, aspirated stops, and breathy voiced stops belong to a natural class which is needed in certain rules (e.g., SQC 3, 28 of chapter 2.). Phonetically what they have in common is the acoustic feature of "distinctive release"; all three require the release of the closure for their identification (unlike other obstruents, where the obstruent can be identified even without the release). The need for this feature reveals the
inadequacy of the Chomsky and Halle feature system which is based only on articulatory correlates. It seems to me that using only articulatory definitions or only acoustic definitions is simplistic. Sounds may pattern similarly or differently in a given language due to physiological, perceptual-acoustic, or historical reasons. Since Chomsky and Halle's features are based primarily on articulatory correlates they are thus not completely adequate from either a phonological or phonetic point of view.

1.3. Some tentative segment structure conditions: The constraints on permissible segments and permissible sequences in Hindi have been stated in the if-then condition format proposed by Stanley (1967). I will discuss the Stanley model in more detail in chapter 2 where I discuss the Hindi sequential constraints. Before stating the Hindi segmental constraints here, let me briefly mention their function. These conditions state the constraints on what features can cooccur in a segment, and also predict those features that are redundant. Furthermore the segment structure conditions "provide a definition of the set of systematic phonemes" (p. 3).

1. if: [+sonorant]
   \[\downarrow\]
   then: [+voice]

This condition indicates that there are no voiceless vowels or liquids or nasals in Hindi. As for the glides, Dixit mentions that [h] is voiceless in some environments; however the phonetic (allophonic) rules would take care of this.
2. if: 
\[ \begin{cases} 
\text{[+son.]} \\
\text{[+contin.]} \\
\text{[+ant.]} \\
\text{[-cor.]} \\
\end{cases} \]
then: [\text{-voice}]

This states that Hindi has /f/ but no /v/. Since it is possible to include /š/\n, a similar condition has not been stated for /š/.

3. if: 
\[ \begin{cases} 
\text{[+cons.]} \\
\text{[-son.]} \\
\text{[-contin.]} \\
\end{cases} \]
then: [\text{-RGRR} \quad \text{-distinctive release} \\
\text{-delayed release}]

The above condition simply states that only stops (including affricates) are aspirated or breathy voiced. Also the features distinctive release, and delayed release are only relevant to stops.

4. if: [\text{[+cons.]}]
then: [\text{-syll.}]

The above condition states that there are no syllabic nasals or liquids in Hindi.

5. if: 
\[ \begin{cases} 
\text{[-son.]} \\
\text{[+back]} \\
\end{cases} \]
then: [\text{-contin.}]

There are no back fricatives in Hindi. This condition would not hold for Urdu speakers who have /x/ and /ɣ/.

6. if: 
\[ \begin{cases} 
\text{[-syll.]} \\
\text{[-cons.]} \\
\end{cases} \]
then: [\text{[+contin.]} \\
\text{-nasal} \\
\text{-retroflex}]

The above condition says that all glides are continuant, non-nasal, and non-retroflex.
7. if: 
--cons. 
+back 
↓ 
then: 
+high 
- correl. 

The above condition says that the back consonants (i.e. velar stops and /w/) are high and noncoronal. This would rule out q as a segment of Hindi. For Urdu speakers who have q this condition would not hold.

8. if: 
-son.
+retro. 
↓ 
then: 
-ant. 
+cor. 

The above condition states that the features anterior and coronal are redundant for retroflex stops.

The features 'anterior' and 'coronal' are not necessary to distinguish glides from each other, but since I need to refer to these features in the case of some SQCs (namely SQC 39 of chapter 2) the following segment structure condition can be stated:

9. if: 
-syll. 
-cons. 
- high 
+back 
↓ 
then: 
+ant. 
- correl. 

I.e. /w/ is [+anterior] and [-coronal].

10. if: 
+syllabic 
↓ 
then: 
- retroflex 

I.e. there are no retroflex vowels in Hindi.

11. if: 
-sonorant 
+contin. 
↓ 
then: 
- retroflex 

There are no retroflex fricatives in Hindi.
It is also the case that long consonants do not occur initially and finally and /r/ does not occur initially, but these are sequential constraints and I will treat them in chapter 2.
Footnotes

1. For examples of all the contrasting segments in initial medial and final position see Dixit (1963) or Arun (1961).

2. For a detailed phonetic description of these, and the full range of various positional allophones see Dixit.

3. Most writers have symbolized these two retroflexes by the same symbol, i.e. they have used $n$ for both the flapped and the non-flapped retroflex nasal. It is however usually clear by the context which one they are referring to.

4. This is similar to Srivastava 1969. I will include under 'PA', Persian, Arabic and Turkish loans, and under 'English', English, Portuguese and other European language loans. Even though historically certain loans are English, or Portuguese or Arabic or Turkish, a native speaker of Hindi, as far as admissibility of certain segments or clusters are concerned, simply treats all European loans alike (as English), and all Persian, Arabic, and Turkish loans alike as 'Urdu' or 'high Urdu', which I denote by 'PA'.

5. I say 'certain morphemes' because in the cases where a loanword is used for something for which no native word exists, the use of the loan morpheme does not seem socially significant, e.g., the use of the English loan "station" in Hindi does not reveal anything about the social status of the speaker.

6. This is not completely accurate. Some words which are historically from Sanskrit, e.g., the words [phəl] "fruit" and [ʒiːra] "cumin", are pronounced as [fəl] and [ʒiːra] by a number of speakers. Originally this was due to 'hypercorrection', but now the use of $f$ in the former is recognized as non-standard; while in the case of the latter it is the pronunciation [ʒiːra] that has become the standard.

7. Dixit claims that Hindi does not have nasalized e and o i.e., [ɛ] [ɔ]. I disagree with this. It is generally true that vowels are lowered when nasalized, and so in Hindi also then [ɛ] is nasalized it gets lowered, however I do not think it gets lowered to [ɛ]. I have audibly different vowels in [mɛ] "in" and [mɔ] "I".

8. The non-English examples that writers such as Dixit list are Sanskrit loans such as [ugdu] "star". The native example godha that he gives is phonetically [gʊd̪a].

9. A similar point has been made by Ladefoged 1971b.
Chapter 2

2.0. This chapter is concerned with the sequential constraints of Hindi. The segment structure constraints were discussed in the preceding chapter and will not be considered here. The first part of section 2.1. considers theoretical problems concerning the function of morpheme structure conditions (MSCs) and the latter part their domain. Section 2.2 discusses the level of abstractness appropriate for lexical representation of morphemes and section 2.3 gives the Hindi sequential constraints in detail.

2.1.1. Morpheme structure conditions: their origin and purpose.

Not all possible sequences or types of sounds occur in the morphemes of any single language. These restrictions are called "phonotactic" or "distributional" constraints by structuralists, and morpheme structure (MS) rules (Halle 1959) or MS conditions (Stanley 1967) by the generative phonologists. There is more than just a difference in terminology between the structuralist and the generative school. To the generativists these MS conditions pertain to the "underlying" or "lexical" level and thus to morphemes only, and not to
the phonetic level or to words as such. Also the generativists' treatment would differ from that of the structuralists' with respect to which patterns of segment sequences they would include in the MS conditions. The mere existence of a pattern does not necessarily mean that an MS condition would be given for it; only very general patterns would be mentioned. E.g., words like "sphinx" [sfinks] although listed in most English dictionaries, are treated as exceptions by some generativists, that is, their initial consonant clusters are not considered to be "normal" English clusters (e.g., Schane 1970:100). Moreover these MS conditions are part of a competence grammar, and reflect what a speaker knows about the sound system of his language.

Besides the above tasks, MS conditions perform one other function: they are said to characterize "possible" and "impossible" morphemes for the given language. Thus Stanley says:

....we regard a 'possible' morpheme as a form which may or may not occur in the lexicon, but whose phonological structure violates no sequence structure rule (and, of course, no segment structure rule) of the language. (401)

And McCawley (1968):

..the least complex grammar of the language will necessarily be one in which /blik/ is treated as possible but */ftik/ as impossible although, in fact, neither item appears in the lexicon. (50)

Similar views are expressed by Chomsky (1964) and Halle (1959, 1964).¹

I accept some of Stanley's modifications of Halle's version of MS theory----for example, his proposal that both segment structure rules and sequence structure rules be included in the morpheme structure rules; that these redundancy rules be stated as if-then conditions, negative conditions, etc; that they are unordered; that they do not delete or insert segments. However I will point out below certain
problems with the current theory of MS conditions, which indicate the need for even further modification.

Are exceptions to MSC's "impossible" morphemes?

Generative phonologists recognize that MSC's can have exceptions and Stanley proposes simply that such exceptions be so marked in the lexicon (431). However according to this, exceptions are treated as "impossible" morphemes (i.e. "not among the possible" cf. Stanley 428), which is strange, since as they do exist in the lexicon they must certainly be "possible" in some sense. (By "impossible", I mean a morpheme which is "impossible" for the language in question, not humanly impossible.)

It seems likely that speakers may have some intuition about the degree of closeness to the native system of a particular morpheme but may not be able to make the dichotomous judgement possible/impossible (this would perhaps be especially true in the case of a language like Hindi, which has a great number of borrowed morphemes from sources as unrelated as Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic, and English). The Greenberg and Jenkins experiment (to be reviewed below) seems to support this claim. Therefore I do not think the notion "impossible morpheme" has a place in a grammar of competence. A more realistic view of the functions or capabilities of sequential constraints should be taken. There are certain patterns to be found in languages, and these patterns may have some exceptions.² I would call such patterns "tendencies" of the language. No one would deny that such tendencies should be reflected in a grammar, that is, that the speaker may be (tacitly) aware of them. Accordingly the MSC's of the language determine which morphemes are
regular/irregular, lawful/unlawful (where the possible existence of irregular or unlawful morphemes is not ruled out) but not "impossible" (or "inadmissable") morphemes. The problem lies in the absolutist meaning implied in the word "impossible".

Chomsky and Halle (1968:416) seem to have modified their earlier stance, when they very briefly mention in the epilogue of their work that it seems that lexical items are not simply divided into occurring/accidental gaps/inadmissable but that there may be degrees of admissability. Chomsky and Halle do not provide any evidence as to why they think this modification is necessary. Since linguists (e.g., Schane 1970) still talk about possible/impossible morphemes I think a detailed discussion may be useful.

Psychological reality of MSC's:

Perhaps we can first ask, what evidence is there that speakers "know" (tacitly or otherwise) the sequential constraints of their language? One cannot go simply on the basis of existing morphemes because these would be known by the speaker simply as individual lexical items, the phonological patterns exemplified by them possibly escaping his (tacit) awareness completely. One must examine the speaker's behavior when he is given the chance to operate on new morphemes.

I think there is quite a bit of evidence which shows that speakers are indeed aware of the sequential constraints of their language. Let me briefly review this evidence.

Informal tests conducted by Fromkin and T. Smith (personal communications) showed mixed results. Fromkin spoke certain words to her introductory linguistics class and reported that the students had a
pretty good idea of which were "possible English words" and which were not. Smith's informal test however, revealed that native speakers differed greatly in whether they would accept some sequences or not, e.g., some subjects accepted "sclerosis" and others didn't.\(^3\) The mixed acceptance that the borrowed cluster \(\text{skl-}\) received, suggests that the MSC's characteristic of subsets of vocabulary perhaps differ from speaker to speaker.

Anecdotal evidence of the psychological reality of MSC's comes from the fact that speakers often restructure loans to conform to native systems, thus Weinrich, Labov, and Hertzog (1968) report that nonstandard English speakers restructure the Yiddish loan [stik] to [stick]. However, not all loan restructuring is motivated by the SQC's because in some cases the loan is restructured in a way that still violates the sequential restrictions of that language. Thus, originally Hindi had no clusters involving retroflex stops initially, though retroflex stops did occur in CV- situations (i.e. in non-cluster situations), and they were the common substitute for alveolar stops in loans from English.\(^4\) and although, in general, initial clusters in Hindi are severely restricted (for details see 2.3), English loanwords "drum", "train", and "station" were borrowed with \(\text{dr-}\)/\(\text{tr-}\)/\(\text{st-}\) etc. Thus restructuring of the loan yielded a form that violated the original MSC's of Hindi. (I should mention that stop+r, or s+stop clusters, where the stop was not a retroflex, did occur in Sanskrit loans, so perhaps \(\text{dr-}\) etc. violated the original MSC's in a way that made these MSC's more general.)

Esper's (1925) test, though constructed to reveal the force of analogy in sound change, also reveals rather nicely that speakers are
aware of the MS conditions of their language. He presented to three groups of subjects 16 figures each having one of four different shapes and one of four different colors and saw how long it would take them to learn the names of the figures. The names of the figures varied for each group:

1. For the first group the names were all bisyllabic and bimorphemic of the sort naslin, nasca, nasdeg, naskop etc., where the first syllable nas referred to a particular color and the second syllable referred to a particular shape. The morphemes in this case adhere to English MSC's.

2. The second group learned names that were similar to those given in the first group, in that they were bi-syllabic and bi-morphemic, of the sort nulgen, pelgen, nugdet, pegdet etc. except that in this case it was the sequence pe and nu which referred to two of the four colors and the sequence lgen and gdet which were associated with two of the four shapes. Here the second morpheme of the names violated English MSCs.

3. The third group learned names that were completely idiosyncratic: some were monosyllabic and some were bi-syllabic but there was no systematic morphemic relationships between one or the other syllable or sequence of sounds and either the shape or the color of the figure.

Of course Esper did not reveal to any of the subjects the morphemic structure, if any, contained in the names. They had to discover this for themselves. The first group took 28 trials to learn all 16 words right 60% of the time, and the third group 60 trials to reach the same level. This is understandable since the first group's task was
simplified in that they had to learn essentially only 8 morphemes whereas the third group had to learn all 16 words separately. Interestingly the second group took as long as the third group—approximately 60 trials—indicating that they were not able to take advantage of (that is, recognize) the systematic morphemic make-up of the names since they violated English MSC's, and instead had to learn all 16 names separately, the same as the third group did.

Another piece of evidence that native speakers have some tacit knowledge of the MSCs of their language comes from Fromkin's (1971a) "slip-of-the-tongue" data. In none of the speech errors she gathered were the posited MSC's of English violated.

Among the few rigorous tests performed to specifically investigate the psychological reality of MSCs are those of Greenberg and Jenkins (1964) and Zimmer (1969).

Greenberg and Jenkins gave subjects a list of 24 words, some of which were English words, (e.g., græs), some very close to English (e.g., slæk) and some quite unlike English (e.g., zbüx). The speakers were asked to indicate the subjective distance of these words from English. The results seem to show that even though the words such as slæk, the so called "accidental gaps" in the lexicon were not rated as far from English as words such as zbüx, they were still not judged as close to English as words such as græs. The experiment also showed that the words were considered equally far from English whether they violated a sequential constraint or segmental constraint. The test seems to show that speakers have some awareness of the constraints in their language.
Zimmer (1969) gave some native speakers of Turkish pairs of made-up words and asked them to indicate their preference. The words were constructed such that some of them adhered to the major and minor regularities of Turkish morpheme structure conditions and some of them were clear violations. Although speakers gave a clear preference to those forms adhering to the major regularities there was no clear preference to those exemplifying minor regularities.

To see if native speakers of Hindi are aware of the sequential constraints of their language, and also to see if speakers to consider certain morphemes to be "possible" for their language and others "impossible", I conducted a test in which I asked 25 Hindi speakers to indicate whether 30 written words presented to them were (a) familiar existing words, (b) unfamiliar but permissible Hindi words, or (c) unfamiliar and not permissible Hindi words. The words were not presented auditorily since there is always the problem that subjects might mis-perceive the sounds and thus base their response on a form different from that intended (this proved to be a problem with a few of the words in Greenberg and Jenkin's experiment, cf. their pg. 189). But since the Devanagari orthography can be used phonetically, I chose to present the words in writing rather than auditorily. The subjects were also led to believe (by the instructions) that there might be some Hindi words which they do not know (this was reinforced by including certain rare loans). This was so that they would not just make the distinction of "exists in Hindi" vs. "doesn't exist in Hindi". Twenty-four of the 30 test words were constructed, half of these so that they would violate the posited MS conditions of Hindi (given in 2.3). For further details
of the test see Appendix 2. On the whole the test showed that the
speakers overwhelmingly reject what I hypothesized to be impermissible
sequences for Hindi. However the reactions to presumed "accidental
gaps" in the vocabulary, i.e. supposedly permissible but nonexistent
forms, was rather mixed. In a number of cases such words were treated
more like the impermissible category. And for reasons that I cannot
explain, there was a somewhat higher rejection rate for 'accidental
gaps' containing native clusters, e.g., stop+glide, than for
'accidental gaps' containing clusters that occur only in loans, e.g.,
s+stop. For example, gwek received 17 no's, although gw- exists in
native words such as [gwala] "cowherd" but step received only 11 'no's,
even though st- occurs only in Sanskrit loans. It is possible that
speakers may be more confident of their knowledge in native-like forms
(Bright, personal communication).

Thus this test as well provides evidence that Hindi speakers are
indeed aware of the sequential constraints of their language. However
none of the evidence reviewed gives any clear support to the claim that
speakers are able to make the dichotomous judgement possible/impossible
morpheme. Thus for English speakers the Hindi word mlan "weak" would
violate the sequential constraints and would of course not be in their
lexicon either, but do speakers of English feel that it is
'impossible' for their language? The fact that Bret Harte (1937)
titled one of his short stories "Mliss" seems to indicate that speakers
may not judge a word with the cluster ml- as impossible.

The results of the Hindi test discussed above also lend support to
this analysis. Although speakers did respond that some words were 'not
possible' words for Hindi, the pattern of their responses reveals that they really were not able to make this judgement in any reasonable way and perhaps it is unreasonable to ask them to, i.e. the task Greenberg and Jenkins gave their subjects seemed more reasonable. Their rejection of /gwek/ when /gwalla/ "cowherd" and /gwar/ "a kind of vegetable" exist; likewise the rejection of /gyom/ when /gyoɾhʌ/ "2-1/2 times" and /gyorbiː/ "porch" exist, suggests that the subjects classed as "not possible" words that certainly are possible. The reason for this may be explained in part by reference to figure 1 given below. I hypothesize there that two 'tests' are administered by the speaker to decide on the acceptability of new forms: the usage test and the sequential constraint test. Failing the usage test led to rejection 55% of the time; but failing both tests led to rejection 77% of the time. Insofar as usage plays a partial role in the judgement, it is clear that "rejection" does not and cannot imply, strictly speaking, that the form is "impossible". Thus there is no need to differentiate between unlawful forms and exceptions, because exceptions are unlawful. Exceptions differ from unlawful, not-yet existent forms only in that usage has given them a place in the lexicon (and one might expect that native speakers will often try to regularize these). One might expect that a native speaker confronted with a morpheme that violates some MS condition might reject it as irregular; however, when he is exposed to it again and again in everyday situation, he may very well come to accept it—as an exception. E.g., some speakers of English might have rejected "shmoo" as irregular at first, and later, after seeing it in the comic strip many times, accepted it.6
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On what does a speaker base his reaction to new morphemes?

What determines a speaker's reaction to the phonological shape of new morphemes? It is useful to consider a number of hypotheses:

(a) The existence or non-existence of that morpheme in his stored vocabulary.

(b) The use of pronounceability as a criterion.

(c) The use of some kind of internalized abstract rules.

Hypothesis (a) claims that usage solely determines a speaker's reaction to morphemes. This undoubtedly is a factor in some cases, however it cannot account for many instances of speakers' acceptance of new morphemes, because speakers do learn and do accept new words. Thus we have to reject this as the sole criterion which a speaker uses.

The second hypothesis equates "possible" morpheme with "pronounceable" morpheme and is in fact the position Shibatani (1971) takes.7 Equating "possible" morpheme with "pronounceable" morpheme seems to reduce it to a question of skill and neuromuscular coordination. At first this hypothesis seems quite reasonable. In my experiment (Appendix 2) informants pronounced (or tried to pronounce) the words given to them before passing judgement on them, even though they had not been asked to. This would seem to support Shibatani's position. However again, even though pronounceability seems to play some part in a speaker's reaction to morphemes, it cannot be a very important factor in his acceptance of them because of the following kinds of evidence. My experiment (appendix 2) shows that "possible" morpheme cannot be equated with "pronounceable" morpheme. Many of the subjects in my test rejected bni:n, etc., (i.e. words in category III of table 2 of the
test) even though they did pronounce them correctly.

Another example of this is the common case of many American English-speaking children who cannot pronounce the retroflex r and substitute v for it thus saying [θvi:] for "three" or [twɔk] for "truck", but still recognize the r. Thus if an adult says [θvi:] they insist that he is wrong. Here the child recognizes the r even though he cannot pronounce it. 8

Cleft-palate speakers also give evidence for this; they cannot produce certain sounds, but they certainly recognize them. "Pronounceability" may have some effect on a speaker's judgement of a given word, but equating "possible" morpheme with "pronounceable" morpheme is too simplistic.

Thus some speakers' behavior in reacting to new morphemes, namely the restructuring of loan words, etc., can be accounted for by assuming they have limitations on their ability to pronounce certain sounds or sequences of sounds. However there still remains much that cannot be explained by this.

So we arrive at the third hypothesis, that speakers have some kind of abstract rules in their head regarding the sound sequence constraints of their language—'abstract' in the sense that they are not necessarily directly equivalent to the neuromuscular constraints that determine what a person can and cannot pronounce, and in the sense that they are applicable to more morphemes than those which already exist in the speaker's active and passive vocabulary. It seems inescapable that besides the previous two factors, namely usage and pronounceability, this factor plays a role in speakers' reaction to new morphemes.
Figure 1. shows in flow chart form how these three factors might operate.

This figure requires some comment. First of all from box 3a we go to 4 and not back to 2, because the speaker bases his judgement on the original input, not on the restructured morpheme. The subjects of my test (except one) pronounced the words given to them before rendering their judgement, thus it seems "pronouncing" had some part to play, and it seems this "test" comes first. Next it would seem easier and faster to find out if a word existed or not than to find out if it adheres to the sequential constraints of the language. Thus I hypothesize that the usage test precedes the sequential constraint test. Moreover if the form exists, even though it violates a sequential constraint—i.e. if it is an exception to a sequential constraint, it is accepted, which again indicates that the usage "test" probably comes earlier than the sequential constraint "test". The chart also shows that the pronounceability of a form is independent of its acceptability on other grounds. It should also be emphasized that rejection at box 6 in figure 1 does not imply that the morpheme is impossible, because the morpheme could enter the speakers passive or active vocabulary if he was exposed to it often enough.

Of course a lot of structure is hidden in some of these boxes. For example in box 3a instructions are given to restructure an unpronounceable form so that it is pronounceable, but the nature of these instructions is glossed over. No doubt there are definite rules for accomplishing these, and conceivably some reference is made to the sequential constraints. It is not unlikely that pronounceability
Figure 1.
constraints overlap the sequential constraints to a large extent—
since a speaker gets more practice and thus more skill in pronouncing
the forms existing in his language, most of which by definition adhere
to the sequential constraints. However in many cases there are also
alternate ways of doing this restructuring, e.g., the English loan
'station' is restructured by speakers of Hindi dialects with severely
restricted initial clusters, as either [istaːn] or [saːteːn] or
[teːn]. Or the Vietnamese name "Nga" [ŋa] is restructured by some
American English speakers as [na] and by others maybe as [ɔŋga] or
[ɔŋa].

I have in this section briefly reviewed the evidence that can be
cited for the claim that native speakers are aware of the constraints
on morphemes of their language, and have speculated on the factors that
may underlie a speaker's behavior when he accepts or rejects new mor-
phemes.

2.1.2. The question of the domain of MSC's:

In the previous section I discussed the purpose of MSC's, and
certain problems in achieving this. But there are still some contro-
versies in the field as to the domain over which MSC's apply.

Halle (1959), Stanley, and McCawley (1970) notice that certain
restrictions hold at the lexical level of morphemes which may not hold
at the systematic phonetic level, and, according to McCawley, vice
versa:10

..restrictions on what may occur in pronunciation do not always
parallel those on what may occur in basic forms.. (817)

McCawley also notes that in many cases the restrictions on both
the dictionary level and the phonological level will be the same:
The exclusion of [zb] (indeed, of any initial consonant cluster beginning with a voiced spirant) in English can be regarded as either a constraint on possible pronunciations or a constraint on possible basic forms.\textsuperscript{11} (817)

Even though the above-mentioned linguists have noted that certain constraints apply to only one level or the other, they do not make a formal distinction between the two kinds of constraints. All the restrictions—redundancy rules—are given at one level, the lexical level, and apply to morphemes only. In the case of initial clusters in English the restrictions are about the same at both the lexical level and the phonetic level so this leads to no problems. Problems develop only when the restrictions appear to be different at the two levels. Some of the restrictions are different only in the domain to which they apply, to the morpheme at the lexical level, but to the word, i.e. across morpheme boundaries, at the phonetic level. These differences are handled by P-rules.

This problem is explicitly recognized and discussed by Brown (1969), Fromkin (1971b), and Shibatani (1971).

Let me briefly review the kind of data that is involved in this controversy:

If we look at languages we find that certain constraints apply only within a morpheme, e.g., within a morpheme in Hindi we cannot get *td as a cluster, but across morpheme boundaries we can, as in pot+dar "someone dealing in beads".\textsuperscript{12} Certain other restrictions apply both within and across a morpheme boundary, e.g., Kisseberth's Yawelmapi example (to be discussed shortly).

Since certain constraints in languages apply both within a morpheme boundary and across it, the generative phonologist's restriction
of having MS constraints apply only within a morpheme, has made necessary the writing of certain P-rules which duplicate the constraints already mentioned in the MS conditions. For example Kisseberth (1970) points out that in "...the underlying representation of jawelmani morphemes, there are no triliteral clusters" (294), and posits a morpheme structure condition to account for this. He goes on to say:

The existence of this morpheme structure condition is not sufficient to account for the absence of triliteral clusters, for it blocks such clusters only inside the morpheme. Morphological processes of suffixation and special stem formation rules operate so that morphophonemic representations of words do contain triliteral clusters. (294)

And he then mentions that several phonological rules take care of these clusters at the morphophonemic level, so that at the phonetic level these clusters do not occur.13

Brown criticizes this approach as being an unnecessary proliferation of rules and questions the restriction of the application of the MS conditions only to within a morpheme. Fromkin seems to agree with the general idea of having MS conditions apply across morpheme boundaries but points out certain difficulties with Brown's proposals due to certain mechanical problems which do not concern us here.

Shibatani approaches the problem by dividing what has usually been called MS conditions into MS constraints (MSC) and surface phonetic constraints (SPC). According to him SPC's "are constraints on possible pronunciation" (18). They apply at the phonetic level, and are not limited to applying only within a morpheme. As a matter of fact, as he mentions in a footnote, they cannot be limited to within a morpheme, since the information on the location of morpheme boundaries is considered to be unavailable at the phonetic level. (I might add that
this is by current convention, and doesn't necessarily have to be so). Shibatani indicates that information on word boundaries is available at the phonetic level, however, according to McCawley (1968:53) it has been maintained since the Chomsky, Halle, and Lukoff (1956) study that even word boundaries are erased at the phonetic level. Also the SPCs "state inter-morphemic constraints" (7). The MSCs on the other hand state constraints at the "morphophonemic level, and they apply only intra-morphemically" (7).

Thus Shibatani accepts the generative convention of restricting MSC's to applying within morphemes only, and tries to find a solution to this proliferation of rules by claiming that constraints at the systematic phonetic level be formally recognized. Brown and Fromkin on the other hand support an extension of the theory in order to solve this problem: they allow sequential constraints to apply across morpheme boundaries as well as within.

Above I reviewed how Brown, Fromkin, and Shibatani have tried to find a solution to the problem of proliferation of rules. Even though Shibatani's positing of sequential constraints at two different levels solves this problem to a certain extent, it does not solve it completely, and moreover it creates certain other problems, to be discussed below.

1. First it is contradictory to equate SPC's with constraints on pronounceability and then allow exceptions to them as Shibatani does (cf. his footnote 20). Shibatani claims that it is SPC's which a speaker uses to determine whether a given item is an "accidental gap" in his vocabulary or "impossible" morpheme, and elsewhere also claims
that SPC's "are constraints on possible pronunciation" (18). If
speakers' judgement of possible/impossible morpheme is based on pronun-
ceability then I don't see how exceptions to SPC's can be permitted—
because presumably these constraints amount to limitations on the neuro-
muscular ability of the speaker. Moreover as discussed earlier the
test I conducted shows that it is not solely on the basis of pronuncia-
tion that a speaker accepts or rejects a given word.

2. Besides the above-mentioned difficulty there still remains the
problem of duplicating rules at various levels.

Shibatani has three kinds of conditions: MSC's, SPC's and $^m$SPC's.
The $^m$SPC's "...state the constraints that hold at both morphophonemic
and phonetic levels" (11). Since his $^m$SPC's are part of SPC's and
since SPC's do not have grammatical information or information on mor-
pheme boundaries available to them, the problem of duplicating informa-
tion still remains. This is evident in the well-known case of the de-
voicing of word-final obstruents in German:

Word pairs such as bund [bunt] - bundes [bundes] "union" (sg. and
pl.), rad [rat] - redes [rades] "wheel" (sg. and pl.) suggest that
word-finally, underlying voiced stops become voiceless. First,
Shibatani is of course correct in holding that this devoicing cannot be
accounted for by any MSC. This is because in order to derive the
correct plural forms it is necessary to posit voiced stops in under-
lying morpheme final position for these words. The traditional way of
generating the surface forms then would be to let a P-rule do the
dehoicing. However Shibatani suggests this devoicing reflects a
constraint on pronunciation and attributes it to one of his SPC's,
which are supposed to operate on the output of P-rules. This is certainly a possible treatment of the devoicing phenomenon but I see no compelling reason to choose the SPC treatment over the P-rule treatment; on the surface both are equally plausible.

However the devoicing of stops in German is actually more complex than the above examples reveal. Shibatani notes in a footnote that Zimmer pointed out that the devoicing also occurs word-medially at the end of a syllable that is also morpheme final. Thus alongside *bund* [bunt] we have *bündnis* [büntnis] "union", and alongside *rad* [rat] there is *radfahrer* [ratfarer] "to cycle". The word-medial retention of voicing in *bundes* [bundes] etc. are presumably explained by claiming that in these cases the voiced stop occurs in syllable initial position and thus escapes the devoicing. For this expanded set of examples of the stop devoicing it is possible to posit a single P-rule something like:

(1) [-continu] \(\rightarrow\) [-voice] /syllable boundary

Condition: syllable boundary must coincide with morpheme boundary.

This handles the word-medial case and the word-final case too, since word-final position is just one particular case of syllable-final and morpheme-final. It is necessary to refer to the morpheme boundary in the above rule, because voiced obstruents in syllable-final position which are not also morpheme-final do not undergo devoicing, e.g., *stieglitz* [stiglits] "gold finch", *adler* [adler] "eagle".

But Shibatani's SPC's cannot refer to morpheme boundaries or any other grammatical markers, thus the word-final devoicing could be
handled by an SPC but the word medial devoicing would have to be
handled by a P-rule. (There are perhaps other cases too where such
grammatical information might be needed. As Shibatani notes himself
(footnote 10) there are cases in natural languages where his SPC's
might require grammatical information.) This is definitely uneconomical.
Essentially the same rule would have to be given twice. In this
case there is a clear preference to handling all the devoicing pheno-
mena by a single P-rule rather than an SPC plus a P-rule.

There might be some advantage in treating certain phenomena as due
to an SPC, where otherwise it would appear that several P-rules are
involved in a "conspiracy" (e.g., Kisseberth's Fawelmanni example)\textsuperscript{15}
but there seems to be no advantage in writing an SPC for what can be
handled by a single P-rule (however, I will shortly propose that SPC's
are not even needed in the "conspiracy" case).

To consider another example: in the case of the English plural
s-z alternation, generativists up to now, have handled the voicing
agreement by means of a P-rule but would (presumably) handle the
highly similar voicing agreement within morphemes, as in the final
cluster in 

\textit{apse, adze}, etc., by a redundancy rule—i.e. a MS condition.

Brown suggests however that the redundancy rules be applied across
morpheme boundaries so that the redundancy rule that handles voicing
agreement of obstruents within morphemes, also take care of the correct
voicing of the plural morpheme in 'cats', 'dogs', etc. She correctly
(in my view) points out the arbitrariness of choosing either \textit{s} or \textit{x}
as the specified form of the plural morpheme when it enters the phonolo-
gical component, and later changing the voicing by a P-rule. In her
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system the plural would not be specified for voicing, and the redundancy rule would supply the correct voicing. This still would not take care of the -sz plural in words like judges as Fromkin (1971b) points out. So Brown would have to take care of the -sz plural by a P-rule (since, by convention, redundancy rules can only fill in unspecified features, not insert or change segments). Similarly the plural morpheme shape z after sonorants would also have to be taken care of by a P-rule (since there can't be a redundancy rule for this since both voiced or voiceless consonants can appear after sonorants, e.g., 'lens' [lɛnz], 'dance' [dæns]). If the redundancy rule specifying voicing agreement is allowed to operate across morpheme boundaries, Brown would of course have to list words such as 'width' [wɪdθ], and 'hundredth' [hʌndredθ] as exceptions to this redundancy rule (pointed out to me by J. Ohala).

Shibatani proposes choosing ζ as the representative shape of the plural, and having the s-ζ alternation specified by a P-rule and the insertion of the necessary θ in the case of the -sz plural after sibilants, by another P-rule (9):

(2) Ø→ θ / [+strident] [+strident]
(3) ζ→ s / [-voiced]

Thus he too needs two P-rules, however his P-rules are somewhat simpler; since after vowels and after voiced consonants the ζ would remain unchanged, and only after voiceless consonants would the ζ be changed to s. However he loses the advantage of a "nonarbitrary" specification of the voicing of the underlying plural morpheme.

Shibatani, however does not stop at just the positing of P-rules
since according to him they don't explain enough. He posits two SPCs which more or less repeat the same thing as the P-rules—however according to him the P-rules exist only because of the SPCs (9):

(4) \[
\begin{array}{c}
[-\text{sonorant}] \\
\downarrow \\
[-\text{sonorant}] \\
\downarrow \\
[-\text{voiced}] \\
\downarrow \\
[-\text{voiced}] \\
\end{array}
\]

(5) \([-\text{strident}] [-\text{strident}]\]

By the way, as stated, his SPC's don't work. SPC (4) states that two [-sonorant] segments must agree in voicing, however as mentioned above, 'width' [wið] and other words constitute exceptions. SPC (5) states that no two strident consonants can occur together, however words like "sphere", "svelte", "laughs", "wives", etc., are exceptions to this, since sf-, sv-, -fs, -vz, are all [+strident] [+strident] clusters. The exceptions to SPC (5) needn't be exceptions of course, if one modifies (5) to read not simply [+strident] [+strident] but \([-\text{strident}] [-\text{strident}] [-\text{coronal}] [-\text{coronal}]\) (The exceptions to SPC (4) would, as mentioned above, be exceptions for Brown also, but exceptions to SPC (5) need not be exceptions for her if she spelled out the plural shape -əz by a P-rule, rather than just inserting a ē as Shibatani does). However as mentioned earlier exceptions to SPC's are inconsistent if SPC's reflect "possible pronunciation". Thus exceptions to Brown's redundancy rules are not as damaging as exceptions to Shibatani's.\(^\text{16}\)

Moreover it is not at all clear how Shibatani accounts for the voicing agreement in apse, adze, etc. He mentions that SPC's can act as linking rules (18): "...when the output of P-rules are found phonetically conflicting, SPCs can link them to well-formed phonetic representations". But he notes that not all types of SPCs can function
as linking rules. Since he specifically rules out (4) as operating as a linking rule (18) (since it contains variables and so would not provide a unique output), it presumably could not be used to account for the voicing agreement in apse, adze, etc. It is possible that he would handle these words also by P-rules (2) and (3). However would he then claim that apse also has an underlying z /apz/ which the P-rule changes to z? This is unlikely. He might account for these words by an MSC, as is usually done. But he has claimed that SPC's (4) and (5) "explain" the existence of P-rules (2) and (3); do they also explain the existence of the MSC? If so, this would contradict his previous claim of the independence of SPC's and MSC's.

Perhaps at this point one should ask whether the voicing agreement of the final apse and adze clusters, and the final cats and dogs clusters really are related phenomena or not, i.e. does treating them as the same reflect competence? It is not at all clear that it does because:

(a) Within morphemes there are no exceptions (in the final clusters), but across morpheme boundaries exceptions such as 'width' [wid@] do exist.

(b) We cannot have the MSC's (or SPC's) specify the shape of the plural after sonorants, because as mentioned earlier both voiced and voiceless consonants can occur after sonorants. So at least this part of the plural rule will have to be treated separately from the MSC's, and no SPC can be posited to 'explain' it. Of course it can be claimed—-as Shibatani does—-that the plural shape is /z/ and it is changed to [z] or has a [ə] inserted before it, only in the appropriate
environments. However Berko's (1958) data suggests that this is not necessarily true. Young children had significantly greater difficulty with the plural after sonorants that after stops, (presumably since both s and z are phonetically possible). If the plural was /z/ then one would have expected that children would have had no more problem with sonorant+z than voiced stop+z in the plural.

(c) Bellugi (1964; cited by McNeill (1970)) found that the s-z alternation is learned in pluralization first, then in the possessive and last in the present tense marker. This suggests that perhaps these alternations are not really treated as one rule. (Of course as Fromkin (personal communication) pointed out, "although the s-z alternation may be learned in stages as related to syntactic or morphophonemic rules, it is still possible that at some stage the generalization is made relating all the different rules into one general rule.")

Thus perhaps the current generative practice of treating the voicing agreement in the plural as separate from that exhibited inapse, adze, etc., is correct. If, however, further evidence showed that the phenomena were similar then it would still be preferable to follow the Brown-Fromkin approach rather than Shibatani's because although some of Shibatani's SPC's play an active role in altering the output of P-rules, in this case his SPC's repeat what P-rules or MSC's already do. Thus it seems to me the SPC's just duplicate information.

3. Finally some of the evidence Shibatani gives for the need for SPC's requires the prior acceptance of some very questionable points in phonology. He notes for example that Chomsky and Halle (1968:47) posit consonant clusters having identical consonants in the underlying forms
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of *Mississippi*, *Kentucky*, etc., namely /mississippi/, /kVntukki/, etc. This is required, according to them, to make the stress assignment correct, and to account for the lack of voicing of /s/ intervocalically, and also to account for the lax vowel in the penultimate syllable of *Kentucky*. However since identical double consonants are not permitted in English at the phonetic level, Shibatani posits an SPC which rules out clusters of identical consonants. However it is just such highly "imaginary" (to use Crother's term) underlying forms, which have come under some of the most severe attacks in generative phonology (Kiparsky 1968, Crothers 1971, Ladefoged 1971a). The controversy is not settled yet, of course; however the fact of the dispute hardly lends much support to arguments for the need for SPC's.

Thus even though Shibatani's proposal to correct certain deficiencies in the handling of sequential constraints in generative phonology is a very interesting one we find that the theory of SPC's seem to be beset by problems itself. What then is the solution? I propose that an extension of the current theory of MS conditions is needed (along the lines suggested by the brief treatment of this problem by Brown and Fromkin). That is, MS conditions should be permitted to operate across morpheme boundaries too, therefore I will not call them MSC's but sequential constraints (SQC).

The unmarked case will be very general SQC's that apply within and across morpheme boundaries and at the lexical as well as the phonetic level. Those that apply only within a morpheme or only at the systematic phonemic level will be so marked. Morphemes could be recycled back through the sequential constraints and it will probably be just
those constraints that apply across morpheme boundaries as well that would be relevant in this recycling. Or rather than recycling the morphemes, these constraints can be "everywhere" constraints applying wherever applicable. There are examples of constraints that apply only at the systematic phonemic level (e.g., the Hungarian example McCawley gives (1970:817) or the Hindi SQC 9 which pertains to homorganic nasals+stop, given in 2.3), and there are examples of constraints that apply to both the systematic phonetic level and the lexical level, e.g., almost all the SQC's of Hindi mentioned at the end of this chapter. However I do not find any clear-cut examples of constraints that apply to just the systematic phonetic level. Most such examples can easily be accounted for by ordinary P-rules. For example, in McCawley's example of those dialects of English which do not permit a syllable-final vowel+r--thus 'saw' and 'soar' both would be [sɔ]--the underlying form for the latter would be /sɔr/ because of forms like 'soaring' [sɔrɪŋ]. If this is due to a pronunciation constraint, i.e. if they cannot be pronounced, then it gives no evidence for these being a surface phonetic constraint. This is because constraints on "pronunciation" I consider to be constraints at the physical phonetic level, i.e. limitations on the skill or neuromuscular coordination of the speaker, for which constraints there can be no exceptions. There are obviously constraints that hold at this level which do not hold at the lexical level (or systematic phonetic level). If McCawley's example does not reflect a pronunciation constraint, then I do not see any advantage (but there are several disadvantages) in saying that it is a constraint of the systematic phonetic level, i.e. an SPC, rather
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than treating it as an ordinary P-rule.

McCawley refers to Kisseberth's Yawelmani case as evidence that pronunciation effects phonological rules. This is an interesting case of phonological rules "conspiring" to yield forms having similar phonological shape (I have discussed this example in more detail above). This is perhaps one of the strongest points in favour of Shibatani's theory. But we see that P-rules are involved in a "conspiracy" in just those cases where they have to duplicate information of MSC's. This "conspiracy" can be quite adequately accounted for by the extensions of the MS theory as I have suggested above. This would permit the restriction in Yawelmani on triliteral clusters that holds within a morpheme boundary, to hold as well across a morpheme boundary. And this is all that Shibatani's SPC theory would be saying by means of the $^m$SPC. Therefore if one allows MSC's to operate across morpheme boundaries, there is no need for a separate level of SPC's, nor is a theory of SPC's needed to "explain" the conspiracy. Kisseberth does not say if it is a pronunciation constraint as well or not. If, given new words with triliteral clusters the Yawelmani speakers can correctly pronounce them but reject them as normal Yawelmani words, then the ban on triliteral clusters would be recorded as an SQC, one that applied across morpheme boundaries as well as within. Otherwise it would at least be a pronunciation constraint, possibly also a SQC.

Shibatani also mentions that it is SPC's not MSC's which operate in restructuring loan words. More evidence is needed before one can conclude this. That loanword restructuring exists, is of course, not questioned. That this necessitates positing SPC's, i.e. constraints at
the systematic phonetic level has not been justified. This is very likely a constraint at the physical phonetic level, that is constraints due to lack of neuromuscular coordination. Moreover I would not rule out the possibility that lexical constraints are relevant in restructuring of loans. Secondly, Shibatani's suggestion that "SPC's determine the phonetic shape of a loanword" (27) should, in my view, read "may determine" since there are a number of cases of loanwords which violate the sequential constraints of the language, and are borrowed unchanged. It is a fact that somehow ëm- clusters e.g., shmoo, entered English where they had not existed before). It is also possible that loanwords may be restructured in a way that actually violates the SQCs of the language (cf. the examples cited on pg.31).

At this point one might ask whether it "costs" more to write two rules that apply at separate levels in the derivation, or to add a recycling feature? My answer to this is that firstly the whole theory of "cost" has been under attack recently (Fromkin 1971c, J. Ohala 1971b). The claim that the evaluation measure could indicate the optimal grammar was based on the assumption that a child chooses THE grammar of the language he is learning. However the test discussed in the next section (2.2) shows that it is doubtful that there is only one optimal grammar of a language (see also Gleitman and Gleitman 1970, and Weinrich, Labov, and Herzog 1968). Secondly, rather than trying to evaluate a grammar on the basis of some internal structural properties of the grammar itself, it is more important to establish how well a particular model accounts for all of the existing evidence. In developing the alternative I put forth in the preceding section I have
tried not only to account for the sequential patterns in the intuitively simplest way but also to account for behavioral data.

To briefly summarize: I propose that the notion "impossible" morpheme has no place in a competence grammar, and instead we should talk of "irregular" or "unlawful" morphemes. I also suggest that a number of factors such as internalized rules and usage play a part in a speaker's reaction to morphemes and although pronunciation constraints obviously determine a speaker's pronunciation of morphemes they play no obvious role in his acceptance or lack of it as a permissible morpheme for his language. I further suggest that pronunciation constraints are perhaps best considered at the physical phonetic level, and not at the systematic phonetic level. Regarding the domain of MSC's I suggest that current generative theory should be modified to allow some MSC's to operate across morpheme boundaries as well as within, and therefore I use the term SQC rather than MSC. Some of these SQC's will only pertain to the lexical level and will have to be so marked. Others will pertain to both the lexical level and the systematic phonetic level. Also some of these SQC's will be "everywhere" constraints and will apply wherever applicable.
2.2. In this section I attempt to provide evidence for the "psychological reality" (for at least some speakers) of segments which would probably be considered 'imaginary' (to use Crother's (1971) term) in that they (usually) do not show up in any of the phonetic realizations of these morphemes.

For many of the morphemes of a language there is no doubt that the relationship between underlying form and the phonetic form of a morpheme may be quite direct; the two may differ only in small details, e.g. degree of aspiration, vowel length, etc., which may have to be specified by low-level phonetic rules which take into account the presence or absence of accent on the word, location of the word in the sentence, and so on. But for some morphemes the dictionary form may be more "abstract", that is, may differ quite a bit from the phonetic form.

In Hindi, initially and finally the constraints on clusters are quite severe in native morphemes (see 2.3). However medially at the phonetic level, even in native morphemes quite a variety of clusters occur; of course, statistically their incidence is still rather low: in the dictionary (Varma) that I consulted, medial clusters in both native and non-native morphemes were found in only 9% of the total entries. The question arises as to whether these clusters should be posited at the lexical level too? I would like to claim that in a large number of cases these clusters do not exist at the lexical level, but are brought about by the deletion of a /ə/ by a very general rule—the ə-deletion rule (to be discussed in detail in chapter 4). Although in a large number of cases there are alternating forms with [ə] obviating the necessity of positing abstract /ə/s, in a few cases there
are no alternating forms, and yet I will propose that the forms contain a /ɔ/ at the lexical level.

But the desirability of positing highly abstract underlying forms for lexical items has been debated in phonological literature. The so-called abstractness controversy in phonology started with Kiparsky's still unpublished paper "How abstract is phonology?" in which he objects to the practice in generative phonology of positing in certain circumstances highly abstract underlying forms for morphemes—that is, forms that bear little resemblance to their eventual phonetic shape. In answer to Kiparsky's article, Hyman (1970) asks "How concrete is phonology?" and provides data from Nupe that suggests some rather abstract forms are sometimes required. Kisseberth (1969) and Brame (1969) also try to provide evidence favoring "abstractness". Crothers (1971) has provided a good summary of the controversy and reviews the various kinds of evidence brought forth by the "abstractness" advocates. In a recent paper Kiparsky (n.d.) attempts to peek "into the abstract morphological structure of Sanskrit" through the Vedic metrical system and tries to show that the setting up of certain abstract segments for Sanskrit seems to be required because they have metrical function. And then he shows that on phonological grounds, too, these underlying representations are justified. Thus Kiparsky seems to somewhat soften his stance on disallowing absolute neutralization.

However it seems to me that the important question is not whether the underlying forms should be abstract or concrete, but rather, what evidence is there for the "psychological reality" of any posited underlying form whether highly abstract or not?
2.2.1. The kind of data that is involved in the issue to be discussed are the pairs of related Hindi words in table 4. Many more such pairs could be cited. The words with medial clusters at the phonetic level (column 2) have alternating forms with the cluster broken up by a [ə] (column 1). If we assume that the words in column 2 have as their underlying form, forms similar to those words in column 1 plus a suffix or inflectional ending (e.g., both [nəmək] "salt", and [nəmki:n] "salty" have /nəmək/ as an underlying form), then a perfectly general rule can be written\(^{17}\) to delete the /ə/:

\[
\begin{align*}
\varepsilon & \rightarrow \emptyset & /VC\_\_\_CV
\end{align*}
\]

The above rule states that a /ə/ is deleted if it is preceded and followed by consonants, which consonants in turn must be preceded and followed respectively by vowels. (Thus the /ə/ in the first syllable of a morpheme or word would not be deleted.)

Examples of derivations are given below:

\[
/\text{šomək}+\text{a}/
\]

yields

[šomka] by ə-deletion rule.

But /šomək+ta/

yields

[šomkaːta] (ə-deletion rule inapplicable).

I assume thus that a native speaker derives the words in column 2 from those in column 1; i.e. the words in the two columns are considered related not only by common semantic features, but also in a systematic phonological way. An alternate hypothesis, which I reject here, is that speakers do not derive both words from a single underlying form.
| 1. [bədəlna] | "to change" (inf.) | [bədlana] | "to cause to change" (inf.) |
| 2. [čəmkəna] | "to shine" (inf.) | [čəmkəna] | "to shine" (trans. inf.) |
| 3. [čipəkəna] | "to stick" (intrans. inf.) | [čipka] | "stuck" |
| 4. [lətəkəna] | "to hang, suspend" (intrans. inf.) | [lətka] | "hung" |
| 5. [kʰətəkəna] | "to click, tap" (in trans. inf.) | [kʰətka] | "noise made by tapping" (noun) |
| 6. [hičəkəna] | "to hesitate" (intrans. inf.) | [hički:] | "hiccup" (noun) |
| 7. [ətəkəna] | "to be obstructed" (intrans. inf.) | [ətka] | "was obstructed" |
| 8. [sisəkəna] | "to sob" (inf.) | [sisiki:] | "a sob" (noun) |
| 9. [dʰərəkəna] | "to palpitate" (inf.) | [dʰərkan] | "palpitation of the heart" (noun) |
| 10. [sənək] | "craze" (noun) | [sənki:] | "cracy" (adj.) |
| 11. [lərəkənən] | "boyhood" (noun) | [lərka] | "boy" (noun) |
| 12. [sərək] | "road" (noun) | [sərkɛ] | "roads" (noun) |
| 13. [upəj] | "produce" (noun) | [upjau:] | "productive" (adj.) |
| 14. [nəmək] | "salt" (noun) | [nəmkι:n] | "salty" (adj.) |
| 15. [kʰəptət] | "obsession" (noun) | [kʰəpti:] | "obsessed" (adj.) |
but have separate entries in their lexicon whose relationship is "known" to them only because of their common semantic features.

However besides ø-less words with medial clusters such as those in column 2 of table 4 which have alternating forms with /a/ (those in column 1), there are some native words which are pronounced with clusters at the phonetic level but which have no alternating forms with a /a/. Examples are given in table 5.

Table 5

1. [čučki:] "snap of a finger"
2. [gʰʊsla] "nest"
3. [ɪʔʃpriː] "hut"
4. [kʰkra] "crab"
5. [sɪkra] "hundred"
6. [tʃiŋkaliː] "lizard"
7. [čutkula] "anecdote"
8. [titliː] "butterfly"
9. [pečhəta] "lament" (imperative)

There are probably a few more words of this type however not very many more.

The question thus arises as to whether these words should be entered in the dictionary with an "imaginary" /ə/ or whether they should be entered with the clusters? The former solution would be the less "costly" alternative according to the present marking conventions in that the words would more closely approximate the "preferred" CVCV... morpheme structure. But the criterion for choosing one representation or another should not be the "cost" according to the marking conven-
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tions, but rather the amount of evidence we can provide for one under-
lyng representation or the other being "psychologically real".

To see if a /ə/ is "psychologically real" for these words it is
ecessary to find some way of making the posited /ə/ manifest itself in
a surface form.

2.2.2. Perhaps an environment can be found in which the /ə/ would be
free to appear. Although the /ə/ is deleted in the majority of cases
where the environment specified by the ə-deletion rule is met, there
are some suffixes which, even though they provide this environment,
seem to block the application of the ə-deletion rule. One such suf-
fix is -iya, which forms adjectives. Thus although /kesəɾtɔ̃/ "saffron+plural" is [kesɾɔ̃], /kesəɾ+tə/ is [kesəɾiya] and not
*[kesɾiŋta].

Since suffixes such as -iya block the application of the
ə-deletion rule, addition of this suffix to these ə-less forms might
allow the /ə/ to appear if it is there in underlying forms. This was
tested. In a pilot test three words were chosen from table 5. The
words chosen were nouns in common use in everyday speech, and the
addition of -iya to them would give nonexistent but semantically rea-
sonable forms. Two words from table 4 were also used (these two of
course already had other alternating forms with a /ə/ but do not have
existing forms with the suffix -iya. These five words are given be-
low in table 6.
Table 6

1. \[\text{gho}\text{sla}\] "nest"
2. \[\text{ka}\text{kra}\] "crab"
3. \[\text{ja}\text{hpri}\] "hut"
4. \[\text{ci}\text{pak}\] "stickiness"
5. \[\text{ia}\text{tak}\] "the hanging, or suspension"

Seven college-educated native speakers of Hindi served as subjects. Of these six were males and were students or workers in engineering or science. The single female was a housewife. These speakers were given the following two "warm-up" examples (verbally, by me): "saffron" kesoriya is kesoriya "saffron-colored" "milk" du:dbiya is du:dbiya "milky"

They were asked to form in like manner adjectives with -iya using the words given in table 6 above. The results are given in (7).

(7) 5 speakers responded with forms with the [a]:

\[\text{ghosiya}\]
\[\text{jba}\text{priya}\]

etc.

2 speakers gave the forms with clusters only:

\[\text{ghosiya}\]
\[\text{jba}\text{priya}\]

etc.

Though tentative these results suggest that for five of these speakers the /a/ which never appears at the phonetic level was "psychologically real", and for their grammar these forms should be entered with a /a/. However for two speakers who gave only the forms with the
clusters the /s/ in the underlying form would not be justified.

2.2.3. As mentioned above this was a pilot test. The results were interesting and certainly pointed to the usefulness of conducting a more elaborate test, since a number of factors had not been controlled for in this test. For example, I did not check the speakers for internal consistency. Also it is possible that the speakers could have been analogizing on the basis of the two "warm-up" examples presented to them. Moreover it was desirable to get a larger number of speakers. Thus the following test was performed as a more rigorous version of the pilot test.

Procedure: The test was given to 27 subjects, most of whom were the same used in the test reported in the appendix of this chapter. The following words were presented orally to the subjects by me:

Table 7

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>žbág</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>čipak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>čuččki:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>pič̆her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>mósam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>moččak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>su:ret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>čaččak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>kću:tor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>oččak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>phen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>tḥuːk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13. pani: "water"
14. məst "happy-go-lucky"
15. səfed "white"
16. titli: "butterfly"
17. kisəm "kind" (noun)
18. dəst "diarrhea"
19. ɡ̣əsəla "nest"
20. ɡ̣əpərə "hut"
21. jisəm "body"
22. kəkərə "crab"
23. ɡ̣əɾən "dusting cloth"
24. čust "tight"
25. kala "black"
26. ɡ̣ətə: "kind of wearing apparel"
27. pi:la "yellow"
28. lətək "the suspension"
29. gerəm "hot"
30. supari: "betel nut"

This represents a randomized ordering of these words and is the order in which they were given to the subjects. Of these 30 words, 9 (items no. 1, 11, 12, 13, 15, 25, 26, 27, 30) were not of interest to this test, but were put in so that the subjects would not answer automatically according to a certain pattern. The 21 words of interest to the test were of the following types:

(a) words like [lətək] which have a /ə/ in the base, and have existing alternating forms with ə as shown in table 4 (the alternation
is due to either derivation or inflection). Henceforth I will call words of this type 'ə-base words'.

(b) words like [ɡbrasla] (i.e. words like those in table 5), which don't have a /ə/ in the base, and don't have existing alternating forms where a [ə] shows up. I will call words of this type 'Ø-base words'.

(c) words like [kisəm]21 which have a [ə] for speakers not well-versed in Urdu (Urdu speakers would instead have [kism]), and which have alternating forms with Ø (even for non-Urdu speakers) when inflectional (or derivational) endings are added, e.g., [kismə] "kinds" (oblique, plural). (Here the environment of the ə-deletion rule is met thus: kisəm+ə → kismə).

(d) words like [doest] which even though they are historically borrowed words, have to be considered [+native] in a synchronic grammar of Hindi. In words of this type the final cluster is retained by all speakers (all involve the —st cluster, which, along with homorganic nasal+stop, is the only cluster non-high-Hindi and non-high-Urdu both tolerate word finally).

(I might mention here that there are 5 or 6 suffixes which all have the shape -iya but which have different functions; e.g., -iya forms diminutives: [qib:ə] "small box", [qibiya] "very small box"; it forms occupational nouns: [kəbar] "junk", [kəbəriya] "junk collector"; it forms nouns from adjectives: [pi:lə] "yellow", [pi:liya] "jaundice" etc. And as mentioned above one function of -iya is to form adjectives. In the 21 words of interest I have tried to use this last adjective-forming -iya.)
The subjects were asked to add -iya to the words in table 7. They were told that this might result in words that don't exist in Hindi today, but nevertheless make sense. No 'warm-up' examples were given to the subjects as had been done in the pilot test. Occasionally, throughout the test I would give the meaning that would result from adding -iya to the word, so that the subject would not add -iya automatically as to a nonsense word, but would react to the word as a word that made sense, e.g., "if one wanted to say that a girl's hair is nestlike and we say this by adding -iya to [gʰ̥osla], what do we get?" etc.

After giving the subjects the 30 words in table 7 I then gave the subjects another task to do (the results of which I wasn't really interested in for this test) namely, to add the suffix -ən to 5 words which I presented to them.

After this I pretended that I had mismarked a few items in the first test and had forgotten to ask for responses to a few words, and so asked for a few more responses. My assumption was that the subject would not remember his previous response because of this added task; however this is an assumption which I can not justify. I have no way of knowing whether the subjects remembered their previous response or not.

This time I asked them to again add -iya to the following words, in the order given below:
Table 8

1. duːdʰ  "milk"
2. kēkra  "crab"
3. leṭak  "suspension"
4. ḱḥʾpřːiː  "hut"
5. čipak  "stickiness"
6. kesar  "saffron"
7. hōsla  "nest"
8. čuṭkiː  "snap of a finger"
9. kisam  "kind"
10. mɔsɛm  "weather"
11. čeṭak  "brightness"
12. titliː  "butterfly"

Ten of these words are from the previous list, and 2 are new, namely, [duːdʰ] and ['kesar]. Both of these words have existing -iya forms, e.g., [duːdʰiya] and [kesəriya]. These 2 were used as "cue" words to see if speakers were influenced by them, i.e. to see whether speakers just analogized on the basis of patterns exhibited by them. Since [duːdʰ] was a form which did not involve a [ə], this was the best form I could get to see if the lack of a [ə] influenced the subjects to change their answer (for the four words that follow [duːdʰ] from an original [ə] to a ə. Similarly [kesər] was the 'cue' word to see if they would change their original answer to one with a [ə].

In recording the subjects' responses, I recorded whether the subject added or retained the [ə] in giving the basetiya ([ə] was recorded [ə], and if they did not add or retain a [ə] the response was recorded
Table 9:

1. In the table only the 21 words of interest are shown.

2. "Other responses" have been given as OR, not the exact response that was given.

3. The 'cue' word [du:dʰ] has been left out. Except for the "other responses", all informants gave [du:dʰi:ya]; since the response does not involve [ə] or ø, I have left it out of the table. It would have appeared at the top of the list of words in the table.

4. The order of the words does not represent the order given the first time; however, the first 11 words are shown in the order that they were presented to the subjects in the repetition.

5. For the first 11 words there are two columns for each subject. The first column indicates the response given the first time, the second column the response given during the repetition.
as Ø). I also noted any other response (OR).

Results: The raw data from this test are presented in table 9. Figures 2-6 present an analysis of the responses to the 10 words that were repeated. Some of the percentages in the following figures may not add up to 100% because either the "other responses" have not been included, or there was some rounding off of the figures. Figure 2 gives the breakdown of the responses to the 10 words as to whether they were consistent or inconsistent, and how they were consistent or inconsistent, i.e. whether the consistent response was with a [ə] or a Ø. Subjects were consistent 77.5% of the time.

Figure 2

All responses to 10 words

Inconsistent 22.5 %

Consistent 77.5 %

With ə 42 %

With Ø 35 %

1st time ə 1st time Ø

2nd time Ø 2nd time ə

10.8 % 8.9 %

Figure 2 shows that there were more consistent responses with a [ə] than with a Ø. In the inconsistent responses there was more tendency to first give a [ə] then change it to a Ø rather than the other way around.

Figure 3 breaks down these 10 words into whether they were Ø-base or ə-base. This same figure also shows the percentage of
consistent responses with [ə] and the percentage of consistent responses with ∅ for both the a-base and the ∅-base words. For the a-base words, 63% of the time the [ə] was retained and 22% of the time a ∅ was given consistently. If we look at the consistent responses to the ∅-base words, we find that 49% of the time the ∅ was retained, 21% of the time a [ə] was given consistently.

To determine if the "cue" word influenced the response the second time, we want to know if there is any change in the incidence of a given type of response, i.e. percentage of [ə] responses and of ∅ responses, from the first presentation to the second presentation which was preceded by the given "cue" word. We can analyze the responses in two ways: first we can look at the responses regardless of whether they were of the ∅-base or a-base type; this is done in figure 4. Second, we can analyze the responses taking into consideration whether
they were of the Ø-base or ø-base forms, this is done in figures 5 and 6.

**Figure 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;cue&quot; word</th>
<th>% response 1st time</th>
<th>% response 2nd time</th>
<th>Net change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All 10 words</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>59 %</td>
<td>52.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>48.5 %</td>
<td>+6.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>51 %</td>
<td>52.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>49 %</td>
<td>47.5 %</td>
<td>-1.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows that there might have been an influence in the direction of the 'cue' word, but it was very small. When the 'cue' word with Ø was presented, there were 6.5% more responses with Ø than there were upon the initial presentation of these words. When the 'cue' word with [ø] was presented, there was a 1.5% increase in responses with [ø]. On the whole this is not much of a change.

Figures 5 and 6 indicate the percentages of responses as a function of the cue word and as a function of whether they were Ø-base or ø-base, respectively.

**Figure 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;cue&quot; word</th>
<th>responses 1st time</th>
<th>responses 2nd time</th>
<th>Net change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø-base words</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>46 %</td>
<td>38.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>54 %</td>
<td>61.5 %</td>
<td>+7.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>36.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>63.5 %</td>
<td>-11.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;cue&quot; word</th>
<th>responses 1st time</th>
<th>responses 2nd time</th>
<th>Net change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>72 %</td>
<td>66 %</td>
<td>-6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>34 %</td>
<td>+6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>77 %</td>
<td>68.5 %</td>
<td>-8.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>23 %</td>
<td>31.5 %</td>
<td>+8.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of ø-base words there is a slightly larger influence of the "cue" word. In the case of the ø-base words, not only is the influence of the "cue" word very little, but the second time the [ø] response went down from 77 % to 68.5 % even after a ø-cue word: i.e., the change in responses was opposite to what would be expected if the cue word was influencing the responses. The slight increase in the responses in the direction of the "cue" word, represented in figure 4, could be either because there was some influence of the 'cue' word or because of chance, i.e. it was random. The -8.5 % net change in the case of the ø-base words, when presented with a ø-cue word, suggests that the slight influence of the "cue" word as shown in figure 4 is due to chance.

Discussion: The results show that subjects were more consistent than they were inconsistent, i.e. their responses were rule governed \(^{22}\) and not completely random.

We also find that there were more consistent answers in forms with a [ø] base (85%) than in forms with a ø base (70%). There is also greater percentage of adherence to the base in the ø-base forms (63%) than in the ø-base forms (49%), but greater than chance adherence to the base in both, i.e. it seems that most subjects preferred to keep
the base unchanged.

A question that could be asked is whether or not speakers have pre-existing rules to which they subject new forms, or whether they just analogize on the basis of existing forms, making up rules on the spur of the moment. If the latter was the case, then we might expect subjects to be greatly influenced by "cue" words. However, this does not seem to be the case. Of the subjects that were inconsistent, 6 were inconsistent in a way that showed no influence due to the "cue" word. There were no speakers who changed all the responses the second time around to conform to the "cue" word. However, as mentioned above the Ø-base words seemed to be somewhat more influenced by the "cue" words than ø-base words.

We also find that one subject gave a [ø] no matter what the form (she did this for these 10 words, and for all the remaining 21 words of interest except for those ending in -st); I will call her dialect the ø-dialect. One subject gave a consistent Ø response no matter what the word, including the "cue" word [kesoriya]; I will call her dialect the ø-less dialect. Another subject gave a consistent Ø response to all 21 words and the "cue" words except for one word--[øtøk] "obstruction". One other subject gave a consistent Ø response to all the 10 words that were repeated, but kept the [ø] in the "cue" word [kesoriya]. Although these two subjects retained a [ø] in at least one other word, they are perhaps closer to the ø-less dialect than the ø-dialect.

For the subjects that consistently gave a Ø response, the assumption that the -iya suffix blocks the ø-deletion rule was wrong. The
φ-deletion rule's environment still seems to be undergoing change, and
speakers of this φ-less dialect possibly represent a dialect where the
change has been completed. Perhaps we can say that this dialect is a
more innovating dialect, since it applies the φ-deletion rule in a more
general environment.23 I do not know whether or not any of the other
blocking suffixes (e.g., -izm, thus /sənatən+izm/"a sect+the English
suffix -izm" is usually rendered [sənatəmizm] not *[sənatnizm] are
blocking suffixes for speakers of this dialect. For the speakers of
this φ-less dialect, this test provides no justification for setting up
a /ə/ in the underlying forms of Ø-base words; i.e. for speakers of
this dialect we have no evidence for or against underlying /ə/’s in
words like [għosla] because for them the -iya suffix no longer provides
an environment for this [ə] to show up. This dialect, however, does
not seem to represent the majority of the Hindi speakers (only 1 sub-
ject was a clear case of this dialect, and 2 subjects were possible
ones).

For speakers of the φ-dialect, i.e. speakers who gave a [ə] in all
10 words, as well as the other words of the test (but not the daest-type
words) the setting up of underlying /ə/’s in the Ø-base words is, I
think, justified. This dialect does not represent the majority of the
speakers either. Only one subject out of 27 was a clear case of this
dialect. I have not used myself as a subject, but I, too, use this
dialect. Five of the 7 subjects in the pilot test who gave [ə] res-
ponses to the items in table 2 may belong to this dialect, —though it
can’t be said with certainty since they were not checked for consis-
tency. For the speakers of this dialect the -iya suffix does indeed
provide an environment which blocks the \( \alpha \)-deletion rule, and the /a/'s which do not show up at the phonetic level for existing words do indeed show up in these "new" words.

One subject always gave the response which kept the base unchanged. For words of the [ghōsì]a] type, this subject in this test gave no evidence for underlying /a/'s. Before setting up (or not setting up) underlying /a/'s in these words for her grammar, further tests would have to be done. For example, she has the alternations described in table 4. However all these are existing words. If we were to test her with nonsense words and the same suffixes, would she still keep the base unchanged, or would she then change it? E.g., she has [lāṭak] and [lāṭka]; given a word *[bāṭak], would she give *[bāṭka] or *[bāṭaka]?

In my view the spreading environment in which the \( \alpha \)-deletion rule applies represents an on-going sound change. The rule has persisted since Old Hindi, and is still in the process of change. Since the change has not been completed, one might expect a certain amount of variation in subjects' responses, which is what we did find.

For the subjects who gave a mixed response to the words in the test (and this seems to represent the majority of speakers) the -iya suffix sometimes blocks the \( \alpha \)-deletion rule and other times does not. In the existing word [kesōriya], however, the [\( \alpha \)] is always retained. For these subjects we do not have clear-cut evidence for either setting up a /\( \alpha \)/ or not setting up a /\( \alpha \)/ in the \( \emptyset \)-base words, assuming we want the grammar to reflect "psychological reality". There are two possibilities:
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(a) We claim that the underlying forms are the same as the phonetic ones for these words and set up no underlying /ə/’s in them; i.e. we have [ghɔsla] at the phonetic level and /gʰɔsla/ at the lexical level.

(b) We set up underlying forms with a /ə/ for these words; i.e. we have phonetic [gʰɔsla] but underlying /gʰɔsala/.

I will choose analysis (b) here, and set up an underlying /ə/ for Ø-base words, for speakers of the mixed dialect also, accounting for the appearance or nonappearance of the [ə] in all the words of the test (except of course Øst-type words), by saying that this was due to the fact that the -iya suffix is in the process of being removed as a blocking suffix. (This might be best formulated as a sort of "variable rule" (cf. Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog (1968)).

I reject analysis (a) because I can explain the deletion of a /ə/ but I cannot explain the insertion of a /ə/. One might say that the [ə] was sometimes inserted on the basis of analogy with other forms having the [ə], e.g., [kusɔriya] etc., that is sometimes speakers analogized on [kusɔriya] type words, and other times on the [du:dɔiya] type words. First, as mentioned earlier, the test did not show that speakers were greatly influenced by "cue" words, i.e. that they analogized. Second, and more important, subjects **never** inserted a [ə] in words of the Øst type producing *[dəsɔtiya]*. If analogy played a role then this should have been a possible response. This seems most easily accounted for by forgetting about analogy and simply saying that words like [dast] do not have an underlying /ə/ therefore a [ə] never shows up in the derivation of these words. Words of the [gʰɔsala] type do
have a /ə/ and therefore it sometimes did show up—the variation between ə-ɔ in these words being attributed to the variability of on-going sound change.

A question that could be asked at this point is whether my subjects were influenced by the writing system when they gave a [ə] response to words like [ɡʰɔsələ], that is, although the words were presented to them orally, is it possible that the conventional spelling of these words influenced speakers to put in a [ə] where there was none previously? First, as far as Hindi orthography is concerned, the rendering of words in Devanagari is not so conventionalized. In Devanagari these words are usually written as if they did not have a cluster even though they are pronounced with a cluster. (The same is true of words such as [ċi[kə] etc., i.e. words pronounced with clusters but which, unlike the ɡʰɔsələ-type words, do have alternating forms with the cluster broken up by a [ə] (see table 4 col. 2)). But people can and frequently do write these words as if they did contain a cluster.

Furthermore three of my subjects did not know Devanagari well enough to be influenced by it. Their responses (informants no. 23, 24, 25, in table 9) were no different from the responses of other subjects.

However, to find out for sure whether orthography might have partially influenced speakers' response, it would be necessary to add another feature to the test, namely that of giving the test to pre-literate children also, or to adults who are not fluent in Devanagari (which is common among scientists and engineers).

One other question (raised by Zimmer, personal communication) is how did the children who heard words of the [ɡʰɔsələ]-type always with a
cluster deduce an abstract form with a /ə/? I cannot provide any conclusive answer to this question. However, it is well known that children produce words they have not heard before, e.g., a child hears *poise*, assumes it is a plural form and asks "what is a poy?". I can speculate that upon hearing existing forms such as [čipka]-[čipak] (cf. table 4) the child forms underlying forms with a /ə/ for these words, which /ə/ he deletes with the ə-deletion rule. Similarly, hearing a form such as [gʰosla], he hypothesizes that it too had a /ə/ which has been deleted by the ə-deletion rule, and thus posits underlying /gʰosala/. Of course not all children would arrive at the same conclusion, and it is entirely possible that some children have only /gʰosla/ as the underlying form. Some children's treatment of the Hindi word for "lizard" [cʰipkəli:] (to be discussed in 2.2.5) provides additional evidence that children may somehow formulate "abstract" forms quite different from phonetic forms.

To summarize briefly, for the speakers of the ə-dialect (including speakers who gave a mixed response), I propose that words such as [gʰosla] "nest", which do not have existing alternating forms with a [ə], are represented in the lexicon with an underlying /ə/, e.g., /gʰosala/. The ə-deletion rule applies to forms such as these to yield the correct phonetic output, e.g., [gʰosla]. However, suffixes such as -iya block the application of the ə-deletion rule such that /gʰosala+iya/ yields [gʰosaliya]. I cannot propose underlying /ə/s in such words in the lexicon of speakers of the ə-less dialect. Since for these speakers suffixes such as -iya do not block the application of the ə-deletion rule and therefore there is as yet no evidence for any
underlying /ə/.

2.2.4. The results also suggest another interesting point: namely that speakers who produce forms which are identical phonetically may still have quite different grammars. (See also Zimmer (1969:320, and Gleitman and Gleitman). Such speakers would usually be considered to be speakers of the same dialect. Current generative phonology would assume that they have THE ideal grammar of their language, which as children learning the language, they had to choose. But if what I have said above is correct, then this is not the case. Given the same phonetic data, e.g., words of the [g'òsla] type, one child might form an abstract form with an underlying /ə/ and another an underlying form with no /ə/, i.e. with the cluster. Or one child might on the basis of [kesɔrinya] hypothesize a grammar where -iya blocks the ə-deletion rule, whereas another child might hypothesize a grammar where -iya does not block the ə-deletion rule, simply marking the existing [kesɔrinya] as an exception. Thus:

**Speaker A**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/g'òsla/ \\
\quad \downarrow \text{(by the ə-deletion rule)} \\
[k'òsla] \\
\end{array}
\]

**Speaker B**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/g'òsla/ \\
\quad \downarrow \\
[k'òsla] \\
\end{array}
\]

And:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/kesɔr+iya/ \\
\quad \downarrow \text{(-iya blocks ə-deletion rule)} \\
[kesɔrinya] \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/kesɔr+iya/ \\
\quad \downarrow \text{(exception to ə-deletion rule)} \\
[kesɔrinya] \\
\end{array}
\]

The difference in their grammar would only become apparent when they attempted to formulate new words (under 'grammar', I include the
the lexicon as well as the rules). Thus I think this is evidence for
the view that there is more than one possible grammar that children may
select. I have not seen any empirical evidence which supports the
counter-assumption: that there is a single ideal grammar of the lang-

uage which a child must select. I am not proposing that we write a
separate grammar for every speaker; we can probably narrow the choice
down to a small number of grammars. But it seems unlikely that we can
settle for just one maximally "optimal" grammar.

This bears crucially on the problem of what kind of evidence is
required to verify a particular phonological analysis of a language.
In particular it undermines the claim of Kiparsky (1971) that (586):

We have to find external evidence which shows that the abstract
analyses posited in certain cases do have psychological reality.
Of course, this cannot and need not be done in every single
example. Once we have provided external justification in a few
clear ones, we can provisionally adjust phonological theory so
that it will require the abstract analyses in these cases. The
resulting theory will then lead to specific predictions about what
the correct analysis is in many other cases, where external empir-
ical evidence may or may not be available to test the theory.

But the evidence cited above suggests that speaker A may have
abstract forms, and speaker B may not. If we followed Kiparsky we
would set up abstract forms for speaker B, too, on the evidence of
their existence for speaker A.

2.2.5. Certain other aspects of Hindi phonology can also be better
accounted for if we posit an underlying /a/.

1. The word for lizard in Hindi is [cʰipkɔli:]. The word has a
medial -pk- cluster at the phonetic level. Does it have this cluster
at the abstract level also? There are no alternating forms for this
word where a [ə] shows up. However children are reported to say
[cʰipakli:]. Normally the ð-deletion rule applies from right to left (see chapter 4 for details). If we posit the underlying form to be /cʰipakli:/, with a feature which marks it as being an exception to the right-to-left application of the ð-deletion rule, then it explains the child's behavior. The child treats it as a normal word and applies the ð-deletion rule from right to left getting [cʰipakli:]. Children's "mistakes" are usually in the direction of regularizing words that are exceptions. What he has to learn, in order to copy the adult model, is that this word is an exception; the ð-deletion rule seems to apply from left to right here. Thus it seems that there is an underlying /ð/ in the word. (Another analysis, of course, is that the child metathesizes the adult's ke to ak in this word, but then why is this word only such a popular candidate for metathesis?)

2. Additional evidence for abstract /ð/’s is the following:

There is an overwhelming tendency for Hindi to have only homorganic nasals before stops (for details see section 2.3.5.1 of this chapter). This is true mostly of [+native] words considered at the lexical level, since obviously the ð-deletion rule produces non-homorganic nasals before stops at the phonetic level. However, there are some exceptions to the generalization that nasals are homorganic before stops:

(8) tinka "bit of dry grass"
mɔŋka "a kind of bead"
kaŋkʰi: "corner of the eye"
kumba "family"
čingari: "spark"
inkar "denial"
In the case of [inkar], [čingari:], and [kumba], I think these should perhaps just be listed as exceptions because sometimes speakers do regularize them, pronouncing them as [iŋkar] [čingari:] etc. If we recognize them as exceptions to begin with we can understand why speakers would change them in this way—that is, regularize them. If we treat them as underlyingly regular as has been proposed by some writers (Narang and Becker (1971), see 2.3 for details), we cannot account for this change. The other words in the list are never regularized in my experience. These are best accounted for by positing a /o/ between the cluster, i.e. /kanokʰi:/, etc., and then deleting the /o/ by the a-deletion rule. I will discuss the case of this word and the topic of homorganic nasals in general in the next section.
2.3. Much valuable work on the sequential constraints of Hindi consonant clusters has already been done by various writers (Bhatia 1964, Gupta 1966, Arun 1961, Dixit 1963, Gumperz and Naim 1960, etc.). However there are various aspects of the problem that some or all of these writers fail to treat.

Bhatia, Arun, Gupta, and Dixit treat medial clusters, but unfortunately do not distinguish intermorphic vs. intramorphic clusters. They also do not give separate treatment to those clusters that occur in loanwords, as opposed to those in native words.

Furthermore, Dixit does not consider Hindi to have any final clusters; he posits a [ə] after all clusters that are considered to be final by other authors. It is true that there is quite an audible release after most final clusters. But in my view, phonologically, this release should not be considered to be a final vowel for the following reasons: certain types of clusters occurring in final position in loan words are simplified by most Hindi speakers, e.g., the Sanskrit loan for "ashes" bʰəsm is rendered in informal style by most Hindi speakers as [bʰəsmə] (see also discussion in 2.3.4.). Medially, however, clusters are not simplified, and when the word for "ashes" appears with an inflectional ending the cluster is maintained: [bʰəsmə] "ashes" (oblique). Dixit would have no difficulty in accounting for the form [bʰəsmə]; but since he would transcribe bʰəsm as [bʰəsmə], i.e. with a medial, not a final cluster, it is not at all clear how he would explain why bʰəsmə is often simplified to [bʰəsmə] but bʰəsmə is never simplified to *[bʰəsmə], nor is the sm cluster simplified in words like [kisəm] "fate", which do not involve
inflectional endings. Presumably he would have to mark specially all those words where the cluster is simplified. However these marked words would be precisely the class of words which other writers have considered to contain final clusters.

Of the above-mentioned writers, Gumperz and Naim are the only ones who differentiate between loan and native clusters. However they only deal with initial and final clusters, not medial. They also do not give any examples to illustrate the clusters they list in their charts.

Due to the above-mentioned limitations in descriptions of clusters in Hindi, I decided to gather the data anew for this study.

Before undertaking the study, however, the following question had to be faced: in a grammar of competence of Hindi, should these clusters be differentiated as to whether they occur in loanwords versus native words? My answer is 'yes'. As mentioned in chapter 1, speakers are aware of some words as being [+foreign], and one of the ways in which they recognize certain items as being loans is by the clusters they contain. For example in the test reported in appendix 2 (involving native Hindi speakers' response to nonsense words containing a variety of consonant clusters) some of the subjects reported that certain words could be either "Urdu" or "English". As the words were constructed by me, they obviously did not exist in my informants' vocabulary; the informants were presumably basing their judgment on the initial clusters contained in these words.

Moreover the retention or simplification of clusters has, among other things, social significance in communication. Gumperz and Naim
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note this when they say (116): "Degree of formality and informality is signalled by .... consonant clusters". Depending on whether a speaker is knowledgeable in High Hindi or High Urdu, and depending on whether he is 'westernized' or not, i.e. knows English or not, he will or will not use certain clusters. The use of certain clusters also depends on his level of education, whether the person he is speaking to is an Urdu/Hindi speaker, and the source from which most of his vocabulary is drawn (e.g., Sanskrit or Perso-Arabic, etc.) with the "uneducated low prestige speech [showing] the smallest number of clusters" (112). However if certain clusters don't appear in a given style of speech, it does not necessarily mean that the speaker cannot pronounce them. (As mentioned earlier in this chapter, pronunciation constraints need not be the same as the sequential constraints specific to the language). The facts are much more complicated. We find that a "high Hindi" speaker may correctly pronounce a certain cluster in a Sanskrit loan, but simplify the same cluster in a PA loan. I will discuss this in more detail with an example shortly.

2.3.1. The initial, medial, and final clusters of Hindi are given in the tables, below. I have indicated whether a cluster occurs in native words or only in loans, and the source of such loans, i.e. Sanskrit or English or Perso-Arabic. Although the most common clusters occurring in loans are listed, the table does not list all possible loan clusters. I have tried to be as complete as possible in the case of native clusters, but it is possible that I have missed a few. Perhaps, since the informant (myself) draws more on Sanskrit than Perso-Arabic for learned vocabulary, the listing of the Sanskrit loan
clusters might be more complete than the Urdu ones.

In trying to list as complete a list of clusters as possible, my aim was mainly a descriptive one. I am not claiming that all these clusters occur in a grammar of competence of any one native speaker, though it is not impossible that there is such a speaker. Examples of words containing these clusters are given in Appendix 3. They are represented there in a broad phonetic transcription. A number of low level phonetic rules will be needed to give the final phonetic output. For example, in word-final position these rules will have to state that there is quite an audible release after clusters. There are different degrees of this release depending on the nature of the clusters; when the final member of the cluster is \([y]\) the release seems to be most distinct, e.g., \([\text{nrity}]\) "dance" in a more narrow phonetic transcription would be \([\text{nrity}^\text{\textsuperscript{0}}]\). This final vowel, however, is much more attenuated than the regular \([\text{\textsuperscript{e}}]\). Another phonetic detail which I have not taken into account in listing the clusters and the examples (mainly due to lack of data) is that of deaspiration of final stops (and in a number of cases where the aspirate is the first member of a cluster). In allegro style word-final aspirates seem to be deaspirated. I should also mention that a number of the clusters only exist due to the application of the \(\text{\textsuperscript{e}}\)-deletion rule. E.g., \([-\text{\textsuperscript{w}t}]-\) occurs only in words such as \([\text{benawti:}]\) "artificial" which must have an underlying \(/\text{\textsuperscript{a}}/\) breaking up the cluster since there are alternating forms such as \([\text{benawt}]\) "make" (noun). Thus at the systematic phonemic level such clusters would not exist (cf. also the discussion in 2.2). All other clusters exist at both the systematic
phonemic level and the systematic phonetic level.

In the following tables native clusters are represented by an asterisk '*' and clusters occurring only in loans by an x. The source of the loan is shown at the top of the square, where PA=Perso-Arabic, S=Sanskrit, and E=English.
Table II: Medial Clusters
Table 12: Final Clusters
For ease of reference I also list these clusters in groups according to the classification below. Also listed are three-consonant clusters and homorganic nasal+stop clusters which are not shown in the preceding tables. Examples of all of these clusters are given in Appendix 3.

**Initially:** kr-, kl-, kw-, ky-, kš-; kʰy-, kʰw-; gr-, gl-, gy-, gw-; gʰr-; čy-; jy-, jw-; tr-; dr-; tr-, ty-, tw-; dr-, dy-, dw-; dʰr-, dʰy-, dʰw-; pr-, pl-, py-; pʰy-; br-, bl-, by-; bʰr-; nr-, ny-; mr-, ml-, my-; wr-, wy-; hr-; šr-, šl-, šw-, šy-, šm-; sr-, sl-, sw-, sy-, sk-, skʰ-, stʰ-, st-, stʰ-, sp-, spʰ-, sn-, sm-; zy-; str-, spr-, spl-, skr-, smr-.

Of these those occurring only in native words: ky-, kw-; kʰy-; gy-, gw-, jy-, jw-, dy-, ty-, py-; pʰy-; by-; ny-, my-; sy-, sw-; only in PA loans: kʰw-, zy-; only in English loans: tr-, dr-; bl-, st-, sl-, spl-, skr-; only in Sanskrit loans: kš-, gʰr-; čy-; tr-, tw-; dr-, dy-, dw-; dʰr-, dʰy-, dʰw-; bʰr-; nr-, mr-, ml-; wr-, wy-; hr-; šm-, šl-, šw-, šr-; sr-, skʰ-, st-, stʰ-, spʰ-, sk-; str-, smr-; šy-; in more than one type of loan: kr-, kl-, gr-, gl-, pr-, pl-, br-, sp-, sm-, sn-; spr-.

**Finally:** -kt-, -kt, -kr, -kl, -ks, -kš, -kf, -ky, -kw, -km; -kʰt, -kʰs, -kʰš, -kʰy, -kʰm; -gdʰ, -gr, -gz, -gy, -gm, -gn, -gʰr, -gʰn; -ty; -dy; -tr, -tl, -ts, -tf, -ty, -tw, -tm, -tn; -tʰy; -dr, -dy, -dm; -dʰr, -dʰy, -dʰw; -pt, -pr, -py, -pn, -ps; -bd, -bdʰ, -bj, -br, -bl, -bz; -bʰr, -bʰy; -čy; -jr, -jy; -rk, -rkʰ, -rg, -rgʰ, -rʰ, -rd, -rt, -rtʰ, -rd, -rdʰ, -rp, -rb, -rbʰ, -rč, -rj, -rs, -rš, -rz, -rf, -ry, -rw, -rh.
-rm; -lk, -lkʰ, -lʂ, -ld, -lp, -lpʰ, -lb, -lbʰ, -lf, -ly, -lw,
-lm; -sk, -skʰ, -st, -stʰ, -sp, -sr, -sl, -sf, -sy, -sw, -sm, -sn;
-ʂk, -ʂt, -ʂtʰ, -st, -ʂp, -ʃr, -ʃy, -św, -śm, -śn; -zb, -zm, -zn; -ft,
-fr, -fs, -fn; -wr, -wy; -hy; -mt, -mr, -ml, -ms, -mz, -my, -mh, -mn;
-ns, -nʂ, -nf, -nz, -nh, -nm; all homorganic nasal+stop clusters.

Those occurring in native words: -st, -ns, and all homorganic
nasal+stop clusters; only PA loans: -kf; -kʰt, -kʰs, -kʰʃ, -kʰm; -gz;
-ps, -br, -b1, -bz; -t₁, -tf; -rć, -rs, -rz, -rf; -lkʰ, -ld, -lb, -lf;
-skʰ, -sp, -sl, -sf; -st; -zb, -zn; -ft, -fr, -fs, -fn; -mt, -ms, -mz;
-nz, -nf; only Sanskrit loans: -ky, -kw; -kʰy; -gr, -gy, -gm, -gn;
-gdʰ, -gʰn, -gʰr; -ty; -dy; -ts, -ty, -tw, -tm, -tn; -tʰy; -dr, -dy;
-dm; -dʰy, -dʰr, -dʰw; -pr, -py, -pn; -bd, -bdʰ, -bj; -bʰr, -bʰy, -cʰy;
-jr, -jy; -rgʰ, -rtʰ, -rdʰ, -rp, -rb, -rbʰ, -ry, -rw, -rh; -lp, -lpʰ,
-1bʰ, -ly, -1w; -sk, -stʰ, -sy, -sw; -st, -stʰ, -şp, -şy, -św; -wr, -wy,
-hy; -ml, -my, -mh; -nʂ, -nh, -nm; only in English loans: -kt, -st,
-rd, -rt, -lᵗ, -l condi in more than one kind of loan: -kt, -kr, -kl, -ks,
-kš, -km; -tr; -rk, -rg, -rkʰ, -rt, -rd, -rʃ; -rm; -lk, -lm; -sr,
-sm, -sn; -şk, -şr, -şm, -şn; -zm; -mr, -mn; -pt.

Final three-consonant clusters: -kʃŋ, -kʃy, -kʃm; -gdʰy, -try,
-tesy, -ştʰ, -ştʰy, -str, -stʰy, -sți, -sți, -rky, -rkʰy, -rgʰy, -rly,
-rty, -rtm, -rtʰy, -rdɾ, -rdʰw, -ršw, -rhy, -rmy, -rmy, -1ky, -ńdy,
-ñdɾ, -ńkʰy, -nty, -ntɾ, -ndɾ, -ndw, -ndy, -ńdʰy. All of the three-
consonant clusters occur in Sanskrit loans only.

Final four-consonant clusters: -rt sy. Occurs only in one
Sanskrit loan.
Medially:


**stop+fricative:** -ks-, -kš-, -kf-; -gz-, -ťf-; -ts-, -ťf-; -ds-, -dš-, -ps-; -bš-, -bz-;


**fricative+liquid:** -sr-, -sl-; -šr-, -šl-; -zr-, -zl-; -fr-, -fl-;

**fricative+glide:** -sy-, -sw-; -šy-, -šw-, -šh-; -zh-; -fw-;

**fricative+fricative:** -fs-, -sf-;

**fricative+nasal:** -sm-, -sn-; -šm-, -šn-; -zm-, -zn-; -fn-;

**glide+stop:** -yk-, -yt-, -yd-, -yb-, -yč-; -wk-, -wt-, -wd-, -wt-,
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Medial three-consonant clusters: English: \(-\text{rtg-}, -\text{mpr-}, -\text{ndr-}, -\text{nfl-}\); PA loans: \(-\text{stm-}, -\text{str-}\); Sanskrit loans: \(-\text{krw-}, -\text{k}\text{šm}-, -\text{k}\text{šw-}, -\text{tkr-}, -\text{tsn-}, -\text{tsy-}, -\text{tpr-}, -\text{trt-}, -\text{rt}^{\text{h}}\text{n-}, -\text{ŋk}\text{h}\text{y-}, -\text{ŋgy-}, -\text{ŋkr-}, -\text{nd}^{\text{h}}\text{y-}\); those occurring in native words: \(-\text{mbr-}, -\text{mb}^{\text{h}}\text{l-}, -\text{ŋgr-}, -\text{ŋgr-}, -\text{ŋgl-}, -\text{ng}^{\text{h}}\text{r-}, -\text{ŋčm-}, -\text{ŋj}^{\text{h}}\text{l-}, -\text{ŋjr-}, -\text{ŋjrt-}, -\text{ŋdl-}, -\text{nd}^{\text{h}}\text{l-}, -\text{nt}^{\text{r}-}, -\text{ndr-}, -\text{nd}^{\text{h}}\text{r-}\).

2.3.2. The sequential constraints have not been stated in terms of syllables; my reasons for this are discussed in 2.3.6. Before stating some general points on these clusters, let me give some details on why I have excluded or included certain clusters.

Initial consonant clusters: I have not included \(\text{lh-}\) as in \(\text{lhasa}\) "capital of Tibet". The word is written with an \(\text{lh-}\) cluster, but I believe speakers pronounce it simply as [\(\text{lasa}\)].

Similarly I have omitted \(\text{hw-}\) which Dixit lists, as in \(\text{hwel}\) "whale". I think most speakers pronounce it [\(\text{wel}\)].

Dixit also lists \(\text{pr}^{\text{h}-}\) and \(\text{pl}^{\text{h}-}\) which occur only in the mis-pronunciation of English loans like \(\text{frame}, \text{flute}\), etc., by speakers of dialects with no [\(\text{f}\)]. It is my impression that these dialect speakers say [\(\text{pl}^{\text{h}}\text{e}\text{luːt}\)] and [\(\text{pl}^{\text{h}}\text{e}\text{rem}\)], i.e. they don't have the cluster \(\text{pr}^{\text{h}-}\) and \(\text{pl}^{\text{h}-}\); therefore they are not included.

I am treating [\(\text{k}^{\text{h}}\text{y-}\)] as native even though in only occurs in words that are historically loans, e.g., [\(\text{k}^{\text{h}}\text{yal}\)] "thought" (PA).

However the loan originally began with x which has been replaced by [\(\text{k}^{\text{h}-}\)] by non-Urdu speakers, and for these speakers I think [\(\text{k}^{\text{h}}\text{yal}\)] behaves like a native word (I might mention that it is a very commonly used word).
I have listed [zy-] and [šy-] as [-native] clusters because [z] and [š] are [-native] segments, but it could be argued that they should be treated as native, since those speakers who do have the [z] or [š] sound wouldn't regard this cluster as different from any native clusters. [šy-] occurs in common names like [šyam] or [šyama] which were originally Sanskrit loans. (Actually it is possible that at the phonetic level in casual speech these are actually [šam] and [šama] -- there doesn't seem to be much of a difference between [š] and [šy] phonetically.)

[pʰy-] occurs in my dialect in the word [pʰyas] "dandruff", so I have listed it as a native cluster. However this is the only word I could find with this cluster, though it does occur frequently in mispronunciations of English loans with [fy-] as in 'fuel' [pʰyuːl] by speakers who do not have [f]. It is possible that [pʰy-] should not be treated as a native cluster, because in the test reported in the appendix many of the subjects treated nonsense words with this cluster as being possibly English, but not Hindi.

Final clusters: I have listed [-rČ] as occurring only in PA loans. The dictionary lists it as occurring in the native word for "chili" which it lists as mirČ, however most speakers I know simplify the cluster to [mirČ], i.e. they seem to treat it as [-native]. In a variant of the word where the cluster becomes medial it is retained, e.g., [mirČiː].

I have treated [-ns] as a native cluster, even though the examples containing it could be considered to be loans, e.g., [ʰeːns] "swan". [-ns] seems to be treated as a native cluster by native
speakers (see chapter 3 for more discussion on [hens]). Moreover it could be considered to be a nasal homorganic with the following [s] (homorganic nasal-stop clusters are native clusters).

[-rh] has been listed on the chart. It is possible that it should have been omitted, because I am not certain if speakers do actually pronounce it as [-rh] or simply [-r]. In any case it only occurs in rare Sanskrit loans.

Similarly although I have listed [-st\textsuperscript{h}] and [-sk\textsuperscript{h}], it is possible that they are deaspirated to [-st] and [-sk] at the phonetic level, and should have been omitted.

Among final clusters for Urdu, Gumperz and Naim list -zd, -\textsuperscript{fr}, -lt, -rb, -ż, -wz, -jd, and -md. I have omitted these because I was unable to find examples containing them.

Gumperz and Naim also list -xr and -xl which I have not included. Non-high-Urdu speakers do not have the sound [x]; they replace it by [k\textsuperscript{h}]. Moreover I do not even list a [-k\textsuperscript{h}r] or a [-k\textsuperscript{h}l], because words that I found with -xr and -xl would not be in the vocabulary of a non-high-Urdu speaker, and a high Urdu speaker would of course have the correct -xr and -xl.

Gumperz and Naim also list Urdu -pt and -ps, for which I have not been able to find examples in the dictionary. However the dictionary lists words with -bt and -bs, e.g., zëbt "seized", habs "humid", which I would pronounce as [zëpt] and either [hëbz] or [hëps], i.e. with voicing agreement in the final cluster. It is likely that Gumperz and Naim had such examples in mind, therefore I have listed [-pt] and [-ps] but not -bt and -bs. Similarly the
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dictionary lists the word for "word" as ˌlæfz, but I would render this as [ləfz]; thus I have not included the cluster -fz. (Gumperz and Naim don't list this cluster either.) For those Hindi speakers (if any) who do pronounce the above clusters in these Urdu words without the voicing agreement (i.e. as [-bt], [-bs], etc.), these would have to be listed as exceptions to the sequential constraints.

Medial clusters: I have treated [-gd-] and [-jg-] as non-native clusters occurring only in Sanskrit loans. Arun gives ˌlʊdɡɪ: "a kind of cake" as an example of the former cluster. This word is a Desi word (a term applied to words of unknown origin), and is the only non-Sanskrit example of this cluster that I could find. It is not a very commonly-used word. In the case of [-jɡ-], Arun provides ɡeʃɡa "ornament for elephant", as an example of a native word containing it. I think this word should be analyzed as /ɡeʃ+ɡa/ and thus is not an example of a morpheme-medial cluster.

[-bg-] has been treated as a cluster occurring in PA words. It is possible that the one example that I have found, namely [ʃəbɡoːl] "a kind of medicine", should be treated as native, but more evidence is needed. Native words like [dəbɡəɾ] "a leather cone maker" (actually the word is a Desi word), I consider to be /dəb+ɡəɾ/, [-ɡəɾ] occurring in various words like [kariːɡəɾ] "artisan", [ʃədʊɡəɾ] "magician", etc.

-ʃəʊ- has been left out. The examples the dictionary gives for this cluster, e.g., ˌtrɪpʰla, ˌdəpʰliːː, etc. I render with an [f], i.e. [trifla], [dəfliːː], etc. (dəfliːː may also be rendered [dʰəpliːː]).

I have included [-pʰr-] which occurs in very few words. It is possible that Hindi speakers have [-fr-] in the examples containing
[-pʰᵣ-]. I have not personally heard [-pʰᵣ-] pronounced.

I have listed [-pʰᵣ-] as in [pʰepʰᵣa] "lungs", and [-tʰw-] as in [pətʰwə:] "village accountant". The dictionary lists these words also as pʰupʰəsʰra and pətʰwa, i.e. with a morpheme boundary intervening between the cluster. However I doubt that this morpheme boundary has any 'psychological reality' in a synchronic grammar of Hindi.

Among PA clusters, I have left out -kʰʃ-, -kʰʃ-, -zɡ-, -ɡb-, and -b[kʰ]-. -kʰʃ-, -ɡb-, and -b[kʰ]- occur only in a few high Urdu words (e.g., reṭbəṭ "desire"), and speakers who have these words in their vocabulary would probably have the correct [-y שו-], [-xʃ-], and [-bx-]. -kʰʃ- occurs in a commonly used PA loan, the word for "tip, alms" but it is pronounced [bəkʰʃiː] and not [bəkʰʃiː]. High Urdu speakers would of course have [-xʃ-]. Thus [-kʰʃ-] as a cluster would not exist. The only example of -zɡ- that I know of involves a morpheme boundary medially, e.g., rozgar "daily wages, salary" which I think should be analyzed as /rozɡar/ "daily" + suffix.

A number of other clusters which have not been included are possible in a fast tempo of speaking, e.g., -ky-, -c[h]-, -jy-, -c[h]-, -by-, -z[t]- which occur in a fast delivery of words like wakeya (PA) "in reality", kəcʰua (N) "turtle", wəʃəya (S) "a proper name", həcʰiyar (N) "weapons", təbiyət (PA) "health", izəzet (PA) "permission".

-kʰʃ- which I have left out occurs in a few high Hindi words like niʃkʰəl "guileless", but it is possible that speakers who have this word are also aware that it is /niʃ+kʰəl/.
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[-fl-] has been listed as occurring only in loans. However an alternate analysis could be to consider it as 'native' since some words of native origin have this cluster by hypercorrection, e.g., the example referred to earlier [trifla] "a medicine".

[-wɛ-] has been included. It occurs in some native words due to the e-deletion rule in words like [bənawtɪ:] "artificial" which is related to [bənawtɛ] "make". However [-wɛ-] is not a cluster for all speakers in this word. A non-rigorous test I did (to be discussed in more detail in chapter 4) seemed to indicate that a number of speakers did not delete the /ɛ/ in such words, and for them [-wɛ-] would not be a cluster.

[-lɒ-] has been treated as a native cluster on the basis of one word [dəlɔdə] "vegetable shortening". My dictionary does not list this word and I do not know of its origin. It is in common use and is a brand name (i.e. it is similar to English "Kodak").

[-mɛ-] is listed as a native cluster and the example given is [cɛmɛca] "spoon". This is from PA [cəməɛɛ] "spoon". I think in a synchronic grammar of Hindi there is no reason to treat either [cɛmɛca] or [cəmɛɛɛ] as loans.

[-mɛ-] occurs in [ʃɛmɛsan] "graveyard" which historically is from Sanskrit ʃмешан.

Words which are sometimes listed with -vɛ-, e.g., Sanskrit səṃvad "conversation", are pronounced as [səṃwad] by most speakers and not as [səvɛvad] or [səwɛwad] and thus I have not listed [-vɛ-] or [-wɛ-].
I have not included $\text{yp}^h -$ and $\text{y}^j -$ which occur in examples like [jayp$^h$al] "nutmeg", and [pay$^y$eb] "anklet"; I think a morpheme boundary can be posited in these words: /jay+ps$^h$ol/, /pay+ys$^y$eb/, etc. I am not sure if this analysis is best for a competence grammar of Hindi; more evidence is needed.

I have not included $\text{wm}^-$. This would be possible in Sanskrit loans such as /new$m+i:/ "nine"+suffix to which the a-deletion rule would apply. However, in my experience this is rendered as [nomi:].

$\text{wb}^h -$ has also been omitted. It only occurs in one Sanskrit example $\text{b}^h\text{w}b^h\text{u:ti}:' name of a writer". This word can be analyzed morphemically into /b$^h$ew+b$^h$u:ti/ "world+wealth", but I am not sure whether this analysis is justified in a synchronic grammar.

$\text{-yn} -$ has been listed as a cluster occurring in Sanskrit loans. It is possible that it should have been listed as a native cluster since words such as the word for "mirror" can be transcribed as either [aena] or [ayna].

2.3.3. General statements about the clusters:

Initially, Perso-Arabic words do not seem to have clusters other than C+glide. Gumperz and Naim seem to allow certain other clusters too, for they say "..... Urdu ... [has] only a limited number of initial sequences of the type consonant plus l, r or y" (107). Since they don't give examples, it is difficult for me to tell what sort of words they had in mind for the C+liquid clusters. Since they mention that their informants were educated, in fact, they were Indians already in the U.S.A. (Gumperz, personal communication), it is possible that they were treating common English loans like [glas]
"glass", etc. as examples of C+liquid.

Initially, native words are also highly constrained; only clusters of C+liquid or glide seem to be tolerated.

As I mentioned in chapter 1, I am treating all so-called geminate clusters like rr, mm, pp, etc., as long consonants; therefore they have not been listed in these Tables.

Medially as well as finally, what is listed by some writers as ny is phonetically [ñy]. E.g. [konə] "girl". Therefore I have treated this cluster as homorganic-nasal+ý.

Medially and finally, the various clusters usually listed as h+consonant by writers, are not considered here to be clusters in Standard Hindi. Thus Gumperz and Naim list -hr, -hm, -hw, etc., for Urdu; examples are Šahr "city", wahm "superstition", sawh "mistake", etc. Srivastava (n.d.) lists the word for city as [šəhr]. However, in my view, there is quite a pronounced vocalic release after the [h]. The word for 'city' is a very common word in the vocabulary of Hindi speakers, and the Standard Hindi speakers that I know of render this [šəhr]. In Devanagari also this loan is written without a cluster: शहर शहर. I doubt that a non-high Urdu speaker even realizes that in Urdu this word has a final cluster. Even many Urdu speakers pronounce these words without a cluster, at least in casual speech.

A number of the h+consonant clusters that are listed in the chart for medial clusters, are only clusters for Urdu speakers (e.g., -hk-, -ht-, -hb-, -hd-, -hr-, etc.); Hindi speakers pronounce these without the clusters.
Both medially and finally, what is written in Sanskrit loans as \( hm \) and \( hn \) (e.g., \textit{brahma "a god", chih \"sign\"}) are pronounced as \([mh]\), \([nh]\), etc., and thus I have treated them as such.

I have not included medial \(-gh-\) and medial and final \( \_ph \). These clusters would be possible in Hindi words like that for a particular month, written \textit{अगस्त एगहन}, and the name of a place \textit{मगही मगेही}: "pertaining to \textit{magedh}"; and the name for the hibiscus flower written \textit{गुड़सल गुरेहल}. I mentioned in chapter 1 that in the case of \( \_ph \) in some cases (as in the word for "hibiscus") it should perhaps be treated as a cluster, and in other cases (as in \([pi:phA]\) "stool") it does not seem to matter whether it is treated as a cluster or a unit. The discussion of these clusters would also involve the interesting problem of \( Vh \) in Hindi which is beyond the scope of this study. It is necessary to gather more data on what the variations in the pronunciation of these words are. However, lacking this information, I have chosen not to include them. Medially, if \( \_ph \) had been included as a cluster, then the three-consonant cluster \(-phk-\) would also have to be listed (e.g., \([lur\textsl{hka} \"toppled\"]\). This is the only three-consonant cluster with \( \_ph \) as first and second consonants. In final position, after \( \_ph \), no other consonant occurs. I am also not certain at this point whether or not in running speech we get \([-ph\] morpheme-finally at all or whether deaspiration takes place giving just \([-p\] in words such as \textit{गृह गोरह \"fort\"}.

I have treated \([rh]\) \([lh]\) \([nh]\) \([mh]\) as medial and final clusters but an alternative is to treat these as units, i.e. \([r^h]\), \([l^h]\), \([n^h]\), \([m^h]\), etc. There are pros and cons to both analyses, and the issue is
still an open one. If we treat them as units these would be segments with a rather limited distribution, since they do not occur initially, and it is not clear whether some of them are pronounced with the aspiration or not when final (i.e. whether we have \([-r^h]\) or \([-r]\). In the case of aspirate or breathy voiced stops, Narang and Becker (1971) suggest that from the point of view of the \(\alpha\)-deletion rule (I discuss this rule in detail in chapter 4) they are regarded as units (in that it deletes the \(\alpha\)in words such as \([\text{bet}^h\text{ok}]\) "meeting" when the appropriate ending is added) and therefore should be treated as units.

Narang and Becker do not discuss \([nh], [lh], \text{ etc.}\) In the case of \([lh]\) we have the word \([\text{dulh}^\alpha\text{en}]\) "bride", to which, if we add the inflectional ending \([\tilde{\alpha}]\) "plural(oblique)"), we get \([\text{dulh}^\alpha\text{en}^\text{\alpha}]\) and not \(*[\text{dulh}^\alpha\text{en}^\alpha]\), i.e. the \(\alpha\)-deletion rule does not apply, which might suggest that \([lh], \text{ etc.}\), should be treated as clusters. However, the use of the \(\alpha\)-deletion rule to decide whether certain segments should be treated as units or clusters has certain problems: as I show in chapter 4 in a number of cases it applies even if there is a cluster preceding the \(\alpha\), i.e. in the environment \(\text{VCC}\_\text{CV}\). Therefore the fact that it does not apply to the \(\alpha\) in \([\text{dulh}^\alpha\text{en}]\) (but does apply to the \(\alpha\) in \([\text{bet}^h\text{ok}]\)) is not a clear criterion by which to decide whether or not \([lh]\) (or any aspirate) is a cluster or a unit. However, if a cluster follows, the \(\alpha\) is never deleted. Therefore when the \(\alpha\) is deleted in \(/\text{som}^\theta^h\alpha/\) "understood" yielding \([\text{som}^\theta^h\alpha]\), this could perhaps be taken as support for the view that aspirates are units. The matter deserves further investigation.
I have not listed clusters with $\text{r}^-$ in the cluster charts. Initially $\text{r}^-$ does not occur. Medially and finally it occurs only in very specialized speech -- in Sanskrit loans used by high Hindi speakers in formal style of speech. The restrictions on clusters with $\text{r}^-$ are as follows: Medially after $\text{r}^-$ only vowels occur, and before $\text{r}^-$ only $\text{r}$ and $\text{m}$. Finally after $\text{r}^-$, only glides occur; and before $\text{r}^-$, only $\text{g}$, $\text{r}$, and $\text{y}$. The first consonant in clusters like [-čt-, -čht-, -bhkt-, -fjg-, -dhk-, -tkh-, -gth-, -kth-, -jhtk-, -dht-, -bht-, -ht-, -kht-, -khlt-, -khtl-, -khtl-, -khtl-], etc., has quite an audible release (that is, if deaspiration has not taken place). The common factor in these clusters is that the first consonant is an aspirate, breathy voiced stop, or an affricate. Treating the above as clusters can be questioned. I think that before we can conclusively decide one way or the other, more data from the spoken language is needed. All the above clusters involve very few examples (most have just one or two), but these are very commonly used words.

As mentioned earlier none of the authors who discuss medial clusters distinguish between morpheme-medial clusters and those that occur only across morpheme boundaries. The following are some of the clusters which are generally listed as "medial" which I found to occur only across morpheme boundaries: -gč-, -kp-, -kjh-, -čp-, -tkh-, -tp-, -tkk-, -djh-, -tk-, -hk-, -rčh-, -rl-, -lrl-, -nghn-, -rhn-, -nr-, -tm-, -tg-, -jpr-, -tph-, -td-, -rč-, -my-, -rθ-, etc. This by no means exhausts all clusters occurring across morpheme boundaries. These are the ones usually listed by others as medial.
clusters (e.g., Arun). Some examples of these are given below in table 13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-kp-</td>
<td>[čapkpeka]</td>
<td>čapk+pek+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;startled&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kʃ-</td>
<td>[ʃ'əkʃ'or]</td>
<td>ʃ'ək+ʃ'or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;to shake something violently&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-čp-</td>
<td>[pəčpen]</td>
<td>pəč+pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;fifty five&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tk-</td>
<td>[kʰətkʰət]</td>
<td>kʰət+kʰət+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;knock&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tp-</td>
<td>[kʰətpət]</td>
<td>kʰət+pət</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;noise&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tʰk-</td>
<td>[hətʰkəɾi:]</td>
<td>hətʰ+kəɾi:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;handcuffs&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dʰkʰ-</td>
<td>[ədʰkʰila]</td>
<td>ədʰ+kʰila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;half-opened (flower)&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ɾ1-</td>
<td>[ləɾ1a]</td>
<td>ləɾ+1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;darling&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ngʰ-</td>
<td>[sunγʰni:]</td>
<td>su:nɡʰ+ni:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;little box containing perfume for smelling&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ɾʰ-</td>
<td>[oɾʰni:]</td>
<td>oɾʰ+ni:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;scarf&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tʰm-</td>
<td>[kʰətməl]</td>
<td>kʰət+məl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;bed bugs&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-td-</td>
<td>[potdar]</td>
<td>pot+dar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;person dealing in small beads&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-jɒ-</td>
<td>[ra{jpu:t}</td>
<td>ra{j+pu:t}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;a warrior class&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rg-</td>
<td>[gəɾgəɾ]</td>
<td>gəɾ+gəɾ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;glug glug&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ɾč-</td>
<td>[gʰurčəɾʰi:]</td>
<td>gʰur+čəɾʰi:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;horse climbing ceremony&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ɾb-</td>
<td>[gəɾbəɾ]</td>
<td>gəɾ+bəɾ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;confusion&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In final position we find that native words permit very few clusters. The most common is homorganic nasal+stop, but I also consider [-st] to be a native cluster (as mentioned in section 2 of this chapter). Historically most words involving [-st] are loans,
but these words have been in common use for quite some time and the cluster is not simplified even by uneducated speakers; therefore marking words with [-st] as loans would not be justified. In this respect my analysis seems to agree with Gumperz and Naim's, who say that in uneducated speech "... finally there are only clusters of nasal plus homorganic stop or sibilant plus stop" (112). My analysis differs slightly in that I am only allowing s+voiceless stop; I rule out s+voiced stop. Although I am allowing ŋ+voiceless stop, it is possible that this should be ruled out; a test should be performed to see if speakers simplify this final cluster or not. (The test reported in the previous section does provide evidence for treating [-st] as native. Thus although my subjects treated common loan words like kism "kind" as [kism], and some of them seemed to give evidence of having underlying /kism/, for words like dest "diarrhea" they had [dest] and gave no evidence of having a /ə/ in the underlying form, i.e. */dest/.)

In medial position the three-consonant clusters occurring in native words involve a homorganic nasal as the first member of the cluster. In final position three-consonant clusters occur only in Sanskrit loans. Medial and final four-consonant clusters should be ruled out -- there is only one example of each: [wertsy] "alveolar" and [bʰertsna] "censure", both extremely rare Sanskrit loans.

2.3.4. Let me now return to a point mentioned earlier. A particular cluster may be pronounced correctly by a speaker in a Sanskrit loan, but the same cluster simplified by that speaker in a PA loan in terms of the native or "common core" system, or vice-versa. For example,
native words do not have [-sm]. A person who draws on Sanskrit for his learned vocabulary might correctly pronounce the Sanskrit loan for "ashes" as [bʰəsm] but simplify the PA loan kəsm "kinds" to [kisəm]. On the other hand a speaker who draws on PA vocabulary will have [bʰəsm], i.e. break up the final cluster, but will render the word for "kinds" as [kisəm], i.e. retain the cluster. Morpheme-medially, they will both retain the cluster (if we add an inflectional ending or a suffix). Thus, if the environment of the e-deletion rule mentioned in section 2 is met, we get [bʰəsmə] and [kisəm], i.e. morpheme-medially the [sm] cluster is permitted. These facts were noticed by Kelkar (1968 pg. 29).

How should these facts be represented in a grammar? There are a number of alternatives:

1. One possibility is to enter words like kəsm, etc. as /kisəm/ and add the feature +PA, then have a rule that deletes the /ə/ in the environment of [+formal][+high Urdu] style or something (whatever the sociolinguistic features should be). This deletion rule is added by the speaker only when he is exposed to high Urdu, of course. Since the environment of this e-deletion rule would be socially conditioned, I will mark it as [e-deletion \text{rule}_{\text{Socio}}] to distinguish it from the e-deletion rule discussed earlier in this chapter. However, since there are also PA loans like [kəsəṃ] "swear" where the [ə] is not deleted (even by high Urdu speakers), the morphemes where the [ə] is deleted in high Urdu, e.g., kəsm, etc., would have to be marked as [+e-deletion \text{rule}_{\text{Socio}}]; otherwise we would incorrectly get *[kəsm] "swear".
2. Another alternative is to say that the child (of a non-high Urdu-speaking family) first learns /kisəm/ and later, when (and if) he is exposed to high Urdu, he enters along with /kisəm/ the variant form /kism/, which shares all the semantic and grammatical features of /kisəm/ but also has the feature [+formal][+high Urdu] style, or such.

3. A third alternative is that the entry in the lexicon should be /kism/ and then a e-insertion rule would insert the /ə/ in the +PA environment of -high-Urdu, etc., to get [kisəm] in the non-high Urdu speakers case. This is, in fact, what Srivastava (1969:918) suggests. [kəsəm] could be entered simply as /kəsəm/, so of course the e-insertion rule would not apply.

4. There is also a fourth alternative, namely that the speaker first enters /kisəm/ in his lexicon, and later when he is exposed to the prestigious [kism] he replaces /kisəm/ by /kism/ and then optionally applies the e-insertion rule.

From a descriptive point of view all of the above analyses are adequate. However, if we are interested in a grammar that reflects competence, we will have to reject analysis 3 because it makes a rather strange claim, namely that a child (whose parents draw on Sanskrit for high vocabulary and not on Perso-Arabic), who hears those around him pronounce the word for "kinds" as [kisəm], somehow hypothesizes an underlying form /kism/ to which he applies a e-insertion rule for most of his childhood, that is, until he is exposed to the prestigious [kism], and from then on he adds the feature -high Urdu to his e-insertion rule. This seems highly unlikely.
Ultimately, of course, which of these analyses is chosen depends on what evidence can be brought forth to support its "psychological reality". Data from hypercorrection seems to rule out analyses 3 and 4, and seems to provide more evidence for 1 than for 2, however it is not incompatible with 2. Thus I have an open mind to both 1 and 2. The data are as follows:

There are forms of PA which retain the /æ/ even in prestigious speech, e.g., [kəsəm]; hence, when a non-high Urdu speaker learns that the prestigious pronunciation of [kisəm] is [kism], he has to learn which forms delete the /æ/ and which don't. Occasionally, therefore, he "hypercorrects" and deletes the /æ/ of a form where the /æ/ should be retained, i.e. producing [kəsəm] "swear" instead of the correct [kəsəm]. This seems to suggest that he is using a rule productively, and I propose that this is the e-deletion rule Socio; however, he hasn't tagged his morphemes 'correctly' as to whether the rule applies to them or not. Of course he learns this rule only after he is exposed to the prestigious [kism] pronunciation; before that he would have no need for this rule -- in fact, some speakers may never acquire it.

For analysis 2 we would have to say that he incorrectly adds to morphemes like /kəsəm/ an alternate /kəsm/ by hypercorrection. But the only way he could generate the alternate /kəsm/ which he has never heard before is by using a rule -- the e-deletion rule. Thus this analysis seems functionally equivalent to analysis 1.

2.3.5.1. As mentioned earlier, homorganic nasal+stops are among the very few types of clusters that native words tolerate in medial and final position; moreover, these clusters are quite common. They have
not been listed on the charts, but examples have been given above.

At this point some discussion of the problems and various treatments of homorganic nasals in Hindi is in order.

On the basis of words such as those given in table 14 (and many more could be added), we could make the following generalization at the phonetic level (I will shortly modify this): **Generalization A:** in Hindi we only get homorganic nasals before stops. 29 This generalization is also made by Narang and Becker (1971). 30

| [pʰæɡki:] | "handful" |
| [kəndʰa] | "shoulder" |
| [gend] | "ball" |
| [tamba] | "copper" |
| [jʰəŋda] | "flag" |
| [ɡəŋfa] | "bald" |
| [ɡəŋga] | "Ganges" |
| [siːɡ] | "horn" |
| [guːɾj] | "sounded, echoed" |

Table 14 31

In final position this generalization holds at both the systematic phonemic level and at the systematic phonetic level. There are a few Perso-Arabic loans with non-homorganic nasals, e.g., [simt] "direction", however these are rare and can be treated as exceptions. Moreover, these words would occur only in the vocabulary of high Urdu speakers, and it is possible that generalization A should not be made in a grammar of these speakers.
In medial position, however, generalization A seems to hold only for native vocabulary. There are a number of examples of loanwords with non-homorganic nasals before stops, and many of these are used commonly by native speakers of standard Hindi:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[nəmda]</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>&quot;a rug&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bəramda]</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>&quot;veranda&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[umda]</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>&quot;good, best&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gomti:]</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>&quot;name of a river&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[imtihan]</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>&quot;examination&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mumkin]</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>&quot;possible&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[təmga]</td>
<td>(Turkish)</td>
<td>&quot;medal&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nənkin]</td>
<td>(Chinese)</td>
<td>&quot;Nankin&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mənka]</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>&quot;a name&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tenkʰa]</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>&quot;pay, salary&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[inkar]</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>&quot;denial&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[inkəm]</td>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>&quot;income&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[munkir]</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>&quot;one who denies&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though [inkar] is historically a loanword, in a synchronic grammar of Hindi it should be treated as native, thus it belongs in table 18.)

It also seems to be the case that, morpheme-medially, this generalization does not hold at the phonetic level since we find examples such as those in table 16:
Table 16

[čimṭa] "tongs"
[səmʃ'ə] "understood"
[dʰəmkanə] "to threaten"
[čəmki:la] "bright"
[sənki:] "whimsical"
[čʰənka] "clanked"
[jʰunka] "a kind of earring"
[kʰənkana] "to clang"

The nonhomorganic nasals in these words have been brought about by the application of the ə-deletion rule referred to in section 2 of this chapter. Thus we have:

Table 17

[čimṭa] čimət+a
[səmʃ'ə] səmʃʰ+a
[sənki:] sənək+i:
[čəmki:la] čəmək+i:la

To the list of words in table 17 some non-native words can also be added which show an alternation with /ə/ -- at least in the pronunciation of non-high Urdu speakers. E.g.,

(9) [kʰušamdi:] (P) kʰušaməd+i: "flatterer"
[amdəni:] (P) aməd+əni: "income"
[kɨ:mti:] (A) kɨ:mat+i: "expensive"

There are also some native words (though not very many) where we find a nonhomorganic nasal at the phonetic level, where no
alternating forms exist with a /e/ which could be said to be deleted by the e-deletion rule:

Table 18

[tinka]  "bit of dry grass"
[meŋka]  "bead"
[kenkʰiː] "sideways glance"
[kunba]  "family"
[čingariː] "spark"

Before giving my proposals on the treatment of exceptions listed under table 18 let me first briefly review the analysis of a few other writers.

Kelkar (1968) gives considerable data on this problem. For a discussion of his treatment see Srivastava (1969).

Srivastava suggests that the generalization about homorganic nasals be incorporated in a P-rule. He suggests that the P-rule also applies across morpheme boundaries and that the rule functions both as a MS-rule (when it operates within morphemes) and as a P-rule (when it operates across morpheme boundaries). The only example of the latter that he gives is [eŋkar] "pride", which he says is /eŋ+kar/.

For words such as those listed in table 16, Srivastava also points out that alternating forms with /a/ exist where a /e/ breaks up the non-homorganic nasal+stop cluster. He does not restrict the generalization to homorganic nasals before stops, and accounts for apparent exceptions like the Sanskrit loans [čimmy] "form of
"intellect", [waŋməy] "literature", [diŋnad] "sound reverberating in all directions", etc., by claiming that they are really /wak+məy/, /čit+məy/, etc., to which Sanskrit Sandhi rules apply to give [waŋməy] and so on.

Narang and Becker treat what I have called generalization A by a P-rule that is restricted to applying within morphemes. They give no reason for treating this phenomenon by a P-rule rather than by a redundancy rule. They make the above generalization not only for native vocabulary, but presumably for the entire vocabulary.

They note that the words given above in table 16 are not exceptions for the reasons given above. [waŋməy], [diŋnad], etc., discussed by Srivastava, are not relevant to their generalization because they restrict their generalization to applying only before non-uvular stops. Of the exceptions I have listed, they only list [imtihan] "examination" and [simt] "direction" as exceptions. They do not consider [inkar] or [munkir] (given in table 15) as exceptions because they posit underlying forms for these such as /nA1kAρA/, etc. (663), i.e. having a vowel between the nasal and the consonant.

They mention that [mənka] and [tinka] (given in table 18) are also not exceptions for them. They posit a morpheme boundary between the nonhomorganic nasal and the stop, i.e. /mən+ka/ and /tin+ka/ (659).

They do not consider [kunba] (in table 18) to be a real exception because they claim that the regular form is [kumba], and only Urdu speakers pronounce it [kunba] because they confuse the first part kun with the Arabic kun from a line of the Koran; and the last part ba with the Persian prefix ba as in ba+edeb "with politeness"
(658). They do not mention the other words I have listed in tables 15 and 18.

I disagree for the most part with both Srivastava's and Narang and Becker's treatment. Both Srivastava and Narang and Becker fail to realize that, first, a difference has to be made in the treatment of morpheme-medial and morpheme-final homorganic nasals. Second, morpheme-medially the generalization, that is, that nasals are homorganic with following stops, applies only to the lexical level, not the phonetic.

Narang and Becker state the generalization as "within a morpheme, a nasal consonant must agree in point of articulation with a following non-uvular stop" (654) and indicate that this applies "... at the level of systematic phonetics" (653). They capture this generalization by a P-rule (their P-rule 3). They mention that words such as those in table 16 ([čimṭa] etc.) are not really exceptions, because "the non-homorganic nasal clusters of these words do not exist at the systematic-phonemic level of representation, but arise only through the operation of the rule which we have labelled P1 [the e-deletion rule]" (662). This is true, but I fail to see what this has to do with eliminating exceptions to their generalization which is supposed to be true at the phonetic (not systematic-phonemic) level. Since at the systematic phonetic level these non-homorganic nasal+stop clusters do exist in vast numbers, violating the authors' generalization (above), how can they still claim that this generalization holds at the systematic phonetic level? The fact is that the above generalization can only be stated for the systematic
phonemic level, not the systematic phonetic.

Further, I don't agree with Srivastava that the rule applies across morpheme boundaries. Words such as [əhəŋkar] "egoism, pride" are Sanskrit loans that are not commonly used by native speakers of Hindi. It is doubtful whether native speakers "know" [əhəŋkar] to be derived from /əhəm+kər/ any more than most native English speakers realize that the name "Thompson" is derived from "Thom(as)+son". Furthermore, there are many native words where non-homorganic nasals occur across morpheme boundaries, e.g., [ʃəmta] from /ʃəm+ta/ "freezing", [somwar] from /som+wər/ "Monday", etc.

I also disagree with Srivastava's treatment of the Sanskrit loans [waŋməy] etc. These occur only in learned vocabulary, and Srivastava gives no independent evidence for the reality of such abstract underlying forms as /wək+məy/ for [waŋməy] nor for the reality in modern Hindi of the Sanskrit Sandhi rules which would be required in order to derive the correct phonetic output. One might equally well suggest that Hindi speakers who have borrowed electric and electricity from English "know" the (proposed) velar-softening rule. This is highly unlikely.

I think Narang and Becker's treatment suffers in general from their not recognizing that Hindi vocabulary has to be divided into [native] for generalizations to hold and for the rules to make sense. They say "... the validity of these rules would be open to serious doubt if the number of exceptions were very large" (661) but later "Luckily, the exceptions to our rules are quite limited". However as they have stated it, the exceptions to their P-3 would be quite
numerous, because there are quite a few [-native] words with non-homorganic nasals, a small sample of which is given in table 15.

Their treatment of [inkar] and [munkir], etc., is also very suspect. The underlying forms /nAkAra/ and so on, that the authors posit reflect the Arabic origin of the roots. Since [inkar] is a commonly used word among Hindi speakers who do not know "high-brow" Urdu and would thus not know of its Arabic derivation, the underlying form given by the authors has no 'psychological reality' for these speakers. Similarly many Urdu speakers who are not learned in Arabic would perhaps not 'know' of the Arabic history of this word either.

Further, positing a morpheme boundary in words like [tinka] (/tin+ka/) is a diacritic use of the boundary, since there is no justification for setting up a morpheme boundary -- as the authors recognize themselves (cf. their footnote 14). If there is any principled reason for using the boundary marker as a diacritic feature, instead of simply listing these "uncooperative" forms as exceptions, the authors have not revealed it.

For [kunba] "family", Narang and Becker, as mentioned earlier, claim that the word is actually [kumba] but Urdu speakers pronounce it [kunba], because they confuse the first part kun with the Arabic word kun and the last syllable ba with the Persian prefix ba; thus, since these Urdu speakers have /kun+ba/, the nasal is not assimilated to the following stop due to the morpheme boundary.

Firstly it would seem rather unlikely that speakers would take the prefix ba and use it as a suffix. Secondly, the Arabic kun has no semantic features in common with [kunba] "family". The dictionary
(Varma 1958) lists this word as kumba and gives the etymology that it is derived from Sanskrit kuṭumb. Now perhaps most speakers are unaware of this word's true origin, but, on the other hand, there is no reason to expect any non-Urdu speaker to make up this fanciful PA etymology for this word -- and it is not only Urdu speakers who say [kumba], but many Hindi speakers too (after all, this is the pronunciation given by the dictionary). Moreover native speakers of Hindi give evidence of "knowing" that [kumba] is an exception, because a number of speakers sometimes regularize it to [kumba].

It is not clear how Narang and Becker would treat the words I list in tables 15 and 18. They could either treat these as exceptions or they could claim they are not exceptions by either positing a morpheme boundary in them or by positing abstract underlying forms which reflect the historical source of the words. As mentioned above, they posit a morpheme boundary in the case of [tinka] and [mendka]; however, in the case of [kenh:i:] "side-ways glance" this treatment will not work, as I will shortly show.

Moreover using diacritic features to make certain morphemes appear to be non-exceptions hides important facts. Speakers do sometimes regularize some of the above-mentioned words, thus giving evidence of their exceptional status. Thus I have heard speakers say [kumba] [inkar] and [čingari:].

How then should the exceptions under table 18 be treated? There are three possibilities:

(a) List them all as exceptions.
(b) Treat them all as if they had an underlying /ə/ between the non-homorganic nasal and the stop and then delete the /ə/ by the ə-deletion rule.

(c) List some of them as exceptions, and give the others the underlying /ə/ treatment.

I will choose alternative (c) here. Both alternative (a) and (b) would work descriptively, i.e. they would account for the existing forms; however, behavioral evidence supports (c).

Since speakers do sometimes render [inkar] "deny", [kunba] "family", and [ćingari:] "spark" with homorganic nasals, I will list these as exceptions. As mentioned above, I take the fact of occasional regularization as evidence of their exceptional nature.

Since [mənka] [tinka] and [kənki:] are never rendered with homorganic nasals (at least as far as I know), I will treat these differently. I will posit an underlying /ə/ for them at the systematic phonemic level, which /ə/ will later be deleted by the ə-deletion rule to give the correct phonetic forms. Let us consider the case of [kənk'i:] "sideways glance" in detail. Here, positing a morpheme boundary will not work. If a morpheme boundary is to be included it would have to be as /kən+ək'i:/ -- the word is made up of two morphemes meaning "ear+eye", i.e. literally "eyes to ears" ("sideways glance"). A morpheme break /kən+k'i:/ would not be justified since there is no morpheme k'i:. The dictionary lists the word as derived from Sanskrit kər+t+ksi, which, through historical changes would give Hindi /kən+k'i:/ . If it was /kən+ək'i:/ and if this morpheme boundary had some reality, the [ə] of ək'i: would be protected from
the e-deletion rule because it is morpheme-initial, and thus we should get [kənekʰiː] (i.e. without the non-homorganic nasal+stop cluster). However the fact that phonetically we have [kəekʰiː] shows that in modern Hindi the morpheme boundary has been lost, yielding, from the underlying /kənekʰiː/, the phonetic [kəekʰiː] by the e-deletion rule (this analysis also lends support to the discussion on "abstractness" under 2.2.). One might ask, however, how a child forms an underlying form with a /ə/, if there are no alternating forms for this word which contain a [ə]. I discussed this question earlier in 2.2., where I concluded that the evidence seems to show that children do indeed hypothesize lexical forms they have never heard before. Moreover the fact that the nasal in [kəekʰiː] is never rendered as homorganic provides evidence that speakers do somehow hypothesize an underlying /ə/ between the nasal and the following stop, whereas other words having non-homorganic nasal+stop clusters do have the nasal made homorganic, e.g., [ünkər]~[ünkər] "denial". Also even though there are no alternating forms with a [ə] for words such as [kəekʰiː], there are alternants with a [ə] in the case of words such as [čimṭa] (those forms in table 16). It seems reasonable that a child could use this as a basis for positing underlying forms such as /kəekʰiː/.

How should generalization A be revealed in a grammar? There are at least the following possibilities:

(a) We capture it by a P-rule. As mentioned above this is what Narang and Becker propose. They of course claim that the generalization holds at the phonetic level; however, as I have already pointed out, the existence of words such as those in table 16 ([čimṭa]
"tongs", etc.) argues against this. Thus if we wanted to reveal the
generalization by a P-rule we would have to modify the generalization
to: nasals are homorganic with following stops unless there was a /ø/
between the nasal and the stop at some point in the derivational
history of the morpheme in question. Current generative phonology of
course assumes that morphemes do not retain their derivational
history. Thus the fact that at the phonetic level we do get non-
homorganic nasal+stop due to the application of the ø-deletion rule,
and the fact that the P-rule would have to be restricted to within
morphemes only argues against this analysis. On the plus side of
this analysis is the fact that if we do not insist that morphemes
enter the phonological component fully specified, i.e. if we allow
archi-segments (this would mean a modification in the Stanley model
of MSC theory), then we need not set up /ø/ /ʊ/ and /η/ as segments
at the underlying level; they can be derived by the P-rule.

(b) We state generalization A as applying only to the lexical
level, and reveal it by a SQC. In that case we have to set up
/oʊ ʊ/η/ as underlying segments of a special sort -- they are segments
that occur only before homorganic consonants -- since SQC's under
current MS theory do not derive anything, they simply state
constraints. The only time these nasals occur independently is in
reciting the Devanagari alphabet -- the alphabet, following Sanskrit,
has separate symbols for all five nasals: [ŋ] [m] [n] [ŋ] and [ŋ].
Since it is a syllabary, in recitation one says "kʰə, gʰə, gʰə,
ŋə," etc. The fact that both [ŋ] and [m] appear before palatal
fricatives (see 2.3.5.2.) might also provide support for treating [ŋ]
as some sort of underlying segment.

I am tentatively adopting analysis (b) and treating the
generalization by SQC 9 (to be given shortly under 2.3.7.).

A third analysis, which is an intriguing one, is to allow SQC's
to be active in derivation, i.e. to allow them to fill in unspecified
features. We could then have an archi-segment /N/ with SQC 9
specifying that the point of articulation for the nasal is the same
as the following stop. If we also stated that the output of the SQC's
is not necessarily systematic phonemes, then we need not consider [ŋ]
[نبي] and [نبي] to be segments at the underlying level. The ramifications
of this proposal need to be investigated more. This seems to be
closer in spirit with Halle's morpheme structure rule theory than
Stanley's morpheme structure condition theory.

Since I am tentatively adopting analysis (b), two more SQC's
need to be posited to reveal the special nature of the nasals [نبي]
[نبي] and [نبي]:

(10) if: 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{-syll} \\
\text{+nasal} \\
\text{+high} \\
\text{-low} \\
\text{-back} \\
\end{array}
\]

then:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{-syll} \\
\text{+high} \\
\text{-low} \\
\text{-back} \\
\end{array}
\]
The first SQC states that after a palatal nasal the following segment must be any palatal consonant. The second SQC states that after [ŋ] or [ŋ] the following segment must be a homorganic stop.

To summarize: I propose treating generalization A by a sequential constraint (SQC 9 given under 2.3.7.) rather than a P-rule. The fact that both homorganic and non-homorganic nasal+stop clusters appear at the phonetic level is strong justification for not treating the phenomenon by a P-rule. I will also limit the SQC to within morpheme boundaries. Moreover, morpheme-medially I restrict the SQC to applying only at the lexical level and not the phonetic. I also posit two additional SQC's which state that velar and retroflex nasals occur only before homorganic stops, and the palatal nasal only before palatal consonants.

As for the exceptions listed in table 18, I am proposing that some of them (e.g., [inkar] "denial") be listed as exceptions (i.e. entered as /inkar/, etc.) and others (e.g., [kənkʰiː:]) be listed with an underlying /ə/ (i.e. as /kənkʰiː:/) to which the e-deletion rule would apply to yield the correct phonetic output (i.e. [kənkʰiː:]).

2.3.5.2. I have discussed above the issue of homorganic nasals before stops. However, there still remains the problem of nasal+y. This
occurs in Sanskrit loans such as kēnya "girl", senyog "chance", senyukta "a proper name", any "other", etc., which are phonetically rendered with palatal nasals, e.g., [kənja] and so on. Similarly before ё, even though the orthography gives ѱ, phonetically there is the palatal nasal, e.g., [ǫŋ] "portion", [məŋša] "desire", etc.

SQC 9 (referred to above) will not apply to this palatal nasal since it applies only to nasals before stops. But it is not possible to write another SQC that would state that all nasals before palatal consonants are palatal nasals because of the examples in table 19:

Table 19

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sɔmy]</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>&quot;calm&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sɔmya]</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>&quot;a proper name&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɾəmy]</td>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>&quot;pretty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃəmʃə]</td>
<td>(PA)</td>
<td>&quot;a proper name&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɾəmzaŋ]</td>
<td>(PA)</td>
<td>&quot;a Muslim month&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃəmʃəŋ]</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>&quot;graveyard&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We thus need a SQC which states that before a palatal consonant we can either get a palatal nasal or a bilabial but not a dental retroflex or velar:

(12) if: \([-\text{syl}1\]
+nasal\) \([-\text{syl}1\]
+high\) \([-\text{back}\]

then: \([-\text{anterior}\]
-\text{retroflex}\)
+\text{coronal}\)
\{ [+\text{anterior}\]
+\text{coronal}\}
My analysis of nasal+fricative disagrees with that of Narang and Beckers'. They state that: "... within a morpheme, the only nasal consonant which can occur before ... any fricative is [n]." (654) As examples from table 19 show we do find bilabial nasals before fricatives, therefore their statement is not correct.

They also do not indicate how they will treat nasal+y in words such as [keṇya], but this has been accomplished in the analysis given above.

2.3.6. Let me now state some of the sequential constraints of Hindi. The test reported in Appendix 2 seems to provide evidence of the psychological reality for a number of the initial constraints. Similar tests should be conducted for the medial and final constraints also. All the SQC's except for no.9 apply at both the lexical level and the systematic phonetic level; SQC 9 applies to only the lexical level when it applies morpheme medially (in final position it applies to both levels). I have done no investigation to see if any of the SQC's apply intermorphemically also, therefore at this point I will restrict them all to applying intramorphemically. With the exception of SQC 9 which also applies to three-consonant clusters, only two-consonant cluster constraints are given. SQC's pertaining to three-consonant clusters need further study.

I have stated the SQC's in terms of morpheme-initial, medial and final, rather than in terms of syllables, for the following reasons:

First, the problem of defining a syllable has always plagued linguistic theory. While it is true that native speakers can in most cases consistently say how many syllables a given utterance has,
demarcating the syllable is quite another problem. Native speakers
differ quite a bit in this respect. Kelkar (1968), Mehrotra (1959),
and Upraiti (1964) have, among others, tried to demarcate the syllable
in Hindi. Although their analyses are similar in some respects,
they are different in others. Some writers have suggested that Hindi
[aːɾəm] "hermitage" be divided into a-ɾəm, but it seems to me the
break a-ɾəm is equally possible.

Secondly, it is not obvious to me that by stating the Hindi
initial and final constraints as syllable constraints any significant
saving would be achieved in the statement of morpheme-medial
constraints. Almost all the consonants occur initially and finally,
but medially there are obviously many co-occurrence restrictions on
which consonants can occur in clusters.

On the basis of monosyllabic morphemes the structure of the
(native) syllable in Hindi can be said to be:

\[ C_o^2 V C_o^2 \]

Condition: \( \sim CCVCC \)

Examples:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>&quot;come&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>[kəːl]</td>
<td>&quot;tomorrow, yesterday&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>[ag]</td>
<td>&quot;fire&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>[lə]</td>
<td>&quot;flame&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCC</td>
<td>[bʰaŋ]</td>
<td>&quot;hemp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCVC</td>
<td>[pyas]</td>
<td>&quot;thirst&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV</td>
<td>[kyō]</td>
<td>&quot;why&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCC</td>
<td>[əst]</td>
<td>&quot;set&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However if loan words are included (mainly Sanskrit loans), the above structure has to be modified to:

(14) \( C_0^3 V C_0^3 \)  Condition: \( \sim \) CCCVCCC

Examples:

- CCVCC \([\text{skend}^h]\) (S) "shoulder"
- VCCC \([\text{estr}]\) (S) "weapon"
- CCCV \([\text{stri:}]\) (S) "woman"
- CVCCC \([\text{\$e\$tr}]\) (S) "weapon"
- CCCVC \([\text{stre\$}]\) (S) "feminine"
- CCVCCC \([\text{swast\$y}]\) (S) "health"
- CCCVCC \([\text{spri\$t}]\) (S) "touched"

Four-consonant clusters occur in only one example, Sanskrit \([\text{wertsy}]\) "alveolar", and in my view should be ruled out.

The various consonant combinations that are possible in sequences have already been given in tables 10, 11, and 12.

The majority of Hindi morphemes consist of up to three syllables, e.g., [a] "come", [sona] "gold", [pæheli:] "puzzle", etc. In morphemes like [\(\text{kæ\$h\$ri:}\)] "court" it seems that four syllables are possible, but it is also possible that phonetically this word is [\(\text{kæ\$h\$ri:}\)] (at least for some speakers); this again involves the problem of \(\text{Vh}\) (referred to earlier) which I am not treating. Five syllables occur only in derived or inflected words.

2.3.7. **Sequential constraints of consonants**:

Stanley states that there are three kinds of constraints: if-then, negative, and positive (for details see Stanley 1967). The following are some tentative general constraints that can be stated
for consonants:

1. \([d^h]\) does not form any cluster, i.e. it occurs as neither \(C_1\) nor \(C_2\) in clusters initially, medially or finally.

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{if:} & \quad ([+\text{segment}]) \quad [+\text{consonant}] \quad ([+\text{segment}]) \\
   \text{then:} & \quad [+\text{syllabic}] \quad [+\text{syllabic}] \\
   \end{align*}
   \]

The general convention that at least one of the two parentheses has to be chosen will apply here.

2. Initially, medially, and finally, two stops of the same point of articulation do not follow each other.

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{if:} & \quad [-\text{sonorant}] \quad [-\text{sonorant}] \\
   \text{then:} & \quad \{[-\text{anterior}] \} \quad \{[-\text{anterior}] \} \\
   & \quad \{[\text{γcoronal}] \} \quad \{[\text{γcoronal}] \} \\
   & \quad \{[\text{βretroflex}] \} \quad \{[\text{βretroflex}] \} \\
   \end{align*}
   \]

(The above notation of enclosing the features in square brackets in braces simply means the adjacent segments must differ in either anteriority, or coronality or retroflexion, but not necessarily in any two or all three features.)

Stops with the same point of articulation that have similar voicing, e.g., \(tt, pp\), etc. (the so-called geminates) I am treating as long consonants, therefore this condition will not be relevant to them.

It is this condition that gives \([p\text{ød}:\text{ar}]\) instead of \([p\text{otd}:\text{ar}]\) as the last name (see discussion in footnote 12). In my view it is because of this condition that the \([ə]\) is not deleted in words like \([\text{adøtē}]\).
3. No two aspirates or breathy voiced stops occur in a sequence, nor does an affricate, aspirate, or breathy voiced stop occur before or after an affricate. It is because of conditions like this that, as mentioned in chapter 1, I have used the feature "distinctive release".

What is usually written as \( \text{pp}^h \), etc. I consider to be long consonants and similarly \( \text{çx}^h \), etc.

NC: \[ \sim [\text{+distinctive release}] [\text{+distinctive release}] \]

4. In stop+stop clusters, if \( C_2 \) is breathy-voiced, \( C_1 \) must be voiced.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if:} \\
[-\text{sonorant}] \\
[-\text{continuant}] \\
\downarrow \\
[-\text{continuant}] \\
[+\text{voiced}] \\
[+\text{RGRR}] \\
\text{then:} \\
[+\text{voiced}] \\
\end{array}
\]

5. If a consonant is \([+\text{long}]\), the preceding segment must be a vowel and \([-\text{long}]\), and the following segment must be a vowel.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if:} \\
[+\text{segment}] \\
[+\text{consonant}] \\
[+\text{long}] \\
\downarrow \\
[+\text{syllabic}] \\
[-\text{long}] \\
\text{then:} \\
[+\text{syllabic}] \\
\end{array}
\]

Long consonants are the so-called geminates. This condition also rules out long consonants initially and finally. Although in final position, the orthography gives long consonants, e.g., nirloṇ̃jī "shameless", rōbb "God", mleč̣̣h "barbarian", in my experience, words such as these are not pronounced with long consonants. There are perceptual reasons for the constraint that a vowel must precede a
long consonant. Unless a vowel precedes the long consonant there would be no way of telling whether the consonant is long or not. The constraint that the preceding vowel be short is common to other languages, e.g., Norwegian and Swedish (cf. Lehiste 1970:42).

I now discuss a notational difficulty encountered in the next few constraints:

In Hindi we find initial and final constraints such as the following:

(a) Initially and finally, if \( C_1 \) is either a stop or a fricative and \( C_2 \) is either a stop or a fricative, they must agree in voicing.

(b) Initially and finally after glides, no stop, nasals, or fricatives occur.

Now in the above constraints, under the present morpheme structure condition format, two conditions each would be needed, one for when the environment is provided by the initial morpheme boundary and one in which the final morpheme boundary provides the environment. It seems to me that writing two conditions each for the above misses a generalization. Bach (1968) and Langacker (1969), noticing situations similar to these in syntax and phonology, proposed a new convention in the writing of rules. Bach called it the "neighborhood convention" and Langacker the "mirror image" convention. The actual notational conventions proposed by Bach and Langacker are different but both express the same idea.

At first glance it seems that such a convention should be adopted even in the lexicon to handle constraints such as the ones mentioned above. In the case of constraint (a), this mirror image convention
would work by writing if-then conditions of the following sort, using
Langacker's asterisk (*) convention:

(a) if: 
+sonorant  
+consonant  
↓  
↓  
then:  
[avoice]  
[avoice]

However in the case of constraint (b), neither Bach's nor Langacker's
proposal will work. We don't want a mirror image of the entire
condition. Let me illustrate: if we stated the condition as:

if: 
+sonorant  
-syllabic  
↓  
then:  
+sonorant  
-nasal

the mirror image convention would wrongly yield:

if:  
-syllabic  
-consonant  
↓  
then:  
+sonorant  
-nasal

I.e., what we want is the morpheme boundary to be reversed but the
order of the other segments to be kept the same. Bach says (130):
"Given an abbreviated rule 'c→ d/a₁a₂...aₙ' should this be defined
as the abbreviation of rule A or B?

A. c→ d/\{a₁a₂...aₙ\}  B. c→ d/\{a₁a₂...aₙ\}"

and concludes that B is correct. Further he says "I know of no rules
involving a sequence of several segments where a particular specifi-
cation is made after or before that sequence in the same order (which
seems inherently implausible)" (130). Constraint (b) given above is a counter-example to Bach's claim. With certain modifications constraint (b) can be expressed in terms of Bach's neighborhood convention:

if: \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-consonant]} \\
\text{[-syllabic]}
\end{array}\] \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+sonorant]} \\
\text{[-nasal]}
\end{array}\]

then:

So far the "double environment" has not been used in the lexicon, but we would have to do so if we were to use Bach's notational convention as above. Thus we would have to modify the current method of writing morpheme structure conditions and would have to restrict Bach's convention to be used with the understanding that mirror imaging is not implied. But rather than redefining its use in this way, and to avoid confusion, I propose using the following convention.

**The left-right exchange convention:** Simultaneously everything to the left of the dotted line goes to the right and vice-versa.

Thus in the case of constraint (b) we have the following condition:

6. if: \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{+} \\
\text{[+consonant]} \\
\text{[-syllabic]}
\end{array}\]

then: \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+sonorant]} \\
\text{[-nasal]}
\end{array}\]

Since the segments on the right of the dotted line keep the same order, the desired results are obtained. If in phonology and syntax similar situations arise where some segments of a rule reverse but
others retain their order, then it would suggest that the "left to right exchange convention" should be used rather than the "mirror image" rule convention even in other parts of the grammar.

In fact, strictly speaking, there is no definitive evidence that mirror image rules play any role in phonology. Most of the examples given by Bach are of the sort where the environment of a rule can be either $\underline{X}$ or $X\underline{\_}$, but this, of course, could as well be an example of left-right exchange. There is no telling which it is since there are no component elements in the interchanged segments whose order could be reversed. In the few cases where the order of the units within the reversed parts can be determined, there is again no evidence of strict mirror imaging. Bach considers the case of vowel harmony wherein a given vowel's features assimilate to that of the vowel in the environment of either

$$X \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{V} \\ \text{afeature} \end{array} \right]$$

or

$$\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{V} \\ \text{afeature} \end{array} \right] X$$

where $X$ can be any number of segments. But strictly speaking, in order for this to be considered a case of mirror imaging, whenever there are two or more segments in $X$ it must be the case that the order of the segments in $X$, $S_1 S_2 \ldots S_n$ be exactly reversed in the mirror image environment. Now it is conceivable that there might be a few cases in which a harmony rule will apply in both the environments $\underline{\_} S_1 S_2 \text{V}$ and $\text{V} S_2 S_1\underline{\_}$, but it is more likely that we will also find cases where a rule applies in the first environment but there is no
occurrence of the second environment. Of course, it could be claimed that the second environment is a proper environment for the application of the rule, but it simply doesn't exist in the language. What is needed to demonstrate the existence of true mirror image environments in vowel harmony are cases where the environments

(a) \( S_1S_2V \)
and

(b) \( VS_2S_1 \)

do trigger the vowel assimilation but the environments:

(c) \( VS_1S_2 \)
and

(d) \( S_2S_1V \)
do not.

(Of course, if what we found in vowel harmony languages was that the vowel harmony rule applied in environments (a) and (c), then there would be no reason to call these environments "mirror image" environments, since strictly speaking they are not).

I know of no such cases; and lacking this crucial evidence, one could simply explain vowel harmony as assimilation across segments and not involve mirror image environments at all. This interpretation seems reasonable, given the findings of Uhman (1966,1967) on vowel coarticulation.\(^{33}\)

If this is true, then it would appear that perhaps the human brain cannot recognize the similarity of mirror images of strings of segments or create mirror images of strings. More investigation on
this point is needed; but I would claim that, at least in the lexicon, mirror image rules should be ruled out.

I will state condition (a) with the left-right exchange convention:

7. if:  
     + \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[-sonorant]} \\
     \mbox{[+consonant]}
     \end{array}
     \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[-sonorant]} \\
     \mbox{[+consonant]}
     \end{array}
     \begin{array}{c}
     \downarrow \\
     \downarrow
     \end{array}

then:  
     \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[avoice]} \\
     \mbox{[avoice]}
     \end{array}

Initially, of course, there are no stop+stop clusters, but this is accounted for by other constraints to be given shortly; thus the present constraint can be stated in a more general form. The high Urdu word \textit{fāsd} "to take blood out" (noun) would have to be listed as an exception, but in any case this word would not occur in the vocabulary of non-high Urdu speakers.

8. Medially and finally fricatives do not occur before breathy voiced stops.

if:  
     \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[+syllabic]} \\
     \mbox{[-sonorant]} \\
     \mbox{[-sonorant]}
     \end{array}
     \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[-continuant]} \\
     \mbox{(+syllabic)} \\
     \mbox{(+voiced) \\
     \mbox{(+RGRR)}}
     \end{array}
     \begin{array}{c}
     \downarrow \\
     \downarrow
     \end{array}

then:  
     \begin{array}{c}
     \mbox{[-continuant]}
     \end{array}

9. As mentioned earlier, morpheme-medially and morpheme-finallly, the normal case in nasal+stop clusters is for the nasal to be homorganic before the stop. In morpheme-medial case this is true only at the lexical level (for details on SQCs applying to a particular level see 2.1.2.):
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if: \([\text{segment}]\) \([-\text{syllabic}] \quad +\text{nasal} \quad -\text{sonorant} \quad [-\text{continuant}] \quad ([-\text{syllabic}])([+\text{syllabic}]) \quad +\)
\[\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \]
then: \([+\text{syl}}llabic]\) \(\gamma\text{anterior} \quad \gamma\text{coronal} \quad \beta\text{retroflex} \quad [+\text{sonorant}] \\]

**Condition:** Morpheme-medially, this only applies at the lexical level; and only to [+native] morphemes.

If the last two optional segments are not chosen, we will get a morpheme-final homorganic nasal; if the optional last segment is left out, we will get a morpheme-final three-consonant cluster where the \(C_1\) is a homorganic nasal. If all optional elements are chosen, we will have a morpheme-medial three-consonant cluster with a nasal as \(C_1\); and if the second-to-last optional element is not chosen, a morpheme-medial two-consonant cluster with \(C_3\) as nasal. Not all consonants can occur as the \(C_3\). Stops and fricatives are ruled out both medially and finally. The segments that can occur as \(C_3\) are further restricted, but these restrictions have not been mentioned here.

10. After a palatal nasal the following segment is a palatal consonant (this condition was given and discussed earlier under (10):

if: \([\text{-syllabic}] \quad +\text{nasal} \quad +\text{high} \quad -\text{low} \quad -\text{back} \quad \text{[segment]} \]
\[\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \]
then: \([-\text{syllabic}] \quad +\text{high} \quad -\text{low} \quad -\text{back} \quad \text{[segment]} \]
11. After \([\theta]\) or \([\eta]\) the following segment must be a homorganic stop (this condition was given earlier under (11)):

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{if:} & \begin{bmatrix} \text{-syllabic} \\ +\text{nasal} \\ -\text{anterior} \\ \text{retroflex} \\ \text{back} \end{bmatrix} & \text{[segment]} \\
&\quad \downarrow \\
&\text{then:} & \begin{bmatrix} \text{-sonorant} \\ -\text{continuant} \\ \text{retroflex} \\ \text{back} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

12. If the segment before a palatal consonant is a nasal, it must be a bilabial or palatal nasal (this condition was discussed earlier under (12)):

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{if:} & \begin{bmatrix} \text{-syllabic} \\ +\text{nasal} \end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix} \text{-syllabic} \\ +\text{high} \\ -\text{back} \end{bmatrix} \\
&\quad \downarrow \\
&\text{then:} & \begin{cases} \\
-\text{anterior} \\
-\text{retroflex} \\
+\text{coronal} \\
+\text{anterior} \\
-\text{coronal} \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

13. As mentioned in appendix 2, there have been no studies involving the co-occurrence restrictions on vowels after consonant clusters. I have not done such a study either. However the results of tests that I conducted (see the appendix) seemed to suggest that at least \textit{kyi}: was not acceptable to speakers. On looking at my data I found that I have no examples of initial or medial stop+y+front vowel clusters. On the basis of speakers' rejection of \textit{kyi}:, I am treating this non-occurrence of stop+y+front vowel as a constraint in the language and not an accidental gap. This is, of course, tentative,
and more investigation should be done in this area of Hindi phonology.

if: \([-\text{sonorant} \quad -\text{syllabic} \quad +\text{syllabic}]\)

\([-\text{continuant} \quad -\text{consonant} \quad +\text{high} \quad -\text{back}]\)

then:

\([+\text{back}]\)

This will permit the back vowels including [ə] but rule out the front vowels after C+y.

14. Initially and finally, [ʈ] does not occur in any cluster

NC: \(\sim + \quad ([-\text{syllabic}]) \quad [+\text{consonant}] \quad ([-\text{syllabic}])\)

\([+\text{sonorant}] \quad [+\text{retroflex}]\)

(If [-ʈʰ] was treated as a cluster, this condition would have to be modified to permit -ʈʰ. See discussion in 2.3.3.).

15. Initially and finally after [y], only vowels occur.

if: \(+ \quad [-\text{consonant} \quad \text{[segment]}\)

\([-\text{syllabic} \quad -\text{back} \quad +\text{high}]\)

then:

\([+\text{syllabic}]\)

A few other conditions could be stated, but I am not sure if what these constraints would rule out are accidental gaps or whether they really are impermissible for Hindi. Therefore I have not stated them formally as conditions.

(a) Initially, medially, and finally, aspirates do not occur as C₂ in stop+stop clusters (\(p^h\), etc., are treated as long consonants).

(b) Initially, medially, and finally, in stop+stop clusters, if C₂ is retroflex it must be [ʈ].
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(c) Medially and finally, if \( C_2 \) is \( \text{[t}^\text{h}] \), then the only consonant that occurs before it is \( \text{[§]} \).

(d) Initially and finally after breathy voiced stops, if \( C_2 \) is a liquid it must be \( \text{[r]} \).

**Initial consonant constraints:**

16. If \( C_1 \) is a stop (here and in what follows 'stop' includes affricates), \( C_2 \) cannot be a stop or a nasal.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if:} & \quad + \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-sonorant} \\ \text{-continuant} \end{bmatrix} \\
\text{then:} & \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-sonorant} \\ \text{+continuant} \\ \text{+sonorant} \\ \text{-nasal} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

The rejection of *bmiːn, *t\text{[h]}\text{gen, and *pdiːl in the test reported in the appendix 2 lends support to the above condition being 'psychologically real'.}"

17. In a two-consonant cluster, if \( C_2 \) is a fricative, it must be \( \text{[§]} \) and the preceding consonant \( \text{[k]} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if:} & \quad + \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-syllabic} \end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-sonorant} \\ \text{+continuant} \end{bmatrix} \\
\text{then:} & \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-sonorant} \\ \text{-continuant} \\ \text{-anterior} \\ \text{-coronal} \\ \text{-voiced} \\ \text{-RGRR} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

It might seem at first glance that the above condition is too specific and that the non-occurrence of other stop+fricative clusters might be an accidental gap, but in my test the majority of the subjects
rejected morphemes like *kfa{l *čsu:l *zfi:k *msok (the last two words violate more than one condition; *zfi:k violates 7, 17, 23, 21, and *msok violates 17 and 18). This, however, needs further testing, since I did not include kš- in the accidental gap category of words but only in the existing word category.

18. If C₁ is a nasal, C₂ cannot be a stop, a fricative, or a nasal.

\[
\text{if:} \quad + \quad [+\text{-syllabic}] \quad [+\text{nasal}] \quad [\text{-syllabic}] \\
\text{then:} \quad \downarrow \\
\quad [+\text{sonorant}] \quad [-\text{nasal}]
\]

Again the rejection of *msok and *mkol by the majority of the subjects in the test lends support to the above condition.

There is a further constraint possible, in that if C₂ is a glide it must be [γ]; but I am not sure if subjects would indeed rule the other glides out, so I have not written it in the above condition. It needs further investigation.

19. [ɾ] does not occur initially. And after liquids only vowels occur.

\[
\text{if:} \quad + \quad [+\text{consonant}] \quad [-\text{nasal}] \quad [+\text{sonorant}] \quad [\text{segment}] \\
\text{then:} \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\quad [-\text{retroflex}] \quad [+\text{syllabic}]
\]

The only word violating this constraint included in the test was *lja[^h]am and the majority of the subjects did reject it.
20. Before [h] only a vowel can occur.

\[
\text{if: } \quad + \text{[segment]} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-consonant]} \\
\text{[-syllabic]} \\
\text{[+]low}
\end{array} \\
\text{then: } \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+]syllabic]}
\end{array}
\]

If one were treating the aspirates ([b^h], [p^h], etc.) as clusters of stop+h instead of units, as I do, then of course this condition would not hold.

21. Before or after [f], only a vowel can occur. The word *zfi:k in the test violated this constraint and as mentioned earlier it was rejected by the majority of the subjects. As mentioned earlier *zfi:k violated four conditions but it is interesting to note that the rejection of *zfi:k was not greater than that of *bmi:n which violated only one constraint.

\[
\text{NC: } \quad \sim \quad + \text{[+]syllabic]} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-sonorant]} \\
\text{[+]continuant]}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-syllabic]} \\
\text{[-continual]} \\
\text{[-coronal]}
\end{array}
\]

22. If C₁ is a fricative and C₂ is a stop, the fricative must be [s].

\[
\text{if: } \quad + \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-sonorant]} \\
\text{[+]continuant]}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-sonorant]} \\
\text{[-continuant]}
\end{array} \\
\text{then: } \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-voiced]} \\
\text{[+]anterior]}
\end{array}
\]

Of the [+anterior] fricatives [f] is already ruled out by condition 21. It is possible that [§] should not be ruled out but treated as an accidental gap. The only word violating this condition in the test was *sb^h_al. However this was not rejected by the majority of the
subjects perhaps (as I mentioned in appendix 2) due to its similarity in fast speech with \[\text{semb}^h\text{tal}\] "take care of". More investigation is needed.

The stop that follows the \[s\] also has to be voiceless, but this is taken care of by condition 7.

23. If \(C_1\) is \([z]\), \(C_2\) can only be \([y]\).

if: \(+\begin{array}{l}
\text{sonorant} \\
\text{continuant} \\
\text{voiced}
\end{array}\) \([\text{-syllabic}]\) \([\text{syllabic}]\)

then: \([\text{-consonant}]\)

The test item *zfi:k which violates this condition was rejected by the subjects. Of the glides \([h]\) is ruled out by condition 20. I haven't ruled \([w]\) out since I am not sure at this point whether the absence of \([zw]\) is not just an accidental gap.

24. If \(C_2\) is a liquid, \(C_1\) cannot be an affricate or an aspirate, i.e. breathy voiced stops are permitted but not aspirates.

if: \(+\begin{array}{l}
\text{sonorant} \\
\text{consonant} \\
\text{nasal}
\end{array}\) \([\text{-syllabic}]\) \([\text{syllabic}]\)

then: \([\text{-delayed release}]\)

At first it might appear that since breathy voiced stops occur as \(C_1\) the non-occurrence of aspirates is an accidental gap. However in my test there were 20 out of 25 no's to *\(\text{ru}:g\), but in the case of *\(\text{ruk}\) only 10 out of 25 no's ([\(\text{r}\)-] occurs in Sanskrit loans like [\(\text{rem}\] "confusion").
Further, from the tables listing the clusters, it appears that if we have a stop before the liquid [l] the stop must be [-breathy voiced], and must be labial, i.e. before [l] even breathy voiced stops are not tolerated. [bl-] occurs only in a few English loans. The only example relevant to this restriction in my test was dle$, which was not overwhelmingly rejected. However (as mentioned in Appendix 2), this could have been due to its similarity with an existing word. Therefore more investigation is needed on this point.

25. If $C_1$ is [h] $C_2$ must be [r].

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if:} \\
+ & \begin{array}{l}
[-\text{syllabic}] \\
-\text{consonant} \\
+\text{low}
\end{array} \\
\downarrow
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{l}
[-\text{syllabic}] \\
+\text{consonant} \\
+\text{sonorant} \\
-\text{nasal} \\
-\text{continuant}
\end{array}
\]

We don't need to mention [-long] to rule out [r:] because 5 takes care of this. We also don't need to mention [-retroflex] because of condition 14.

26. If $C_1$ is [n], $C_2$ cannot be [l].

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if:} \\
+ & \begin{array}{l}
[-\text{syllabic}] \\
+\text{nasal} \\
+\text{coronal}
\end{array} \\
\downarrow
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{l}
+\text{sonorant} \\
+\text{consonant} \\
-\text{continuant}
\end{array}
\]

Nasals are also [+sonorant] but they will be ruled out by condition 18.

A few more conditions could perhaps be stated, however more investigation is needed to determine if they might be accidental gaps:
(a) If $C_2$ is a glide and $C_1$ is an aspirated stop, the $C_1$ must either be bilabial or velar; or if the $C_1$ is a breathy voiced stop, then it can only be $[d^h]$.

(b) If $C_2$ is $[w]$, $C_1$ cannot be a bilabial or retroflex stop.

(c) As mentioned in condition 6, no stops, fricatives or nasals occur after glides. However even the glides and liquids that occur after glides are restricted. Of the liquids only $[r]$ occurs. If the $C_1$ glide is $[y]$, condition 15 will make sure that only a vowel occurs after it. And if the $C_1$ glide is $[h]$, only $[r]$ occurs after it by condition 25. If the $C_1$ glide is $[w]$, only $[wy-]$ occurs. $[wh]$ is ruled out by condition 20, and $[ww]$ is a long consonant which would be ruled out in initial position by condition 5).

**Medial consonant cluster constraints:**

27. Glides do not occur before breathy voiced stops or as aspirates.

$$\text{if: } + [\text{segment}]_o [+\text{syl1}][-\text{syl1}] [-\text{sonorant}][+\text{syl1}[\text{segment}]_o + \downarrow [+\text{RGRR}] $$

then:

$$[-\text{continuant}]$$

28. Fricatives do not occur after breathy voiced stops, aspirates or affricates.

$$\text{if: } + [\text{segment}]_o [+\text{syl1}]+[\text{dist rel}][-\text{sonorant}][+\text{syl1}[\text{segment}]_o + \downarrow $$

then:

$$[-\text{continuant}]$$
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29. Nasals do not occur after breathy voiced stops, and stops that do occur after them must be voiceless.

\[
\text{if: } + [\text{segment}]_o [+\text{syl}] [-\text{sonorant}] [\text{-syl}] [+\text{syl}] [\text{segment}]_o +
\quad +\text{cont}
\quad +\text{RGR}
\quad +\text{voice}
\quad \downarrow
\[
\text{then:}
\quad [-\text{nasal}]
\quad [-\text{sonorant}]
\quad [-\text{voiced}]
\]

Since fricatives have been ruled out after breathy voiced stops by condition 28, voiceless [-sonorant] will not include fricatives.

There are further restrictions that could be stated for the above consonant clusters, namely that if the breathy voiced stop is velar the following stop must be [t], and if the breathy voiced stop is non-velar the following stop must be [k]. However, further investigation is needed to see if this really is a constraint or an accidental gap.

30. Glides do not occur after affricates.

\[
\text{if: } + [\text{segment}]_o [+\text{syl}] [+\text{del rel}] [+\text{syl}] [+\text{syl}] [\text{segment}]_o +
\quad \downarrow
\quad [+\text{consonant}]
\]

31. If, in a two-consonant cluster, C₁ is [d], C₂ cannot be a fricative or a stop.

\[
\text{if: } + [\text{segment}]_o [+\text{syl}] [-\text{sonorant}] [-\text{cont}
\quad +\text{retroflex}]
\quad \downarrow
\quad [+\text{sonorant}]
\]

Actually there might be further restrictions. The only glide in C₂ position is [w] and the only nasal is [m]; both of these occur in rare
 Sanskrit loans (they have not been listed in the cluster charts). Even liquids occur after [d] only in three-consonant clusters where C₂ is a homorganic nasal. However more evidence is needed before these restrictions are included.

Above the feature [RGGR] has not been used to rule [d[h] out because [d[h]] is already ruled out by condition 1.

32. Retroflex segments or affricates do not occur after [h].

if: + [segment]_o [+syl][ -syllabic ][ -syll ][ +syl ][ segment ]_o + [ -consonant +low ]
then:
                [ -retroflex -delayed release ]

33. If C₂ is [h], C₁ cannot be aspirated or breathy-voiced.

if: + [segment]_o [+syl][segment] [ -syllabic ][ +syl ][ segment ]_o + [ -consonant +low ]
then:
                [ -RGGR ]

There are further restrictions that could be stated: if C₁ is a stop, it can only be palatal (i.e. an affricate) or bilabial; and moreover, if it is voiceless, it can only be bilabial. However at this point I do not have enough evidence to state these observations as constraints.

34. If C₁ is a [-low] glide, i.e. [y] or [w], then C₂ cannot be a glide.

if: + [segment]_o [+syl][ -syllabic ][ -syll ][ +syl ][ segment ]_o + [ -consonant -low ]
then:
                [ +consonant ]
Due to this there are no glides occurring before [h].

35. [y] does not occur before or after retroflex segments.

NC:

\[ ~ + \text{[segment]}_o \text{[+syll]} \text{[+retro]} \text{[-syll]} \text{[[+retro] [+syll] \text{[segment]}_o +} \text{-conson} \text{[-back]} \text{[+high]} \]

36. The voiced fricative [z] occurs only after voiced segments.

\[
\text{if: } + \text{[segment]}_o \text{[+syll]} \text{[segment]} \text{[-sonorant]} [+syll] \text{[segment]}_o + \]

\[
\downarrow \text{[continuant]} \text{[+voice]} \]

\[\text{then: } [+\text{voiced}]\]

37. Retroflex segments, voiced stops, liquids, and nasals do not occur after [ᵯ].

\[
\text{if: } + \text{[segment]}_o \text{[+syll]} \text{[+sonorant]} \text{[-syll]} \text{[+syll]} \text{[segment]}_o + \]

\[
\downarrow \text{[consonant]} \text{[-nasal]} \text{[+retroflex]} \]

\[\text{then: } \begin{cases} 
\text{-retroflex} \\
[-\text{consonant}] \\
+\text{consonant} \text{[-sonorant]} \text{[-voiced]}
\end{cases}\]

There is a further constraint that if the C₂ is a fricative it must be [s], but I am not sure if the non-occurrence of [ʃ] and [f] in this position is an accidental gap or not; [z] is ruled out by the [-voice]. Of the glides, [y] does not occur after [ᵯ], but this is taken care of by condition 35.
38. Retroflexes, fricatives or liquids do not occur before [τ].

if: $\ + [\text{segment}]_{0} [+\text{syl}l][-\text{syl}l] [+\text{consonant}] [+\text{syl}l][\text{segment}]_{0} +$

then:

$$\begin{cases} 
\text{-retroflex} \\
[-\text{consonant}] \\
[+\text{consonant}] \\
[+\text{sonorant}] \\
[+\text{nasal}] \\
[-\text{sonorant}] \\
[-\text{continuant}] 
\end{cases}$$

Of the glides, [y] doesn't occur, but this is ruled out by 35. [w] occurs, and the non-occurrence of [h] is here treated as an accidental gap.

39. [w] does not occur before bilabials (stops, fricatives, nasals, or glides). (What other writers give as the sequence ww I treat as a long consonant.)

$$\text{NC} \sim + [\text{segment}]_{0} [+\text{syl}l][+\text{sonorant}] [-\text{syl}l] [+\text{syl}l][\text{segment}]_{0} +$$

$$\begin{cases} 
[-\text{consonant}] \\
[+\text{anterior}] \\
[+\text{coronal}] \\
[-\text{anterior}] \\
[-\text{coronal}] 
\end{cases}$$

The features anterior and coronal are not needed to distinguish the three glides [y] [w] and [h] from each other, but are relevant to this rule to show that the above constraint exemplifies dissimilation.

40. Fricatives and retroflexes do not occur after [z], and if the consonant following [z] is a glide it must be [h].
if: + [segment]₁ [+syll] [-syll] [−syll][+syll][segment]₀ +
  +cont
  +voice

then:

{−retro
  +cons
  −cont
  −cons
  +low

41. Bilabials do not occur before [f]. (Again, what others call
ff I treat as a long consonant.) wf would be ruled out by condition
39. Also, if the segment before [f] is a stop, it must be voiceless
(the voiced fricative [z] would be ruled out by 40).

if: + [segment]₀ [+syll][−syll] [−son] [−syll][segment]₀ +
  +cont
  +ant
  −cor

then:

{−son
  −voice
  −cor
  −ant
  [+cor]

42. Retroflexes or [y] do not occur after [n].

NC: ∼ + [segment]₀ [+syll] [+cons] [+naso] [−cons]
  +cor
  +retro
  +high
  −back

The following conditions could also be stated for medial
clusters, however it is not clear to me at this point whether they
should be stated formally:

(a) If C₂ is an affricate and C₁ a stop, the affricate must
be[−RGRR] (i.e. unaspirated and non-breathy voiced) and the C₁ must be
bilabial or velar. (Actually the only combinations we do find are
-kč-, -př-, and -bř-.)

(b) In stop+stop clusters, if C₁ is an aspirate it cannot be a
dental or a bilabial, and C₂ cannot be [p].

(c) In stop+stop clusters, if C₁ is retroflex it must be
voiceless, and the C₂ must be [k].

(d) In stop+stop clusters, if C₁ is voiceless and C₂ is voiced,
C₂ cannot be a velar. If C₁ is voiced and C₂ is voiceless, C₂
cannot be bilabial.

(e) If C₂ is a glide and C₁ a breathy voiced stop, C₁ must be
[ḍʰ].

(f) After [§], if a stop is voiced it must be [g], and if it
is aspirated it must not be dental or velar.

(g) After [s], voiceless affricates do not occur, and neither
do [g] or [h].

Final consonant constraints:

43. The aspirated and breathy voiced affricates [cʰ] and [yʰ]
do not form a cluster, neither as C₁ nor as C₂.

\[
\text{if: } (\text{[phone segment]}) \quad \left[ +\text{del rel} \right] \quad ([ +\text{segment}] ) + \\
\quad \quad \quad \downarrow \\
\text{then: } [-\text{syl}] \\
\quad \quad \quad \downarrow \\
\quad \quad \quad [ +\text{syl} ]
\]

44. [pʰ] does not occur as C₁ in any final consonant cluster.
if: \[ [+\text{cons} ] \begin{array}{l}
-\text{son} \\
+\text{RGRR} \\
-\text{voice} \\
+\text{ant} \\
-\text{cor} 
\end{array} \quad [\text{segment}] + \]

then: \[ [+\text{yll}] \]

45. In stop+stop clusters, velars and bilabials do not occur as \( C_2 \).

if: \[ \begin{array}{l}
-\text{son} \\
-\text{cont} 
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{l}
-\text{son} \\
-\text{cont} 
\end{array} + \]

then: \[ [+\text{cor}] \]

46. After breathy voiced stops, no fricatives or stops occur.

if: \[ +\text{RGRR} \quad [\text{segment}] + \]

then: \[ [+\text{son}] \]

There are further restrictions. If the \( C_2 \) is a liquid it must be \( [r] \); however, as stated under (d) on pg. 143, I am not sure whether this is not just an accidental gap. The fact that \( C_2 \) cannot be \( [h] \) will be ruled out by condition 50. Of the nasals, I haven't found examples of \( [m] \) as \( C_2 \), but I am treating this as an accidental gap.

47. If \( C_1 \) is retroflex, \( C_2 \) can only be \( [y] \).

if: \[ [+\text{retro}] \quad [-\text{yll}] + \]

then: \[ [-\text{cons}] \\
+\text{high} \\
-\text{back} \]

After \( [r] \) not even \( [y] \) occurs, but this is taken care of by condition 14.
48. After [f] glides do not occur.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if:} & \quad [-\text{son}] \quad [-\text{syl1}] \quad + \\
& \quad [+\text{cont}] \quad [-\text{cor}] \\
\text{then:} & \quad [+\text{cons}]
\end{align*}
\]

49. [h] does not occur as \(C_1\) in any final consonant cluster.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if:} & \quad [-\text{syl1}] \quad [\text{segment}] \quad + \\
& \quad [-\text{cons}] \quad [+\text{low}] \\
\text{then:} & \quad [+\text{syl1}]
\end{align*}
\]

There are a few Sanskrit loans that would occur in high Hindi which contain \(-\text{hy}\); these would have to be listed as exceptions. The above condition would not hold for Urdu speakers who are supposed to have the clusters \(-\text{hr}, \ -\text{hw}\), etc.

50. Only liquids or nasals occur before [h].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if:} & \quad [-\text{syl1}] \quad [-\text{syl1}] \quad + \\
& \quad [-\text{cons}] \quad [+\text{low}] \\
\text{then:} & \quad [+\text{cons}] \\
& \quad [+\text{son}]
\end{align*}
\]

I am not sure if speakers do pronounce the [h] in clusters like \(-\text{mh}, \ -\text{nh}\), etc. If they don't, then the above condition would have to be modified to say that before [h] only vowels occur (i.e. it could be combined with no. 49). On the cluster chart \(-\text{lh}\) has not been listed. The only example I found listed in the dictionary is listed as \(\text{selh} \sim \text{sel} \ "\text{spear}"\).
51. Liquids do not occur after [+n].

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{if:} \\
[-\text{syl}] \\
+\text{nasal} \\
+\text{cor} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
+\text{son} \\
\quad + \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{then:} \\
+\text{nasal} \\
\end{array}
\]

The following conditions could also be stated, but more evidence is needed:

(a) Stop+affricate clusters are rather restricted. Only [j] occurs as \(C_2\), and only bilabials as \(C_1\). (Actually only [b] occurs, since [b\(^h\)], [p\(^h\)], and [p] would be ruled out by conditions already stated.)

(b) In stop+stop clusters, if \(C_1\) is an aspirate, it must be [k\(^h\)] and \(C_2\) must be [-retroflex]. (Again we only get [t] as \(C_2\), since other stops would be ruled out by conditions already stated).

2.3.8. Constraints on vowel sequences:

It has not been possible for me to do a detailed analysis on the sequential constraints on vowels. Therefore the following observations are highly tentative.

Writers such as Arun and Dixit, who have listed vowel sequences, have not listed any for morpheme-initial position. The only initial vowel sequences which I have been able to find examples of are:

(15) \(\text{ai}\): e.g., [ai:na] "mirror"

\(\text{au}\) e.g., [aus] "a kind of grain"

Even these occur in very few words. Moreover, it is debatable whether \(\text{ai}\) does exist as an initial vowel sequence, because most speakers render the word for "mirror" as [ayna] or [aena].
dictionary also lists a word \texttt{u:abai:} "babble". This might lead one to think that \texttt{u:a} is also a possible initial cluster; however, I think this can be analysed as \texttt{/u:+a+bai:/}, the meaningless noises \texttt{u:} plus \texttt{a} plus the morpheme \texttt{bai:} "lady". This would be the only example of this cluster initially, and it does not even occur morpheme medially or finally.

Initially we do not find diphthongs -- that is, the sequences \texttt{ei:} and \texttt{eu:} listed as diphthongs\textsuperscript{34} by writers such as Arun (1961) in their list of phonemes. At the phonetic level of course these are vowel sequences. When writers such as Arun list these as phonemes they are claiming that phonologically these somehow act as a unit. I do not see any evidence of this. As a matter of fact if they are treated as sequences of vowels then the statement of the sequential constraints is simplified (cf. discussion in SQC 56 below). Therefore I propose to treat these as sequences of two vowels at both the systematic phonemic and the systematic phonetic level.

In non-initial position I have found examples of the following clusters:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\texttt{ei:} & [\texttt{kei:}] "many" \\
\texttt{ui:} & [\texttt{su:i:}] "needle" \\
\texttt{ai:} & [\texttt{nai:}] "barber" \\
\texttt{oi:} & [\texttt{lo:i:}] "small ball of flour" \\
\texttt{ei:} & [\texttt{lei:}] "paste made of flour" \\
\texttt{au} & [\texttt{blau:z}] "blouse" \\
\texttt{eu:} & [\texttt{geu:}] "cow"
\end{tabular}
\caption{
\texttt{Table 20}
}
\end{table}
ua   [jua]   "dice"
oa   [kʰoa]  "dry milk"
ue   [suəɾ]  "pig"
ae   [čac]   "tea" (ae could alternatively be simply treated as [ay]).
ao   [čao]   "desire" (again could be treated as [aw]).
au:  [tau:]  "uncle"

Of the above, [au] and [ue] occur only medially, not finally. I have done no test to see if any of the rest are restricted to just medial or final position, or if their non-occurrence in one or the other position is merely an accidental gap.

Arun and Dixit also list the following sequences:

Table 21

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ie</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>io</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee</td>
<td>ea</td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oe</td>
<td></td>
<td>uo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only examples of these that I have been able to find involve a morpheme boundary, e.g., /ro+e/ "cry+subjunctive" (3rd.pers.). This is not to say that there are no examples of these clusters morpheme-meditally, just that in my tentative observations I haven't found any.

Moreover a number of the clusters in table 21 are not really clusters because a glide intervenes, e.g., /dekʰ+ie/ "see" (polite imper.) is phonetically [dekʰiye]. In such sequences there always seems to be an intervening glide; for others some speakers have a glide
and others do not, e.g., /kʰ ae/ "eat (subjunctive)" can be [kʰ ae] or [kʰ ay e] depending on the speaker. In the case of /e+e/ I think most speakers insert a glottal stop or [w] and not the palatal glide [y], i.e. instead of /kʰ e+e/ "row" (subj.) being rendered *[kʰ ey e], it is rendered [kʰ e e] or [kʰ e w e].

The following conditions for vowels can be tentatively proposed. The first two conditions pertain to nasalized vowels. These will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.

52. if: ([-nasal]) [+syl1] [+long] ([-nasal])
then: [-nasal]

53. if: [+syl1] [+cons] [+long] [+nasal] [-son]
then: [+cont]

54. In morpheme-final position, short vowels do not occur.

if: [+syl1]
then: [-long]

This also accounts for the fact that in final position in vowel sequences, the V₂ is never short.

55. [e] and [ɔ] do not occur in any vowel clusters, neither as V₁ nor as V₂, initially, medially, or finally.
if: \([\text{segment}]\) \([\text{syl}1\text{-long}\text{-high}\{\text{+back},\text{+low}\}\{-\text{back}\}][\text{segment}]\) \([\text{segment}]\)

then: \([-\text{syl}1\text{]}\) \([-\text{syl}1\text{]}\)

56. Morpheme-initially after a short vowel, no other vowel occurs, i.e. the following segment must be a consonant.

if: \(+\text{syl}1\text{-long}\) \([\text{segment}]\)

then: \([-\text{syl}1\text{]}\)

The only exceptions I could find are interjections like \([\text{ei}]:\), \([\text{ui}]:\) "ouch".

As mentioned earlier diphthongs do not occur morpheme-initially. I also proposed earlier that they should be treated as sequences of two vowels -- \(\text{ai}\) and \(\text{au}\). If we treat them as vowel sequences then we don't need a separate condition to rule diphthongs out initially since condition 56 will not permit initial \(\text{ai}\) and \(\text{au}\).

Certain other generalizations could be made about two-vowel sequences:

(a) \([\text{i}]:\) and \([\text{u}]:\) are never \(V_1\)
(b) \([\text{i}]:\) is never \(V_2\)
(c) Initially \([\text{e}]:\) and \([\text{o}]:\) are not found as \(V_1\).

However all of these require more investigation before being stated formally.

Three-vowel clusters do not seem to be permitted in Hindi,
either within morphemes, or across morpheme boundaries. A glide always seems to intervene. Thus /bʰaiː+ɘ/ "brother+plural" (oblique) is [bʰaiyɘ].

57. Three-vowel clusters are not permitted.

NC:  \sim  [+syll] [+syll] [+syll]

If the above condition is found to be true even on more investigation then this constraint should be treated as a general "everywhere" constraint and will thus apply both morpheme medially and across morpheme boundaries.

I should mention at this point that since I consider [y] and [w] to be segments at the lexical level, my analysis differs from that of writers such as Srivastava (1970) who do not. Srivastava says "... it is not necessary in Hindi to posit any underlying semivowel phonemes like y and w. In cases where y and w appear in final output, i and u vowel phonemes .... can be said to exist in the phonological representation in the lexicon" (134). Thus he considers both [aya] "maid" and [aya] "came" to be without glides in the underlying representation, i.e. /aia/ and /a+a/ respectively, and has the glide introduced by P-rules. I agree with him in the case of the verb (i.e. [aya] "came") but not in the case of the noun, where I would claim that the underlying form is /aya/. I do not see any advantage in this case in positing the abstract underlying form /aia/ for [aya] (or /aa/, which also would be an abstract form; the vowel sequence /aa/ is also not permitted within morphemes) rather than simply having underlying /aya/ in the first place. I do see a number of disadvantages:
(a) By considering [y] and [w] to be vowels there would be a needless proliferation of vowel clusters in the lexicon; and, as I have tried to show above, Hindi does not tolerate three-vowel clusters, which is what Srivastava's /aia/ would be.

(b) His rules would give the correct phonetic output for words like [suər] "pig" and [swər] "sound" only by rather ad hoc means. He suggests that [suər] is actually /su:=ər/ to which his vowel laxing rule applies to give the phonetic [suər]. However, there doesn't seem to be any justification for this abstract underlying form; moreover having to mention '=ər' in the environment of the rule seems especially ad hoc. More importantly, I don't know how he will handle -- in any non-arbitrary way -- words like [dəu] "blessing" and [dəwər] "door", etc., because [dua] will not fit the environment of his rule as stated.

I propose that within morphemes the [y] and [w] that are to appear at the phonetic level be posited at the systematic phonemic level too. Only in the cases where processes of suffixation and inflection, etc. bring about the environment for introducing a glide, should such a glide be introduced by phonological rules. For this purpose Srivastava's rule with certain modifications would be adequate. Srivastava gives his P-rule I as (135):

(16)

$$\emptyset \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{[V +high \ a back +tense]} \big/ < \begin{cases} \text{[V +high \ a back]} \big> + \begin{cases} \text{[V oround \ -high]} \big> \end{cases} \end{cases} \end{cases} a. \quad b. \quad$$

The only modification I propose is having $\emptyset \rightarrow y, w$, i.e. having the
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zero rewrite as the glides directly and not \( \emptyset \rightarrow i \) or \( u \).

Thus I propose that the following is the derivation for the two words [aya] "maid" and [aya] "came".

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/\text{aya}/_N \\
\downarrow \\
[\text{aya}]
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
/\text{a}+\text{a}/_V \\
\downarrow \\
[a+ya]
\end{array}
\]

by P-rule I (with the modifications suggested above).

In this chapter I have proposed certain modifications of the current MS theory, I have presented evidence that in certain cases "abstract" segments are apparently "psychologically real", and I have proposed a number of sequential constraints for Hindi morphemes. Let me emphasize that these SQC's are tentative. In a large number of cases their "psychological reality" still needs to be tested further.
Footnotes

1 Chomsky does not use the term "impossible" though there is the implied symmetry of "possible:impossible". Halle, however, does use the terms "possible:impossible".

2 By exceptions I mean a few items that don't undergo the rule; if the exceptions were quite large, then they might justify the writing of "minor rules" to account for them (Lightner 1968).

3 Yasui (n.d.) also notices that skl- and many other consonant sequences exist as clusters in some speakers' vocabulary but not in others'.

4 This is because alveolars are perceived as retroflexes and not as dentals (see Ohala, M. 1971).

5 I am grateful to John Ohala for pointing out this article to me.

6 This brings up an interesting point. It could be argued that the introduction of the šm- cluster into American English was facilitated by the prior existence of the common cluster sm-, the prior absence of šm- being considered a kind of "accidental gap". Accidental gaps in the lexicon such as /blik/ have been explicitly recognized but accidental gaps in the structural pattern of sequences have not received much attention (although cf. Yasui n.d.), let alone formal recognition. This deserves further study and testing. Neither ẓl- nor ẓl- exist as clusters in American English. But since fl-, sl-, and šl- do exist (flick, slick, Schlitz) but vl-, zl- and šl- do not, one might expect the absence of ẓl- (but not ẓl-) to be but an "accidental gap".

Generativists, in deciding whether a particular cluster should be ruled out or not, use "cost" as a criterion (cf. McCawley 1968:49). It would seem to me that it should be less costly to permit the clusters ẓl- and šl- rather than rule them out, since they are merely holes in the pattern:
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Nevertheless Schane rules $\emptyset l$- out (1970:103). Instead of counting the "cost" of ruling $\emptyset l$-, etc., out, it seems to me more important to find out how native speakers of English react to $\emptyset l$: do they treat it more like $\emptyset m$- type clusters, or more like $ft$- type clusters? It is not obvious that the "cost" factor will play a part in their judgment.

7 McCawley (1970) differentiates between constraints that apply at the lexical level, and constraints that apply at the phonetic level. At least for constraints at the phonetic level, he seems to equate possible morpheme with pronounceable morpheme. However this is not a technical paper, being intended for laymen, and it is difficult to understand McCawley's position from this article.

8 Kornfeld (1971) claims to have evidence that there is a difference between the acoustic signal of $w$ that the child substitutes for $r$ and his regular $w$. Kornfeld labels this conclusion highly tentative. And moreover the fact still remains that the child cannot produce the American English $r$ and substitutes some kind of a $w$ for it (whether it be his regular $w$ or a different $w$), and won't accept an adult's non-$r$ as a substitution for $r$.

9 Of course if the words were presented to them auditorily, they might not have pronounced them. However there are other problems with presenting the words auditorily, which I have mentioned on pg. 34.

10 This has also been noted by Fromkin 1971c.

11 It seems probable to me that many speakers could pronounce a word like zbornik but know it is not an English-type word (see my discussion in 2.1.1.). However McCawley's point is well taken even if his example is not.
This is an interesting example for demonstrating some kind of "psychological reality" of morpheme boundaries because when this word, pot+dar, lost its occupational meaning and just remained as a last name (similar to English "Smith"), the word became [pod+ar], i.e. assimilation took place. Thus for the last name poddar a division into two morphemes would not be justifiable, in a synchronic grammar.

However as far as I can see, Kisseberth does not explicitly state that this is because "possible pronunciation" requires it; i.e. because of a constraint operative at the phonetic level. Thus I don't agree with McCawley when he says (presumably referring to the article cited above) that Kisseberth argues that:

"...the constraints on possible pronunciation affect the phonological rules fully as much as the converse and that it is quite common for the details of a large number of rules to reflect the same constraint on possible pronunciation... (1970:818)"

There are apparent exceptions to these, pointed out to me by J. Ohala. Radler one would expect to be *[rætər] but is instead [rædər]; also, on the basis of the pair hand [hænt] "hand" and handes [hændes] "hands" we would posit the underlying morpheme for both as /hand/ and expect handumdrehen to be rendered *[handumdreen], however it is usually rendered as [hantumdreen].

Shibatani does not give any details on how he would treat Kisseberth's example, but presumably he would retain the P-rules as Kisseberth has them and also posit an mSPC (which holds both inter- and intra-morphemically), which would state that triliteral clusters are not permitted in Yawelmani. Supposedly the mSPC would explain why the P-rules exist.

Shibatani "ultimately" wishes to provide an explanation for SPCs (4) and (5), in "phonetic or physiological considerations" (10). This can only be true either if SPC's are universal for all languages (which is doubtful), or if they reflect pronunciation constraints for English speakers, but this is obviously false since exceptions exist. It seems obvious that much of what he calls SPC's, are not universal constraints, nor pronunciation constraints for the given language, but are patterns that are language specific and will not have a phonetic explanation.

Although I show in chapter 4 the e-deletion rule has to be more complicated, for immediate purposes this simplified version will do. In chapter 4 I also explain why I posit a e-deletion rule and not a e-insertion rule.
As shown by the test to be discussed shortly, this is true only for some speakers.

See chapter 4 for the historical reasons as to why -iya is a suffix which blocks the application of the e-deletion rule.

At least the dictionary (Varma 1958) doesn't list them, and they don't exist in my dialect. It is possible that for some people they are existing forms.

For some discussion of words of this type see 2.3.4.

The consistency cannot be explained by saying it was due to usage, since these responses represent previously non-existent words.

This is not an idiolect since there seems to be more than one speaker of it; however, I do not know if it coincides with any geographical or social boundary; this would be an interesting topic to investigate.

Even though historically [inkar] is a loan word, I think in a synchronic grammar of Hindi it should perhaps be considered as native. It is a commonly used word, and speakers often try to regularize it to [iŋkar].

[mirč] is an interesting example because it is listed (in the dictionary) as coming from Sanskrit maŋrič revealing that Sanskrit apparently did not have a cluster in the word.

It is interesting that words like [trifla] are rendered with an [f]. The word is from Sanskrit 'trīph'ala' -- Sanskrit did not have [f]. When loans from English and Perso-Arabic introduced an [f] into Hindi, Sanskrit words with [ph] were frequently pronounced with [f] due to hypercorrection. Since clusters with [ph] are rather rare, it seems that the pronunciation with [f] in words like [trifla] remained in the language, such that today the rendering is [trifla] and not *[triph'la] in Standard Hindi.

I am grateful to B. Pray for the latter two examples.

It is pronounced [šeher] by a general rule which I will not discuss in this thesis. This problem of Vh in Hindi phonology is very interesting but beyond the scope of this study.

Before liquids, etc., we do get non-homorganic nasals, e.g., [imliː:] "tamarind", [ɛmruːd] "guava", etc.

Narang and Becker point out that the generalization holds only before non-uvular stops; however I am not mentioning "uvular"
since the dialect of Hindi being described does not have uvular stops.

31 The fact that my examples either are of short vowel followed by a homorganic nasal+stop, or long vowel followed by a homorganic nasal+voiced stop, is not fortuitous. See chapter 3 for details.

32 Most of the following examples are from Mehrotra.

33 I am grateful to John Ohala for pointing out these articles to me.

34 We don't find these initially in Western Hindi, which has monophthongized most of the original diphthongs, e.g., Eastern Hindi has [əuːret] "woman" but Western Hindi has [ɔɾɛt].

35 Srivastava gives this rule as (133):

Vowel laxing rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
V 
\text{[+tense]} & \rightarrow \text{[-tense]} / \{ \text{+ (C) [+tense]} \} \\
\text{[+high]} & = ər
\end{align*}
\]
Chapter 3

3.0. I mentioned in chapter 1 that it is possible, in a large number of cases, to derive the nasal vowels from underlying oral vowels. I will discuss this in detail in this chapter.

3.1. If one examines Hindi words one finds that the nasal vowels at the phonetic level are the result of three different processes: phonetic, syntactic, and phonological.

1. **Nasalization of vowels due to phonetic processes.**

A vowel is nasalized when it is preceded or followed by a nasal. Examples of this type of nasalization are given in (1).

(1) [nām] "name"

[kān] "ear"

[mās] "mouth"

[nāk] "nose"

Writers such as Hussain (n.d.), Tiwari (1966), and Kelkar (1968), have suggested that there is a difference in the degree of nasalization in words in (1) and those in (2):
(2) [mə] "mother"
[məs] "meat"
[mə] "I"

The degree being greater in the examples of (2). Such a difference in the degree of nasalization in words has been noted in other languages as well (Westermann and Ward 1933). Tivari suggests that if one looked more closely one could differentiate further degrees of nasalization. Perhaps this is what Kelkar refers to when he says "A nasal preceding the vocoid ... is less influential in affecting the nasalization of the vowel than a nasal following" (38). Thus he claims that the nasalization is stronger in [kən] "ear" than in [nək] "nose". That greater nasalization occurs before a nasal than following a nasal has also been found in English by instrumental means (J. Ohala 1971a). This would have to be incorporated in the rules that assign scalar values for nasalization at the phonetic level. (It should be mentioned that weak and strong nasalization contrast only after nasals, never before.)

There are, however, very few minimal pairs which are potentially differentiated only by the degree of nasalization on the vowel. The pair [məs] "month", [məs] "meat" was mentioned above; in addition there is [mə] "wine" and [mə] "I" (the latter has stronger nasalization). These are the only pairs I have been able to find. Moreover it is not clear that this difference is manifested except when speaking the two forms in consciously contrasting manner, and many speakers openly admit they do not have the contrast. Thus the status of this difference in the degree of nasalization on vowels in Hindi seems to be very marginal.

Items such as those in (1) at least, will not have their vowels
marked [+nasal] in the dictionary. A phonetic rule will assign nasalization to oral vowels in the environment of a nasal:

\[
(3) \ V \rightarrow [+\text{nasal}] / [+\text{nasal}]
\]

This rule says that a vowel is nasalized when preceded or followed by a nasal.

2. **Nasalization of a vowel due to syntactic processes.**

The words in (4) are minimal pairs differentiated only by nasalization of this origin:

\[
(4) \ [\text{hẽ}] \ "\text{is}" \quad [\text{hẽ}] \ "\text{are}"
[\text{c̥əl̥iː}] \ "\text{she went}" \quad [\text{c̥əl̥iː}] \ "\text{they (fem.) went}"
[\text{c̥əl̥e}] \ "\text{they (masc.) went}" \quad [\text{c̥əl̥e}] \ "\text{shall we go}" \ (\text{subj.})
[\text{lɔr̥kɔ}] \ "\text{boy}" \quad [\text{lɔr̥kɔ}] \ "\text{boys}" \ (\text{pl. obl.})
\]

For the words in the second column we again would not need to mark the vowel as [+nasal] in the lexicon. This type of nasalization will be assigned to the vowels by the rules that spell out the phonological forms of grammatical formatives.\(^1\)

3. **Nasalization due to a phonological process:**

This is nasalization in lexical items not covered by the previous two categories. There is no doubt that there is a contrast between nasal and oral vowels at the phonetic level, as can be seen from such pairs of words as those in (5):

\[
(5) \ [\text{sȃs}] \ "\text{mother-in-law}" \quad [\text{sȃs}] \ "\text{breath}"
[\text{bȃs}] \ "\text{bad smell}" \quad [\text{bȃs}] \ "\text{bamboo}"
\]

We are interested in finding out if nasalization for the vowels in these items has to be marked in their lexical representation or not. That is, is the nasalization of these vowels predictable by general
phonological rules or not? There have been varying treatments of this problem with writers either claiming that Hindi has a set of nasalized vowels contrasting with oral ones (e.g., Hussain n.d., Qadri 1930) or that all nasalized vowels can be derived from oral ones (Narang and Becker 1971). Moreover there even seems to be disagreement (as I will shortly show) on the data, i.e. whether certain morphemes have NC (nasalized vowel + stop) or VNC (vowel + homorganic nasal + stop), in the latter case of course the vowel would be nasalized by rule (3).

Before discussing this issue it might be worth while to first look at the history of nasalized vowels in Hindi.

3.2. Historically the long nasalized vowels came about due to a phonological change in the development of old Hindi from Middle-Indo-Aryan (MIA). Word-medial consonant clusters were simplified with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. If the cluster consisted of a nasal followed by a consonant, the nasal was deleted, and the preceding vowel was lengthened and nasalized. Formally this can be represented as follows:

$$\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \quad [\text{+nasal}] \\
[\text{+cons}] \\
\text{C} \\
\end{array} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+long]} \\
\text{[+nasal]} \\
\emptyset \\
\end{array} \quad 3 \\
1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 1 \quad 2
$$

This rule is usually illustrated by examples of the following kind (Grierson 1922, Misra 1967):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skt.</th>
<th>Pkt.</th>
<th>Old Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>չենդրե</td>
<td>չենդե</td>
<td>չադ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"moon"

Thus Misra says "In Old Hindi all nasalized vowels are long, and there are no short nasalized ones" (203).
3.3. As mentioned, some writers treat particular morphemes as if they were made up of VC (distinctively nasalized vowel+stop), and others as VNC (oral vowel (rather, non-distinctively nasalized vowel) plus homorganic nasal+stop). This confusion seems to have been present even in the earliest grammars. It will be useful to review the traditional literature briefly, on this matter.

The earliest grammar that I have been able to look at which has some remarks on nasalization is *The stranger's infallible East-Indian Guide* by J. Gilchrist (1820). He lists various vowels of Hindi (or Hindoostani as he calls it) giving their approximate English pronunciation, and gives their nasalized counterparts as well. Interestingly, most of the examples of nasalized vowels that he gives represent inflectional endings, and thus are at the end of a word. In listing the consonants he treats n as a dental nasal, and also as a representative of various kinds of homorganic nasals.

He then says:

...n when attenuated, to what is called the french nasal, lapses into its concomitant vowels...in the whole of which the oscillation between n and ñ [his symbol for nasalization] is arbitrary in the extreme, and the elision or assumption of the ñ equally so, in the different dialects of hindoostan by particular classes of people, numbers of whom may conceive, that the nasal twang stamps their language as the sterling speech of certain cities, provinces or tribes, who affect this absurd embellishment, either as a mark of their haut ton or profound erudition...(34-35)

(It is interesting to note that the nasalized vowels had a prestige value even in those days—more will be made of this point below.) So, apparently by Gilchrist's time it was no longer true that only long vowels were nasalized (which is what Misra claimed to be true for Old Hindi). In his practice (e.g., in his vocabulary lists) he uses the
symbol for nasalization only before h, s, w, and '/>. Thus he lists:

moomh   "mouth, face"
antep   "bowels"
hurnsa   "to laugh"
pamw    "foot"

Elsewhere he just has n regardless of whether short or long vowel precede it:

dant    "tooth"
zunjee  "chain"
rungna  "to color"
kampna  "to tremble"

The question thus arises as to whether his transcription really reflects the pronunciation of his day. Since he mentions that the "oscillation between n and ṇ is arbitrary" I think it is probable that he simplified matters by having n uniformly in most of the above words.

The next work mentioning nasalization is Kellog's Grammar of the Hindi language (1965), first published in 1875. This seems to be the first book written in English which lists the Devanagari symbol for nasalization (\) (called anunasika) along with that of homorganic nasal (') (called anusvar). He mentions that in many Hindi books, especially those published by foreigners, the sign for anusvar is used for both nasalization and homorganic nasal. In his book he also uses only the anusvar.

He notices that in words taken over from Sanskrit with little or no change the anusvar represents a homorganic nasal before a stop. But in "the case of words much corrupted from the Sanskrit, after a long
vowel, Anusvār, even before a mute consonant, denotes, not a consonant, but a nasalization" (14). For an example of this he gives the word for "moon" as "chānd" (i.e. ṇād) (though later on when writing it in Devanagari he uses the symbol for anusvar only). He does not tell us what anusvar represents in the case of tadbhav words (those words originating from Sanskrit through historical changes) following a short vowel. He seems to claim that after long vowels the anusvar represented nasalization, i.e. the vowels were nasalized; however Gilchrist had not noticed any correlation between vowel length and nasalization, or homorganic nasal (and furthermore we don't know if short vowels were nasalized or not in Kellog's time). So, either Hindi went through further change between Gilchrist's and Kellog's time leading to no cases of long vowels followed by homorganic nasals, or Kellog's grammar reflects an earlier stage of the language (i.e. Old Hindi) and not the spoken language of his time. I tend to think the latter, because of passages such as the following:

...Anusvār stands in the place of an original nasal consonant, preceded by a short vowel;...The question has been raised, whether the Anusvār in such cases denotes a consonant or merely nasalization. But all the Pāṇḍits that I have been able to consult insist on the inorganic [sic] character of the nasal. (14)

If there was a prestige value attached to the nasalized vowels as Gilchrist seems to suggest, then since Pundits usually belong to the erudite class, they would claim the above. Since Pundits usually seem to consider the older stage of the language "purer", their grammars tend to reflect an older stage of the language, and not the spoken language of their time.

The next grammar we come to is that of H.C. Scholberg (first pub-
lished 1940, third edition 1955). Scholberg notes that anusvar "may represent simple nasalization" (7), or a homorganic nasal. His examples contain both short vowels followed by homorganic nasals (e.g., poəkh "wing") and long vowels followed by homorganic nasals (e.g., siːŋə 'horn'). He notes that before sibilants anusvar takes "the sound of the Nasal of the Dental class" (8) but "where a long vowel before 's' is nasalized it seems to be simple nasalization", (8) and notes that the same holds for long vowels before h. Further on pg. 9 he says "...speakers...learn by use whether a simple nasalization is required or a nasal letter." Since Scholberg says in the preface that he has "put down what is current use among Hindi-speaking people" (xvi), we can take it that the Hindi he is describing had both long and short nasalized vowels, and both long and short vowels followed by a homorganic nasal—a situation which reflects what was probably also true at Gilchrist's time. This seems to suggest that Kellog's grammar reflects the Hindi of many centuries earlier. Since in the rest of his book Scholberg gives examples only in Devanagari, it is unfortunately not possible to determine whether a homorganic nasal or nasalization was used in many of the words he lists.

Of the grammars written in Hindi, Kishori Das Vajpeyi's Hindi shabdānushasan (1957) claims that the tendency of Sanskrit was one of anusvar but that of Hindi is anunāsika, i.e. that of nasalization. He gives as examples (his examples are in Devanagari; I give here my transliteration) Skt. āgustha, Hindi āguṭhə for "thumb"; Skt. dant, Hindi dāt for "tooth". Thus his examples indicate that he thinks Hindi has a tendency for nasalization involving both short and long vowels.
He does not deny the existence of anusvar in Hindi, though, since he lists the word for "grape" with anusvar: ängu:r. Thus according to him both short and long vowels occur nasalized, as well as with homorganic nasals. He does not mention anything about the length of the vowel as conditioning whether nasalization or homorganic nasal would occur. He says that in writing about Hindi, people should not mix the signs for anusvar and anunasika, and I can but whole-heartedly endorse this.

The problem is that for convenience in writing, authors many times use the symbol for homorganic nasal (') even though according to the pronunciation they should have used the symbol for nasalization (\textcircled{\textasciicircum}). Since the readers are usually native speakers this practice doesn’t lead to any confusion. However it does lead to difficulties for the linguist. For example the word for "moon" is written by some with the symbol for nasalization, and by others with that of homorganic nasal (and by some both ways). Does this reflect a difference in pronunciation or not? Since purists seem to prefer the nasalization people might insist that they have a nasalized vowel, when in reality their pronunciation never has only a nasalized vowel in the word in question but rather a homorganic nasal following the vowel. Similarly many Hindi speakers claim they really do distinguish the retroflex ĝ and palatal ĕ, being influenced by the conservative orthography (which preserves these separate fossilized forms from Sanskrit).

Kamta Prasad Guru in his *Hindi Vyakaran* (1962) gives a more detailed account of nasalization. Noticing the confusion in writing between anusvar and anunasika, he gives some rules for when the written
anusvar should be pronounced as nasalization. The rules he gives are (my translation):

(a) In native words in word-final position, the written anusvar is pronounced as nasalization.

(b) The anusvar due to grammatical phenomena is pronounced as nasalization.

(c) Anusvar after a long vowel is pronounced as nasalization.

No rules are given for short vowels. However in the examples he gives, short vowels seem to occur both nasalized as well as followed by a homorganic nasal, e.g., ṣadhēra "darkness", andēr "darkness, injustice". From this it would seem that the fact that Old Hindi had no occurrences of long vowels followed by homorganic nasal is being echoed here.

However since it is not at all clear that OH lacked short nasalized vowels (contrary to Misra's claim, cf. footnote 4) maybe that is why purists have not made any such claims for short vowels, and seem to treat short nasalized vowels as if they were quite natural to Hindi.

So, nothing very clear about vowel nasalization emerges after reading most of the works on Hindi phonology which I've reviewed so far. The exact phonetic character of anusvar and anusnasiak is disputed. And either these writers did not provide rules for correlating the nasalization on vowels and vowel length, perhaps because the data of their time did not lend itself to this, or, if they did write rules, they usually represented a fossilized Hindi, not the spoken Hindi of the times. It is understandable that they would write rules for an older form of Hindi since in India there is "prestige" attached to any-
thing "older" and moreover the grammarians were no doubt guided in
their task by the pundits who, following Panini, believed in preserving
the "beauties" of the older language, trying to combat the "corrupting"
tendencies of the present.

3.4. Among recent analyses of nasalization, Kelkar (1968) has given the
most phonetically detailed one. There is a wealth of detail in his
analysis but his style and exposition make for very difficult reading.

He gives two sets of contrasting words to show the difference be-
tween nasalized vowels and vowels followed by a homorganic nasal. 8

\( /b\dot{n}\hat{a}/ \quad [b\dot{n}\hat{a}] \) "made a slit"

vs.

\( /h\hat{\iota}n\hat{\iota}/ \quad [h\hat{\iota}n\hat{\iota}] \) "Hindi"

and

\( /d\hat{\iota}{\acute{\iota}}/ \quad [d\hat{\iota}\acute{\iota}] \) "tooth"

vs.

\( /\acute{\iota}n\hat{\iota}/ \quad [\acute{\iota}n\hat{\iota}] \) "quiet, peace" 9

He goes on to say that the contrast between nasalized vowels and hom-
organic nasals is an unstable one because the homorganic nasals are
"chiefly illustrated by Sanskrit, Persian, and English loanwords" (33)
and he gives examples of this. He also notes (and here I paraphrase):

(a) Nasalized vowels are more frequent than vowels followed by
homorganic nasals.

(b) Among nasalized vowels, long nasalized vowels are more common
than short nasalized vowels.

(c) Among vowels followed by homorganic nasals, short vowels
followed by homorganic nasals are more frequent than long vowels fol-
owed by homorganic nasals.

He then gives examples for these in two groups, with a note that items in the second group tend to have familiar variants with homorganic nasals. I will list the examples:

(9) Group I: (vowels followed by homorganic nasals)

- \( \text{gandhi} \) (surname)
- \( \text{mant}a \) "accepts"
- \( \text{s}u\text{hta} \) "listens"
- \( \text{cand}e\text{l} \) (name of Rajput clan)
- \( \text{k}^{\text{h}}\text{on}c\text{a} \) "platter used by peddlers"
- \( \text{b}^{\text{h}}\text{an}z\text{a} \) "sister's son"
- \( \text{sen}z\text{j}o\text{na} \) "to put together"
- \( \text{g}^{\text{h}}\text{am}z\text{d} \) "conceit"
- \( \text{ants}z\text{\&t} \) "this or that, unimportant"
- \( \text{bed}^{\text{h}}\text{anga} \) "clumsy"
- \( \text{gun}g\text{a} \) "dumb"

(10) Group II: (\( \tilde{\text{V}}\text{C} \))

- \( \text{s}^{\text{n}}\text{h}\text{al}na \) "to take care of"
- \( \text{s}^{\text{n}}\text{p} \) "snake"
- \( \text{ta}^{\text{n}}\text{ba} \) "copper"
- \( \text{\&}^{\text{n}}\text{cta} \) "becomes, suits"
- \( \text{s}^{\text{l}}\text{nc}ai \) "irrigation"
- \( \text{pu}^{\text{n}}\text{ji} \) "capital"
- \( \text{pu}^{\text{n}}\text{h} \) "tail"
- \( \text{\&}^{\text{n}}\text{di} \) "silver"
- \( \text{bo}^{\text{n}}\text{ta} \) "was divided; cause to divide" (imperative)
3.5. For most Hindi speakers however, many of the above examples are not transcribed accurately. For example, while the words for "silver" or for "finger" are written in Devanagari with nasalized vowels, they are pronounced [c̪hāṇd̪iː:] and [ũ̄gliː:] (the vowel being nasalized in the vicinity of a nasal by rule (3)). (This is supported by instrumental evidence given below.) Kelkar's examples need to be rewritten as in table 22.¹⁰

Table 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V:NC</th>
<th>V̆:</th>
<th>Ź̆NC</th>
<th>Ź̆V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tamba]</td>
<td>[sæp]</td>
<td>[sæmbhalna]</td>
<td>[jɔ̃č̪a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[puːn̪j̪iː:]</td>
<td>[pʉːʃh]</td>
<td>[c̪aŋt̪]</td>
<td>[sĩːɾaiː:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c̪h̪aṇd̪iː:]</td>
<td>[g̪h̪uːt̪]</td>
<td>[ũ̄gliː:]</td>
<td>[bɔ̃ta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c̪h̪oŋgiː:]</td>
<td>[bɔ̃t̪]</td>
<td>[ɾoŋgana]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡɑ́nd̪iː:]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[siːŋ̪ h̪aɾa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b̪hɔŋan̪ja]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[c̪æn̪d̪el̪]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡuːŋga]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[sɔ̃jɔ̃na]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kɔɾuːŋga]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ɡ̪h̪ɔmɔŋ]</td>
<td>[ɔ̃tsɔ̃t̪]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(I haven't marked the nasalization on the vowels in words in columns 1 and 3, but these would of course be nasalized by rule (3). I follow this same practice in the transcriptions to follow.) Items in column I all have long vowels followed by homorganic nasals, those in column II have long nasalized vowels, column III exemplifies short vowels followed by homorganic nasals, and column IV short nasalized vowels.

Looking at these words and many others of the same type (which are given in tables 23, 25, and 26 below) we find that a distinct pattern emerges, leading us to make the following generalization for Hindi:

1. After short vowels, the tendency of Hindi today is to have homorganic nasals (rather than simply a short nasalized vowel).

2. In [+native] words:
   
   (a) After long nasalized vowels we find only voiceless stops not voiced ones.

   (b) A voiced stop may be preceded by a long vowel+homorganic nasal, but not just by a nasalized vowel.

Thus if it is true that at one point Hindi had long nasalized vowels only and not long vowels followed by homorganic nasal, i.e. V:C and not V:N:C, then it has gone through a historical change. Therefore Kelkar's generalization that homorganic nasals are chiefly found in Sanskrit, Persian, and English loanwords no longer holds. The words in his first group of examples (given under (9)) have the structure V:N:C (vowel followed by homorganic nasal) and most of them are not loan words. To accurately describe the incidence of homorganic nasals, it is neccessary to be more specific about the nature of the preceding vowel (short or long) and the following stop (voiced or voiceless).
A number of the items in column I and III of Table 22 are listed in Kelkar's group II (10), and for these he claims that they have "familiar variants" with homorganic nasals (34). However these are certainly not "familiar variants" at all; they are the standard spoken forms used by native speakers. These are only "familiar variants" from the point of view of purists who would have Hindi spoken today as it was centuries ago (actually I doubt if even the purists really use these old forms in their everyday speech).

Items in column II are all pronounced as Kelkar has them, i.e. with nasalized vowels. These follow my generalization 2 (a). And to these we can add his example [dɔt] "tooth" (8). Items in column I exemplify my generalization 2 (b). Items in column IV are exceptions to my generalization 1 and I will discuss them shortly.

In table 23 I will first give more examples of generalization 1, and discuss exceptions to it. These are all words that would fit into column 3 of table 22 (as mentioned above, the vowel next to the nasal in these words would be nasalized by rule (3)).

Table 23

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dɔŋk]</td>
<td>&quot;sting of a wasp or scorpion&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔŋˈhəl]</td>
<td>&quot;stalk, stem&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tʰəmbakuː]</td>
<td>&quot;tobacco&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡənda]</td>
<td>&quot;dirty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sinduːr]</td>
<td>&quot;vermilion&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[səntra]</td>
<td>&quot;orange&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sʊnduːk]</td>
<td>&quot;a box&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ləmba]</td>
<td>&quot;tall&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[ləŋɡə] "lame"
[œnɡiːr] "fig"
[œŋɡuːr] "grape"
[kəŋkən] "gold"
[dændə] "a stick"
[əmbiːya] "raw mango"
[səmbʰəv] "possible"
[mənzil] "stage, story"
[maŋć] "platform"
[lunţ] "disabled"
[kəŋɡən] "bracelet"
[əŋɡiːtʰiː] "an iron pot to keep fire in"

It is interesting that Kelkar notices that "all voiced stops are prenasalized after V^n....that is, they have a short nasal consonant as an on-glide" (24). He thus observed the facts but did not see the implications.

As I mentioned earlier, the words in column IV of table 22 are exceptions to generalization I since they have short nasalized vowels. However they are exceptions of a particular type—all these examples may be derived from a corresponding form with a long nasalized vowel. Thus the words in column I of table 24 could be said to have as their underlying forms, morphemes similar to those in column II: [jəːɾta] "becomes, suits" [ʃəːɾna] "to investigate"
[ʃiːɾɾta] "gets irrigated" [ʃiːɾna] "to irrigate"
[bəɾta] "was divided" [bəɾna] "to distribute"

Table 24
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[ṭākna] "to be stitched" [ṭākna] "to stitch"
[jhāsna] "to trick, or fraud" [jhāsna] "to deceive"
[hākvana] "to cause to drive" [hākna] "to drive"
[kāpvana] "to cause to tremble" [kāpna] "to tremble"
[sōpera] "snake charmer" [sōp] "snake"
[ūcāl] "height" [ūcā] "high"

Kelkar's example [bīnd̪a] also belongs in Table 24. This is not a commonly used word, and the form from which it is derived, [bi:nd̪a], is even less common; moreover I pronounce the derived form [bīnd̪a].

Interestingly since the short nasalized vowel forms go against the general tendency of the language, many times the nasalization is lost, i.e. native speakers seem to treat these as exceptions. This is especially true in forms where the related member with a long nasalized vowel is not commonly used any more, or does not exist in modern Hindi at all. Examples are given below:

(11) [qūsna]-[qūsna] "to bite, to sting" ([qās] not in use any more)
[qhākna]-[qhākna] "to cover" ([qhākna] not commonly used)
[jhāpκna]-[jhāpκna] "to fan"
[stūna]-[stūna] "to be contained in" ([āṭna] not in common use)
[c̪hṭe]-[c̪hṭe] "separated" (from [c̪hāṭna]'to separate')
[sīcāiː]-[sīcāiː] "irrigation" (from [sīčna]'to irrigate')

Kelkar also seems to have noticed this. He mentions that short nasalized vowels followed by a voiceless stop tend to have a 'familiar variant' in short vowel followed by a voiceless stop (35). As examples he cited [vt̪ọṭa]-[vt̪ọṭa] [sīcāiː]-[sīcāiː] and [bēṭa]-[bēṭa].
His observation that this alternation is found only when the following stop is voiceless is explained by my analysis—if the form with the long vowel was followed by a voiced stop we would have got a long vowel followed by a homorganic nasal, thus the derived form with the short vowel would keep the homorganic nasal; it is only the forms with a following voiceless consonant that can have a short nasalized vowel in their derivatives. Kelkar also mentions that \textit{sreb} alna "to take care of" has an allegro variant \textit{smb} alna, that is interesting since this is another way in which short nasalized vowel \textit{n} is eliminated (as it is contrary to the tendency of the language). I pronounce this word as [smb\textsuperscript{h}alna] and thus it is perfectly regular.\textsuperscript{12}

There is another group of words which are not derived from forms with long vowels, which are also exceptions to generalization 1; however there are not very many words of this type. I give below all such words I could find:

\begin{itemize}
\item[(12)] [p\textsuperscript{h}\textsuperscript{u}\textsuperscript{n}a] "to reach"
\item [d\textsuperscript{h}\textsuperscript{s}na] "to get stuck in"
\item [h\textsuperscript{s}na] "to laugh"
\item [h\textsuperscript{s}li:] "collar bone"
\item [h\textsuperscript{s}siya] "sickle"
\item [g\textsuperscript{sr}asa] "an axe for cutting fodder"
\end{itemize}

Of these [h\textsuperscript{s}na] is an interesting example for it forms a contrast with [h\textsuperscript{n}sa] "swan". [h\textsuperscript{n}sa] is a [-native] word, a Sanskrit borrowing, thus it might appear that we could make a generalization to the effect that [+native] words have only short nasalized vowels before \textit{n} (and not vowel+homorganic nasal), but there are enough native words like
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[p'unsɪ:] "pimple" which prevent us from doing so. Moreover this would be opposite to the general tendency of the language which prefers short vowel followed by homorganic nasal. We find further support for treating these as exceptions from the fact that some speakers (mostly uneducated speakers) say [ hobɔsi:] for [hɔsi:], thus trying to make it regular. (Narang and Becker (1971) also report the regularized form [hɔsi:].)

I turn now to my generalization 2. As Kelkar rightly observes there are more examples of long nasalized vowels than of long vowels followed by homorganic nasals; however, the cases of long vowels followed by homorganic nasals are much more in number than those of short nasalized vowels. The reason is that the short nasalized vowels are the exception in the language, but long vowels followed by homorganic nasals are not. That there are fewer cases of long vowels followed by homorganic nasals, than there are of long nasalized vowels, is a matter of chance. As I have mentioned, the cases of long vowel followed by homorganic nasal occur when the following consonant is voiced, and thus they are not exceptions but are perfectly regular forms.

Kelkar’s example kəru^n ga "I shall do" (pg. 34) provides an additional piece of support for my statement that the voicing of the following consonant determines whether there is a nasalized vowel or a homorganic nasal. Most analyses list the verb 'to do' in its subjunctive form and add the suffix -ga to get the future forms thus:13

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{kar} & + & \ddot{u}: & + & \text{ga} \\
\text{verb} & & \text{subjunc.} & & \text{future} \\
\text{stem} & & \text{marker} & & \text{marker}
\end{array}
\]
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But on the phonetic level we get \([\text{kəɾūːŋgagu}\) with a \([\eta]\). This is accounted for by my generalization. Examples involving the future tense are the only ones I have been able to find of the generalization holding across morpheme boundaries. (I should also mention that an alternate analysis would be to treat \([\text{kəɾūːŋga}]\) etc. not as \(/\text{kəɾ+ūː+nga}/\), but rather as \(/\text{kəɾ+ūː nga}/\).)

The following are some more examples of generalization 2 (a) (these would fit in column II of table 22).

Table 25

| [bət]  | "cane, thin stick" |
| [sɨːk] | "fine twig of a plant" |
| [ʈāka] | "a stitch" |
| [kəkrə] | "crab" |
| [hɨːk] | "bad smell" |
| [səp] | "snake" |
| [aːcəl] | "corner of a saree" |
| [sɨːčna] | "to irrigate" |
| [əkʰ] | "eye" |

Since in many loanwords we do find a homorganic nasal before a voiceless stop after a long vowel (examples are given below in (13)), I have restricted generalization 2 to [+native] words.

(13) [ʃənt] "peaceful, quiet" (Sanskrit)

[bəŋk] "bank" (English)

[kʰ əζænʔiː] "treasurer" (Persian)

[dənt] "suppressed, one who has conquered his senses" (Sanskrit)
[prant] "province" (Sanskrit)

But I have so far not found any cases of \( \tilde{V}:C \)

[+voiced]

The following are examples of generalization 2 (b) (these would fit in column 1 of table 22):

| [gend] | "ball" |
| [cand] | "moon" |
| [siːŋ] | "horn" |
| [tanga] | "a horse-drawn carriage" |
| [kaŋgra] | "a particular valley in India" |
| [hiːŋ] | "Asafoetida" |
| [tamba] | "copper" |
| [sambʰor] | "a kind of Indian antelope, a kind of dish" |
| [candiː] | "silver" |
| [andiː] | "a storm" |
| [ʃiːŋɡər] | "a cricket" |

3.6. It remains to provide instrumental evidence for my assertion that words such as that for "moon" have a homorganic nasal, and not simply a long nasalized vowel, i.e. [c̪ənd] not *[c̪ād]. This is done in the spectograms in Figures 7-11. They show words pronounced by a male native speaker of Hindi who grew up in Lucknow and Delhi. These words were spoken in the frame /vo__aya/, in citation style. The recording was done under ideal recording conditions in the Phonology Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.

The spectograms in the first two figures show the clear contrast between [dant] "supressed", and [dāt] "tooth". Figures 10 and 11 show
Figure 7. (Calibration applies to all succeeding spectrograms, too.)
very clearly that [čánd] "moon" has a homorganic nasal.

I also conducted an informal test where I pronounced the word for "moon", "cricket", and "courtyard" both ways, i.e. with just a long nasalized vowel, and with a long vowel followed by a homorganic nasal, i.e. [čǎd] and [čánd], [āŋgən] and [āgən], etc. I asked 5 subjects\(^1\) which pronunciation they preferred. They all preferred the pronunciation with the homorganic nasal, i.e.:

\((14)\) [čánd] "moon"

[\text{Jǐ:ŋər}] "cricket"

[āŋgən] "courtyard"

3.7. I will now discuss how I propose to incorporate the observations made so far in the grammar.

Generalization 1 stated that the preferred state in Hindi is that short nasalized vowels do not occur unless they are in the vicinity of a nasal. This is incorporated in the following SQC (this was given earlier in chapter 2):

\[
\text{SQC 52 \ if: } ([\text{-nasal}]) \ \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+syll]} \\
\text{[−long]}
\end{array} \ \begin{array}{c}
\text{([−nasal])}
\end{array}
\]

The above SQC states that short vowels are [−nasal] if preceded or followed by [−nasal] segments. In the vicinity of nasals of course, rule (3) will nasalize the vowel. The condition will apply at both the lexical and the phonetic level, i.e. will be an "everywhere" constraint. Morphemes such as [hāsi:] "laughter", etc. will be marked as exceptions to the above SQC. We cannot restrict the SQC to just the lexical level for the following reasons: As mentioned earlier exceptions such as
[sǐːc] "to be irrigated" are presumably derived from [sĩːː] "to irrigate" and thus would not have a short nasalized vowel at the lexical level. If SQC 52 simply applied to the lexical level then there would be no reason to treat [sĩːc] as exceptional in any respect (because the word would not exist at the lexical level with a short vowel). However, as mentioned earlier, native speakers do give evidence of treating such morphemes as exceptions, since they often regularize them. Therefore we have to state that SQC 52 applies at both levels and if the P-rule₁⁵ that would shorten the vowel in deriving [sǐːc] from [sĩːː] produces a form that violates the SQC, that form is also treated as irregular. There are certain other examples, all involving ŋw, which would be treated as exceptions by the above SQC, however I have no evidence of their actually being treated as exceptions by native speakers such that they would attempt to regularize them. These examples are:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{(15) } [kũwər] & \text{"prince"} \\
[kũwə] & \text{"a flapper made of the tail of a wild ox"} \\
[bũwər] & \text{"whirlpool"} \\
[gũwa] & \text{"lose" (imp.)} \\
[kũwal] & \text{"lotus"} \\
[sũwar] & \text{"decorate" (imp.)} \\
\end{array}
\]

Perhaps a few more such words exist but not very many more. I will treat them as exceptions for descriptive purposes, however I cannot claim psychological reality for this. The short vowels in the vicinity of a nasal would be nasalized by rule (3).
The following SQC will capture generalization 2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SQC 53} & \quad \text{if:} \quad \begin{cases} 
+\text{syl}\ell \\
+\text{long} \\
+\text{nasal}
\end{cases} & \quad \begin{cases} 
+\text{cons.} \\
-\text{sonor.}
\end{cases} \\
\text{then:} & \quad \begin{cases} 
[+\text{cont.}] \\
[-\text{cont.}] \\
[-\text{voice}]
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The above condition states that after long nasalized vowels if the following segment is a non-sonorant, then it is either a fricative, or a voiceless stop. The only voiced fricative is \( [z] \); I do not have any examples of words involving long nasalized vowels and \( [z] \), however, I intuitively feel that a nonsense word like \( b\ddot{a}z \), would not be considered odd, and so I am not stating that the fricative has to be voiceless too.

Morphemes such as \( [\check{c}\ddot{a}n] \) I propose entering as \( /\check{c}\ddot{a}n/ \). The derivation would be as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
/\check{c}\ddot{a}n/ & \quad \downarrow \\
[\check{c}\ddot{a}n] & \quad \text{by rule (3)}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of morphemes such as \( [d\ddot{a}t] \) "tooth", there are two possibilities:

(a) we posit the underlying form to be the same as the phonetic, i.e. \( /d\ddot{a}t/ \).

(b) We posit an abstract underlying form \( /dant/ \), from which we derive \( [d\ddot{a}t] \) by deletion of the nasal, after it has nasalized the vowel.

The first solution of course claims that there are nasalized vowels at the lexical level. I am adopting solution (a)—therefore SQC 53 mentions nasalized vowels. Regardless of which of the above two solutions one adopts one has to admit nasalized vowels at the lexical
level in a grammar of competence, (and I do not mean in the form of exceptions) because of the following types of words:

Table 27

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dũːː]</td>
<td>&quot;smoke&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kʰɛ̀rːːː]</td>
<td>&quot;wooden slippers&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hā]</td>
<td>&quot;yes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bʰɛ]</td>
<td>&quot;eyebrow&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bʰɛɾa]</td>
<td>&quot;bumblebee&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yahā]</td>
<td>&quot;here&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kahā]</td>
<td>&quot;where&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[wahā]</td>
<td>&quot;there&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yɔ]</td>
<td>&quot;in this manner&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kyɔ]</td>
<td>&quot;why&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sāːlː]</td>
<td>&quot;lord, master&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kwɑrɑ]</td>
<td>&quot;bachelor&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bɔyɑ]</td>
<td>&quot;left&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔyɑ]</td>
<td>&quot;right&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pɔw]</td>
<td>&quot;foot&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sɔwla]</td>
<td>&quot;swarthy&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡɑːː]</td>
<td>&quot;village&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gehɛː]</td>
<td>&quot;wheat&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bɑn]</td>
<td>&quot;arm&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sɛtwə]</td>
<td>&quot;seventh&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pɑcwə]</td>
<td>&quot;fifth&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positing sequences of underlying oral vowel+nasal, which nasal is deleted by a rule, would be completely ad hoc, and I do not think is
justified even in a descriptive grammar. I will discuss this point in more detail below.

Thus I have chosen to represent [dât], etc., with underlying nasal vowels. This is not to say that we cannot derive [dât] from an underlying /dant/; for example, we could posit a rule which says:

\[(16) \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+syl]} \\
\text{[+long]} \\
\text{[+nasal]} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-syl]} \\
\text{[-cont]} \\
\text{[-voice]} \end{array} \Longrightarrow 1 \quad \emptyset \quad 3 \]

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{2} \end{array} \]

This would give us the correct result if we restricted the rule to [+native] vocabulary, and if we ordered it such that it applied after the vowel was nasalized by rule (3). Thus we could have the following derivation:

```
/dant/ native
/ďant/ by rule 3
/dât/ by rule 16
```

However, positing the underlying form /dant/ for [dât] amounts to positing an abstract underlying form; in order to posit such abstract forms we would need evidence of the psychological reality of such an underlying nasal. The only evidence of this type that I have found is the following:

(a) The word for "meat" [mâs] has a few alternating forms where a nasal shows up, e.g., [mânsahari:] "non-vegetarian" presumably from /mans+ahari:/ "meat-eater"; and [mânsal] "muscular" presumably from /mans+al "meat+suffix".

(b) Dixit (1963) notes the following sort of assimilation and
elision in rapid speech:

normal style           rapid style
[päː] [sɔ] "five+hundred"     [pänɔ]

One possible way of accounting for this latter case is to say that
when the stop was deleted the underlying nasal showed up. It is evi-
dence of this sort that should be looked for; Dixit gave only this one
example. The evidence for the "abstract" underlying nasal in these
words is rather sparse and so I have not adopted this analysis.

3.8. Before ending this chapter, let me briefly review two recent anal-
yses of this problem in the generative framework, namely that of

Srivastava notes the existence of a few related words such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
d\änt/\ddot{\text{a}}\text{t} & \quad "tooth" \\
b\äng/b\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{g}} & \quad "hemp" \\
k\ämp/k\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{p} & \quad "trembling" \\
\ddot{\text{c}}\text{\text{"{o}ndr/\ddot{c}\ddot{a}}\ddot{d} & \quad "moon"
\end{align*}
\]

and on the basis of these advocates setting up the same underlying
forms for them, e.g., /d\ddot{v}nt/, deriving the phonetic representation for
the second member of the pairs by his rule 26\textsuperscript{16} which is almost iden-
tical to the one I have given as rule (6). This is a historical rule
and there is no evidence of its psychological reality for a native
speaker of modern Hindi. The word pairs that Srivastava mentions
(given above) are not alternating forms in the usual sense of the word.
They are doublets: without any question they have a common origin—-a
millenium or more ago—-but entering the language by two entirely dif-
terent routes. The first member of each of these pairs was borrowed
from Sanskrit in modern times. The other member of these pairs ([dāt], etc.) are tadbhava forms, i.e. they have gone through historical changes in the development of Hindi from Sanskrit. Moreover the first member of these pairs only exist in the vocabulary of certain speakers and enter their vocabulary only after they receive formal education. The true alternating forms of these native Hindi words are phonetically quite different in that there is no homorganic nasal segment in them:

[kāpna] "to tremble"  [kāpvana] "to cause to tremble"
[dāt] "tooth"  [dātu:n] "toothbrush of fibrous twigs"

(interestingly, nasalization is lost)

and

[dātāl] "one with big teeth"

(Deriving [dānt] and [dāt] from the same underlying form is similar to, though perhaps less drastic than, positing a common underlying form for English tooth and dental, or queen and gynecology. These words do have a common origin—in Proto-Indo-European—but they have entered the language via different paths; the first members of the pairs having been in the language since Anglo-Saxon times, and the second being relatively recent borrowings or formations from Latin or Greek.)

Moreover, word pairs of the dōnt/dāt type are few. There are a rather large number of words in Hindi today with long nasalized vowels for which the older Sanskrit forms with short vowel followed by homorganic nasal have not been borrowed. For these forms it is unclear whether or not Srivastava would posit underlying forms with short vowel
homorganic nasal, deriving the long nasalized vowel by his rule 26. If he does, then it is not obvious how he will get the phonetic forms of words which have a short vowel followed by a homorganic nasal (i.e. forms listed in table 23).

Among the points Narang and Becker make about nasals and nasalization in Hindi are:

(a) "the nasalized vowels are best derived from underlying sequences of vowel+nasal consonant." (665).

Plus the following two generalizations which are to apply at "the level of systematic phonetics" (653).

(b) "While long nasalized vowels abound in Hindi-Urdu, short nasalized vowels do not occur except in a small number of words..." (654). They note four types of exceptions.

(c) "Within a morpheme, long vowels never occur before consonant clusters of which the first member is a nasal consonant. Exception: [ʃant] 'quiet'." (654).

Point (a) is implemented by positing underlying V:+nasal and deriving long nasalized vowels with the following P-rule (654):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{syl}\text{labic} \\
+\text{tense}
\end{array} 
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{nasal}
\end{array} 
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
-C \\
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{nasal}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\rightarrow 
\begin{array}{c}
\emptyset \\
3
\end{array}
\rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
2 \\
3 \\
1 \\
2
\end{array}
\]

and they also posit a redundancy rule which states that there are no nasalized vowels in the lexicon (665):

\[\text{(MS1) } [-\text{consonantal}] \rightarrow [-\text{nasal}]\]

Thus they have the word for "moon", which they give as [cād] as derived from underlying /cānd/ by (17). (I have some questions regarding the accuracy (or generality) of the phonetic transcription [cād], but we
can ignore this for the present.) This analysis amounts to setting up abstract underlying forms, whose "psychological reality" must be supported by good evidence. The evidence they do provide for deriving nasalized vowels from underlying oral vowel plus nasal consonant, is not very convincing.

The first reason they cite is that "...a substantial savings can be achieved in the lexicon by adopting an analysis which derives the nasalized vowels from underlying sequences of vowel plus nasal consonant" (666). This analysis would make the lexicon less "costly" to describe.

Firstly it is necessary to remember that our aim is to characterize a speaker's competence; if, in order to do this more segments need to be specified in the lexicon, then that is what will have to be done. We can always write fancy rules to get rid of supposedly undesirable or "costly" characteristics of the lexicon, but do these rules have any psychological reality? It has been claimed that an appropriately developed evaluation metric would correctly assign the least "cost" to a grammar that best characterizes the native speaker's competence. We are far from that stage now. At present we are still at the point of refining the evaluation metric so that it does choose a grammar that also reflects the speakers competence. To write a grammar today according to the evaluation metric, is to me, trying to tailor the data to fit the theory, rather than the other way around.

As justification for getting rid of nasalized vowels in the lexicon they say (footnote 8): "this practice would be entirely consistent with all previous works in generative phonology." It is possible that
this type of analysis of nasalized vowels has worked successfully for some languages before, but I am not aware that this in itself guarantees its success in an analysis of Hindi.

Another piece of supporting evidence they cite for their analysis of setting up vowels followed by a homorganic nasal in the underlying structures and deleting the nasals by a P-rule is that their ə-deletion rule treats these words as if they had clusters. For example they say that when the plural ending ə is added to the word for "courtyard" which they transcribe as [āgän], the [ə] is not deleted. They claim that the ə-deletion rule does not apply if a cluster precedes the [ə]. As I will show in chapter 4, this is not true: in words such as [jāngal] "forest", [sundar] "pretty", etc., the [ə] is deleted when the appropriate ending is added, thus giving [jōliː]-[jāngliː], [sūndriː] etc. Similarly the [ə] in [āngan] "courtyard" is deleted in the speech of the majority of speakers in the derived form [āngnō] (see chapter 4 for further discussion on this). Moreover it seems that for most speakers the form is [āgän] and not [āgən] (cf. the informal test reported on pg. 195). As mentioned earlier, before voiced stops we do not get long nasalized vowels without a homorganic nasal following the vowel.

Finally, they say that the stress placement rule requires this analysis. However they do not reveal this stress rule to the reader.

In regards to getting rid of nasalized vowels in the lexicon for words like [dʰuːə] "smoke", the authors say that they can do this by "the addition of two rather simple, if somewhat ad hoc, rules." (pg. 656). I had thought that in the generative dictionary "simple"
and "ad hoc" were opposites. They give their simple, if ad hoc rule as (657):

\[
(18) \{ [+\text{syllabic}] \}^{+\text{syllabic}} [+\text{nasal}] \\
\quad [ + \{ [+\text{consonantal}] \}]^{+\text{tense}} \\
\quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4
\]

\[\longrightarrow \quad 1 \quad [+\text{nasal}] \emptyset \quad k
\]

2 \quad 3

(This rule, they say, would apply to the underlying form they give as /dʰ uɐ/\(^{17}\) to yield \[dʰ u\#\]. This rule would be considered undesirable by any standards. Notational devices are not intended to be merely abbreviations, they are meant to be used to express some significant generalization. (There is no psychological evidence, or evidence of alternating forms for setting up a vowel followed by a nasal in the underlying form of words like \([dʰ u\#]\). True, a rule that nasalizes a vowel in the environment of a nasal is more natural than, say, one like \(V\rightarrow \tilde{V} /--\#\), but why do we have to write a rule at all to predict the nasalization in these words? The fact is, that it is not predictable, and these words should be entered in the lexicon with nasalized vowels.

Their generalization (c) is difficult to accept on factual grounds. Narang and Becker claim that they are describing "the 'common core' language generally spoken by educated Hindus and Muslims in an area... that includes the states of Delhi, Uttar Pradesh...." (footnote 1).

From this quote it would seem that they are describing what I have called Standard Hindi in the introduction, even though they do not use this term. However from the phonetic data they give it becomes apparent that they are certainly not describing the dialect of the majority of...
native speakers of Hindi.

I have lived in Lucknow, Banaras and Delhi and have not come across any native speakers of Hindi for whom Narang and Becker's generalization (b) holds (there well might be such speakers but they are not the majority). As I have demonstrated by the spectrograms given earlier the majority of speakers render words such as the one for "moon" with a long vowel followed by a homorganic nasal+stop, e.g., [cãnd] and similarly all the words in table 26. Unfortunately Narang and Becker do not give any information on their informants, nor do they give any instrumental data to support their generalization (c).

Regarding generalization (b), while I generally agree with Narang and Becker that short nasalized vowels are not the general case in Hindi, and that words such as [hœna] "to laugh" should be treated as exceptions, I do not agree with their treatment of certain other words which they cite as being apparent exceptions to this generalization.

One group of seeming exceptions they list are words like [mũndi:], [mũhga], [lũhga]. The majority of speakers render these as [mũhũndi:] [mũhũhga] [lũhũhga] etc. (the vowel being nasalized in the environment of a nasal) and thus they are not exceptions at all. Moreover for the dialect that does indeed have the pronunciations Narang and Becker list, it is better to list these as exceptions rather than to treat them as underlyingly /mAhNdũ/, /mAhNgA/ etc. as Narang and Becker do (they say that a modified rule (17) will apply to yield [mũhũga] etc. (pg. 662)). (They propose treating all long vowels as underlyingly diphthongs---an ad hoc and most questionable proposal.)

Another group of exceptions to generalization (a) which they note
is words such as [sĩćna] "to be irrigated". They correctly observe that these are examples of a different type, since they are derived from [sǐːćna] "to irrigate" etc. (I discussed such examples above.) However, Narang and Becker claimed that their generalization can be made at the systematic phonetic level (pg. 653). But since morphemes such as [sǐćna] do exist at the systematic phonetic level, I fail to see how such morphemes are not exceptions. That such forms do not exist at the systematic phonemic level is really irrelevant for a generalization about the systematic phonetic level. It is true that these forms are not of themselves evidence against Narang and Becker's claim that nasalized vowels can be derived from oral ones; and it is also true that [sĩćna] etc. being derived from [sǐːćna] etc. 'explains' how these short nasalized vowels came about at the phonetic level; however, the fact remains that if Narang and Becker's generalization (b) is stated for the phonetic level, these are exceptions to it. Moreover as I have argued earlier, they should be treated as exceptions since native speakers seem to treat them as such.

Thus I do not accept Narang and Becker's proposal that "nasalized vowels in Hindi are best derived from underlying sequences of vowel plus nasal consonant" (666).

The analysis I have given above of vowel nasalization in Hindi, accounts for more of the data, and, as an index of its generality and validity, allows us to explain otherwise puzzling aspects of Hindi phonology and phonetics, e.g., the fact of the occurrence of homorganic nasals after long nasalized vowels before voiced consonants, instead of simply long nasalized vowels (e.g., [cãːnd] "moon" [kɛɾʊːŋga] "I will
do"), the loss of nasalization in the derivation of certain words, e.g., words such as [sič] "to be irrigated".

To summarize briefly: The generalization can be made for Hindi that short vowels are not nasalized unless in the vicinity of a nasal. I incorporate this generalization in the grammar by an SQC which states the constraint, and a P-rule which nasalizes vowels in the vicinity of a nasal. I propose entering morphemes such as [hōsi:] "laughter" as exceptions. I also propose that in the case of long vowels it is not the case that we have only [V:C] but rather both [V:C] and [V:NC] depending on the voicing of the stop. This is incorporated in the grammar by an SQC. I propose treating morphemes with [V:C] as containing underlying long nasalized vowels, and morphemes with [V:NC] as containing underlying /V:NC/ (by 'N' here I simply mean 'nasal' and not archisegment) with rule (3) nasalizing the vowel to obtain the correct phonetic output.
Footnotes

1 It is not clear exactly where in a grammar such rules will be. Chomsky and Halle (1968:10-11) seem to imply that this will be done by readjustment rules. Schachter and Fromkin (1968) suggest a second lexical look up. If the latter is adopted then, of course, these nasalized vowels would be in the lexicon since the phonological shape of the plural would be \[ V^{+\text{nasal}} \]. However, for the purposes of this thesis we can adopt Chomsky and Halle's suggestion.

2 This change affected most of the New Indo-Aryan languages (exceptions are Punjabi, Lahanda, and Sindhi)

3 This process could be seen as early as 1000 A.D. during the Apabhramsa period, or late MIA period. According to U. N. Tiwari (1961), by the 15th century Hindi had emerged as a distinct language, and this process was well established.

4 The exact environment for this rule is not quite clear. For instance do we need to have a [-long] condition on the first vowel? Does the rule apply vacuously if the vowel is long (the rule as I have formulated it implies this) or does it get blocked? If the latter, then we would have to specify the vowel as [-long] in our rule. This problem is not discussed in the literature (Beames (1970), Kellogg (1965), Misra).

Misra also gives two additional conditions to be met before this rule could apply:

(a) that the syllable in question (i.e. the (C)VNC- in question) be the initial syllable, i.e. #(C)VNC-.

(b) that it be followed by a short vowel and not a long one.

Beames and Kellogg do not mention (a) and regarding (b) Kellogg says "But when long and heavy syllables follow, and in a few other cases, this compensatory lengthening of the vowel is sometimes neglected" (62). The 'sometimes' in the quote seems to indicate that the condition was not as invariable as Misra seems to suggest, and therefore I have not mentioned it in the rule.

Misra also clearly indicates that when the above conditions are not met, the nasal is not lost, i.e. there is no change. Beames and Kellogg (usually cited as authoritative sources on the history of Hindi) give no clear statement on this point. Beames says "When the weak letter is a nasal and precedes the strong letter, it is changed to anusvāra; in Prakrit without, and generally in the moderns with, compensatory lengthening of the vowel" (282). Beames' 'anusvāra' (term used for homorganic nasal) is more like the 'anunāsika' (term used for nasalization) as can be seen
from the following quote "this anusvār is in most languages pronounced as a distinct anumāsika or nose-intonation, as in french bon, son;" (296). The 'generally' in the quote from Beames, and the 'sometimes' in the quote from Kellog seem to indicate that there were many exceptions to the vowel lengthening. If the nasal was retained in such cases, as Misra seems to indicate, then the result would be short non-nasalized vowels. However if the nasal was lost, we would get short nasalized vowels thus giving a number of exceptions to Misra's generalization. Since by Gilchrist's time there were enough short nasalized vowels to render it impossible to correlate vowel nasalization with vowel length, we might presume that there were quite a few cases of short nasalized vowels even in Old Hindi. The problem is of course compounded by the fact that we cannot tell the actual pronunciation of a word in Old Hindi when the writer had used the symbol for anusvāra in Devanagari. I will elaborate on this topic shortly when I review the literature.

5 I should mention that in some words we find a nasalized vowel, where historically there was no nasal. (E.g., Skt. gūryu "tear" Hindi [asu:]. This has been called "spontaneous nasalization" by writers such as Grierson (1922).

6 This state of affairs provides some evidence that needs to be considered in the development of the marking theory. See M. Ghala (1971).

7 The term 'East-Indian' here, opposes the West Indies and not West India. The language he describes is the "Grand, popular, and military language of all India" (mentioned on the title page). The title sounds like it might be a Fodor's guide to India, but it is not, it is actually a professionally-done grammar.

8 I am leaving out some of the diacritics he has used because they are not essential to my argument.

9 Kelkar uses the subscript hook on the vowels to represent partial nasalization. Referring to the word [bīṇa] he also says "Note the prenasalization of d̐..." (33). But earlier on pg. 24 we were told that superior ⁿ indicates "full nasalization of the preceding syllabic vocoid..." thus when he tells us to note the prenasalization of d̐, what symbol in his phonetic transcription are we supposed to take as representing that? And although one would suppose the tilde '" over the vowel indicates nasalization, one wonders what the superscript ⁿ means then.

10 Of his examples, manta "accepts" and sunta "listens", do not belong here. They are actually manta and sunta, i.e. verb root plus the participle marker.

11 This of course implies that if in intransitive/transitive verb pairs, one is to be derived from the other phonologically then the
short vowel member, the intransitive, is derived from the long vowel member, the transitive.

12 Interestingly, the word [bọţna] "to get distributed" (a derivative of [bạţna] "to distribute") never seems to have a non-nasalized variant, presumably due to the fact that it would become homophonous with another word [bọţna] 'to get twisted'. However another derivative, [bọţai:] 'distribution' does have a non-nasalized variant—[bọţai:]

13 Actually I am simplifying things because ū: also indicates 1st. pers. sing. (second pers. would be ō in the word).

14 The informants were native speakers of Standard Hindi, from Allahabad, Muzaffarnagar (U.P.), Delhi, Calcutta.

15 The exact specification of this rule is beyond the scope of this study.

16 He gives the rule as (923):

\[
[+\text{voc}], [+\text{nas}.], [+\text{cons}] \longrightarrow [+\text{tense}], \emptyset, 3
\]

\[
[-\text{cons}] \quad [-\text{voc}] \quad \rightarrow \quad [+\text{nas}] \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 1 \quad 2
\]

17 It seems to me that if Narang and Becker really feel the urge to put a nasal in the underlying forms of words such as [dʰu:n] "smoke", they should have acted on historical evidence and put the nasal where it was historically; i.e. Skt. dʰu:mə "smoke".
Chapter 4

4.0. In this chapter I will discuss in some detail the ə-deletion rule which I have referred to in previous chapters.

4.1. When we examine word pairs such as those in table 28, we find that they are semantically and phonologically similar. In fact we could say that the words in column I are derived from forms similar to those in column II, by the deletion of a /ə/ when the appropriate environment has been provided by a suffix or an inflectional ending.  

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{llll}
\hline
I & \multicolumn{3}{l}{\textit{\textbf{Table 28}}} \\
\hline
[pɨt\k] & "squeezed" & [pɨt\k] & "squeeze" \\
[p\h\la] & "melted" & [p\h\l]\h & "melt" \\
[d\h\lki:] & "drum" (diminutive) & [d\h\l\k] & "drum" \\
[t\h\bla] & "drum" & [t\h\l\ci:] & "drummer" \\
[t\h\epki:] & "a pat" & [t\h\epk] & "pat" \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
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| [həldi:]  | "turmeric" | [heled(hatʰ)] | "a ritual in weddings involving turmeric" |
| [dewrani:] | "brother-in-law's wife" | [dewər] | "brother-in-law" |
| [nəmk:i:n] | "salty" | [nəmek] | "salt" |
| [pekɾa] | "caught" | [pekəɾ] | "catch" |
| [purbi:] | "easterner" | [pu:ɾeb] | "east" |
| [pʰisla] | "slipped" | [pʰisəl] | "slip" |
| [bekri:] | "goat" | [beker(kesaw)] | "goatmeat seller" |
| [bedla] | "changed" | [bedəl] | "change" |
| [bərsat] | "rain" | [bəresna] | "to rain" |
| [bikʰra] | "scattered" | [bikʰerna] | "to scatter" |
| [bərsi:] | "anniversary of a death" | [bəres] | "a year" |
| [čipka] | "stuck" | [čipək] | "stick" |
| [ləkɾi:] | "wood" | [ləkerhara] | "wood cutter" |
| [ləɾka] | "boy" | [ləɾken] | "boyhood" |
| [siski:] | "a sob" | [sisək] | "sob" |
| [hirni:] | "doe" | [hiren] | "deer" |
| [hički:] | "hiccups" | [hičək] | "hesitation, stoppage" |
| [u:dʰmi:] | "naughty" | [u:dʰem] | "naughtiness" |
| [ukʰra] | "uprooted" | [ukʰerna] | "to get uprooted" |
| [uʃla] | "bright" | [uʃəlvana] | "to brighten" (causative) |
| [upʃau:] | "productive" | [upəʃ] | "produce" |
| [uʃʰa] | "tangled" | [uʃəh] | "tangle" |
| [ɔɾtɔ] | "women" (obl.) | [ɔɾet] | "woman" |
| [səɾkə]     | "roads"                      | [səɾk]     | "road"                       |
| [lətəko]    | "hang" (2nd pers. imp.)      | [lətəkna]  | "to hang"                    |
| [təɾpə]     | "cause to be restless"       | [təɾp]     | "restlessness"               |
| [təɾesə]    | "cause to long"              | [təɾes]    | "longing, compassion"        |
| [pəɡələ]    | "mad"                        | [pəɡəl]    | "mad"                        |
| [pičʰəɾna]  | "left behind"                | [pičʰəɾna] | "to remain behind"           |
| [pəɾəɾna]   | "stretched"                  | [pəɾəɾna]  | "to be stretched"            |
| [kaʃəli:]   | "black colored"              | [kaʃəl]    | "collyrium"                  |
| [pʰəɾtəka]  | "instrument for carding cotton" | [pʰəɾtəkna] | "to card cotton"             |
| [pʰəɾkə]    | "palpitated"                 | [pʰəɾk]    | "palpitate"                  |
| [məɾəɾna]   | "persisted in"               | [məɾəɾna]  | "to persist in"              |
| [ɾəɾəɾ]     | "the work of rubbing"        | [ɾəɾəɾ]    | "rub"                        |
| [wəɾsi:]    | "on return"                  | [wəɾsə]    | "return"                     |
| [səɾka]     | "a slurp"                    | [səɾk]     | "slurp"                      |
| [həɾpə]     | "misappropriated, swallowed"  | [həɾp]     | "swallow, misappropriate"    |
| [uːpɾi:]    | "pertaining to the top"       | [uːpəɾ]    | "top"                        |
| [ugəl]      | "vomited"                    | [ugəl]     | "vomit"                      |
| [ugʰəɾna]   | "disclosed"                  | [ugʰəɾna]  | "to disclose"                |
| [uʃka]      | "leapt"                      | [uʃəkna]   | "to leap"                    |
| [uʃʰəɾla]   | "jumped"                     | [uʃʰəɾ]    | "jump"                       |
| [uˀɾəɾa]    | "unravelled"                 | [uˀɾəɾna]  | "to be unravelled"           |
| [ubəɾən]    | "an unguent"                 | [ubəɾən]   | "to anoint"                  |
| [ubʰɾa]     | "protruded"                  | [ubʰɾən]   | "to protrude"                |
| [umɾa]      | "increased"                  | [umɾən]    | "to increase"                |
| [uɫɾa]      | "reversed"                   | [uɫɾən]    | "to be reversed"             |
[h]i:jka]  "hesitated"  [h]i:jk [ ] "hesitation"
[p]udki:]  "a kind of bird"  [p]udek [ ] "hop"
[b]ebk:ki:]  "a threat"  [b]ebk:ka [ ] "to inflame"
[g]ejla]  "thunderous"  [g]ejna [ ] "to thunder"
[m]otka]  "wobble (something)" (transitive imper.)  [m]otka [ ] "to wobble, coquetry"
[s]enatni:]  "follower of traditional Hinduism"  [s]enat [ ] "traditional"
[d]edhka]  "fan a fire" (imper.)  [d]edhkna [ ] "to fan a fire"
[b]hka]  "room for meeting visitors"  [b]h [ ] "an assembly"

etc.

On the basis of these alternations Rule (1) is given as a first approximation of the e-deletion rule:

(1)  e  →  Ø / VC CV

All the words given in table 28 are native words. However the e-deletion rule also applies to non-native words as shown in table 29.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[b]egli:]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to the side&quot; [b]egol ] (PA)</td>
<td>&quot;side, armpit&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nagrik</td>
<td>&quot;citizen&quot;</td>
<td>[n]egol ] (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temsa</td>
<td>&quot;name of a river&quot;</td>
<td>[t]emol ] (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demniy</td>
<td>&quot;worth suppressing&quot;</td>
<td>[d]emol ] (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>danwi:]</td>
<td>&quot;demonish&quot;</td>
<td>[danol ] (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dolti:]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to wealth&quot;</td>
<td>[d]olol ] (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhawla</td>
<td>&quot;something that is white&quot; (fem.)</td>
<td>[d]hawol ] (S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 29
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"pertaining to cash"  "cash"

"visual"  "vision"

"job"  "servant"

"nominative"  "first"

"professorship"  "professor"

"group of people of the same caste"  "person of same clan"

"danger"  "dangerous"

"pertaining to news"  "news"

"one who flatters"  "flattery"

"pertaining to the face"  "face"

"mistake"  "wrong"

"passed"  "passing"

"lightning, a proper name"  "quivering"

"pertaining to the wound"  "wound"

"a bosom (friend)"  "liver"

"biography"  "life"

"jewels" (pl.)  "jewelry" (sing.)

"softness"  "soft"

"dirtless, proper name for girl"  "dirtless, name for a boy"

"Indian, name for girl"  "India"

"female bumblebee"  "bumblebee"

"Mogulless"  "Mogul"

"silky"  "silk"
[rogni:] "greasy" [roge] (PA) "grease"  
[wezni:] "weighty" [wezen] (PA) "weight"  
[wičli] "made unstable" [wičel] (S) "unstable"  
[šerarti:] "naughty" [šeraret] (PA) "naughtiness"  
[šayri:] "kind of poetry" [šayer] (PA) "poet"  
[ši:tel] "cool (fem.), name of a goddess" [šitel] (S) "cool"  
[sefri:] "pertaining to the journey" [sefer] (PA) "journey"  
[serla] "without guile (fem.), name for girl" [serel] (S) "guileless"  
[ekadši:] "eleventh day of month" [ekades] (S) "eleven"  
[edalti:] "pertaining to the court" [edel] (PA) "court"  
[emla] "dirtless, name for girl" [emel] (S) "dirtless, name for boy"  
[erbi:] "Arabian" [ereb] "Arab"  
[admis:] "man" [adem] (PA) "Adam"  
[suločna] "pretty eyed, name for girl" [sulose] (S) "good eyes"  
[kagzat] "papers" [kagaz] (PA) "paper"

In my experience all native speakers drop the /æ/ in the derived forms of the native words (table 28, column I) no matter what style of speaking is used. These words are very common words, and have been in use for a long time. However the treatment of the non-native words (table 29) is slightly different. The /æ/ is not deleted in the derived forms by all speakers in all styles of speaking. I will discuss this more in 4.6.4.
4.2. The e-deletion rule given above will, however, have to be somewhat modified because the /e/ is not deleted in the derived words such as those given in table 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be+pə̄r^h^a</td>
<td>[bepə̄r^h^a]</td>
<td>&quot;unread&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e+səməy</td>
<td>[esəməy]</td>
<td>&quot;inopportune&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a+mər+əŋ</td>
<td>[amərəŋ]</td>
<td>&quot;until death&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>su+nəyən</td>
<td>[sunəyən]</td>
<td>&quot;pretty eyes, good eyes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be+k^h^əber</td>
<td>[bek^h^əber]</td>
<td>&quot;unconscious&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e+pə̄lə̄k</td>
<td>[eplə̄k]</td>
<td>&quot;without blinking&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku+səməy</td>
<td>[ksəməy]</td>
<td>&quot;bad time&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e+šəɾiːr</td>
<td>[esəɾiːr]</td>
<td>&quot;without body&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e+kələ̄ŋk</td>
<td>[ekələ̄ŋk]</td>
<td>&quot;spotless&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku+šəkun</td>
<td>[kusəkun]</td>
<td>&quot;bad omen&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As these words consist of a prefix plus a stem (plus a suffix, in some cases), the e-deletion rule could be restricted so as not to apply across prefix boundaries. However, as I will show shortly, any morpheme boundary in the left-hand environment of the rule restricts its application. I propose the following modification of the e-deletion rule:

\[
(2) \quad \text{e} \rightarrow \emptyset / VC \_CV
\]

**Condition:** There may be no morpheme boundary, '+' , in the environment to the left of the /e/.

The need to mention the morpheme boundary in the above condition would
mark this as being a less general situation according to Chomsky and Halle (1968:364) since they say "processes operating within formatives normally also apply across formative boundary". For further discussion see 4.10.3.1.

4.2.1. What happens to a /æ/ in a suffix? From words such as those given in Table 31 we see that it is retained.

Table 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>[IPA]</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kēla+wēt+i</td>
<td>[kēlawēti:]</td>
<td>&quot;one who knows the arts, name for a girl&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kari:+gēr+i</td>
<td>[kari:gēri:]</td>
<td>&quot;craftsmanship&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sōda+gēr+i</td>
<td>[sōdagēri:]</td>
<td>&quot;buyingmanship&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ekaki:+pēn+a</td>
<td>[ekaki:pēna]</td>
<td>&quot;lonesomeness, solitude&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝišu+pēn+a</td>
<td>[ŝišupēna]</td>
<td>&quot;childishness, childhood&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŝri:+mēt+i</td>
<td>[ŝri:mēti:]</td>
<td>&quot;Mrs., literally 'one with wealth'&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These words will be accounted for by P-rule (2). Since the VC preceding the /æ/ in these words contains a '+' (the morphemes preceding the '+' are not prefixes) and the condition on the rule says there must be no '+' in the environment to the left, the environment of the e-deletion rule is not met and the /æ/ is retained. This lends support to the formalization of rule 2. It accounts not only for the fact that prefixes do not provide the environment for the e-deletion rule, but also for the fact that any preceding morpheme boundary in the environment of the rule restricts its application.
Similarly in the compounds:

(3) čempa+keli: [čempakeli:] "Michelia champacca bud, name for girl"

gali:+gelőč [gali:gelőč] "abuse and the like"

etc.

the /ıə/ is not deleted, and P-rule 2 correctly accounts for this.

In a compound like [kʰudgəɾzı:] "selfish" /kʰud+ɡəɾez+i:/ the
second /ıə/ is deleted (at least for non-Urdu speakers) since it meets
the environment of the e-deletion rule.²

The question now arises as to what would happen to a /ə/ in a
suffix of the form VCəCV if a vowel was added after it (as another
suffix or an as inflectional ending). This question cannot be
answered because of the scarcity of such suffixes to which endings
are added. For example, -iyət would appear to be an example of such a
suffix but when it is added to a morpheme the [i] is lost in casual
speech, e.g., /kəmal+iyət/ "excellence" is [kəmalyət]. Thus the CC
would prevent the deletion of the /ə/, even if an ending were added
to [kəmalyət]. (Actually, as I will show shortly, the /ə/ is deleted
sometimes even if a CC precedes, but in this case the three-consonant
cluster that would result if the /ə/ were deleted would be an unlawful
cluster and so the /ə/ would still not be deleted. Cf. section 4.6.).

This point deserves further study.

4.3. It must be emphasized that the important thing which determines
whether or not the /ə/ gets deleted in the words cited above, is not
whether or not a linguist can posit a morpheme boundary (since he
knows the history of the word) but whether or not the morpheme boundary
has any reality for the average native speaker. For example we find words such as those in table 32.

| [bawju:d]   | "in spite of"           | /ba+wəjju:d/ |
| [utra]      | "stepped down"          | /u+ter+a/   |
| [ubʰra]     | "protruded"             | /u+bʰəɾ+a/  |
| [dubla]     | "thin"                  | /du(r)+bəl+a/ |
| [əbla]      | "woman"                 | /ə+bəl+a/   |
| [kʰəpti:]   | "crazy"                 | /kʰəp+ət+i:/ |
| [dərawna]   | "scary"                 | /dər+a+wən+a/ |
| [dʰolkō]    | "drums" (obl.)          | /dʰol+ek+ō/  |
| [dʰəɾkən]   | "beat"                  | /dʰəɾ+ek+ən/ |
| [bʰəɾki:la] | "bright, gaudy"         | /bʰəɾ+ek+i:la/ |
| [əŋgərai:]  | "a stretch"             | /əŋ+ɡəɾ+ai:/ |
| [apsi:]     | "with one another"      | /ap+əs+i:/   |

In all these words a linguist would posit a morpheme boundary on historical evidence (similar to positing English "survey" to be /sur+vey/), but the fact that the /ə/ is deleted (as can be seen from column 1 of table 32) seems to indicate that the native speaker treats these as:

(4) /bawju:d/
    /utər+a/
    /ubʰəɾ+a/
    /dubələ/³
/əbələ/
/kʰəpət+iː/
/dɔrəwə+n+a/ (or perhaps /dər+awə+n+a/)
/dʰoḷek+o/  
/dʰəɾək+ən/
/bʰəɾək+iːla/
/əŋəɾəiː/
/apəs+iː/

Similarly the Sanskrit loans prəčəlit "in use" and ačərəf "behavior" which are historically /prə+čəlit/ and /a+čərəf/ are rendered by many speakers as [prəčlit] and [ačərəf].

4.3.1. Further evidence comes from how Hindi speakers pronounce unfamiliar words written in Devanagari. If the morpheme boundary is obscure or unknown they frequently give the "incorrect" pronunciation, but in a systematic way. For example the rare word pronounced [godnəʃiː:n] "adopted" is derived from /god+nəʃiː:n/ "lap + sitter" but is written in Devanagari as गोदनशीन {godnəʃiː:n}. If a speaker knows that the word is /god+nəʃiː:n/ he will not pronounce the 'ट' (d) of god as a CV syllable (i.e., ɗə), but will correctly render it as simply the consonant d; he will also retain the /ə/ in nəʃiː:n. However if he doesn't know the true morpheme boundary then he applies his e-deletion rule from right to left and pronounces it instead as [godnəʃiː:n]. (This right-to-left application will be discussed in some detail in 4.5.1. ). In fact this was the consistent response given by three subjects to whom I presented this word in Devanagari (they were all unfamiliar with the word).
4.4. As stated, the e-deletion rule applies both within morphemes and across morpheme boundaries to the right. However, all of the examples I have given so far have only involved morpheme boundaries. If we posit the underlying form of [əŋərai:] "a stretch" to be /əŋərai:/, i.e., without a morpheme boundary as I have proposed above, then of course the e-deletion rule would also have to apply morpheme medially to give the desired phonetic output [əŋərai:]. I have tried to argue for such underlying morpheme internal /ə/'s (which are then deleted by the e-deletion rule) in 2.2. There I presented evidence from a test I conducted which showed the apparent reality of such /ə/'s in certain words. I also argued there that the problem of non-homorganic nasal+stop in Hindi is better accounted for by positing such /ə/'s (see also 2.3.5.1.). I also suggested that the child's version of the word for "lizard" (həlpəkli:) instead of [həlpəkli:] is better explained if we posit an underlying /ə/ within the cluster in the word, i.e. /həlpəkli:/ . I will now present some additional evidence for this point.

4.4.1. We find words such as those given in table 33 where some speakers have a [ə] (normally in formal style, or careful style, as in reading) and others don't, or, the same speaker may or may not delete the [ə] depending on the style of speaking.

| [kədəmbrə:] | [kədəmberi:] | "a novel, name for a girl" |
| [kundru:]   | [kundəru:]   | "a kind of vegetable"        |
| [j-yotsna]  | [j-yotsəna]  | "moonlight"                  |
| [rejni:]    | [rejəni:]    | "night, name for a girl"     |

Table 33
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[\text{wyəwəhar}] \sim [\text{wyəwəhar}] \quad "behavior, use"

[\text{šakəmb}^\text{h} \text{r} \text{i}:] \sim [\text{šakəmb}^\text{h} \text{r} \text{ei}:] \quad "name of a goddess, name for a girl"

[\text{ustra}] \sim [\text{ustəra}] \quad "razor"

[\text{dewta}] \sim [\text{dewəta}] \quad "deity"

[\text{pu:t} \text{na}] \sim [\text{pu:təna}] \quad "name of a demoness"

[\text{pundri:k}] \sim [\text{pundəri:k}] \quad "white lotus"

[\text{məñjri:}] \sim [\text{məñjəri:}] \quad "tiny cluster of flowers, name for girl"

[\text{godawri:}] \sim [\text{godawəri:}] \quad "name of a river"

[\text{sur}^\text{h} \text{i}:] \sim [\text{sure}^\text{h} \text{i}:] \quad "sweet smelling air, name for girl"

The above words do not involve a suffix and yet the [ə] is occasionally deleted. (We also notice in words such as [\text{pundri:k}] that the [ə] has been deleted in spite of a preceding CC. I will discuss this point in 4.6.). If we allow the ə-deletion rule to apply morpheme- medially as well as across morpheme boundaries, then we can account for the above alternations by saying that the ə-deletion rule optionally applies in certain words, the 'option' being determined by such sociolinguistic factors as formal vs. casual speech, and by the tempo of speaking.

4.4.2. More crucial evidence for the ə-deletion rule applying morpheme medially comes from the word [\text{šem} \text{sən}] "cremation ground". This word is restructured from the Sanskrit loan \text{šma} \text{sən}; -\text{sm}-, as mentioned in chapter 2, occurs only in a few uncommon Sanskrit loans (and pronounced as such only by high Hindi speakers). Since this is the only word for "cremation ground" and is commonly used, it was restructured by speakers into /\text{šem} \text{sən}/, by the insertion of a [ə]
between the cluster (which is the most common method of simplifying clusters in Hindi). This word now met the e-deletion rule's environment, and thus the form [śəṃšan] resulted.⁵ In casual speech in standard Hindi [śəṃšan] is used, [śṃṣan] being reserved for 'high vocabulary' or Sanskritized Hindi.

4.5. Even in the case of loanwords which contain clusters we could posit a /ə/ in the underlying form and delete it by the e-deletion rule, e.g., we could posit /ə/’s breaking up the medial clusters in the following loans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dušmən]</td>
<td>/dušmən/</td>
<td>&quot;enemy&quot; (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dərəzən]</td>
<td>/dərəzən/</td>
<td>&quot;dozen&quot; (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əjəɡəɾ]</td>
<td>/əjəɡəɾ/</td>
<td>&quot;python&quot; (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dəftəɾ]</td>
<td>/dəftəɾ/</td>
<td>&quot;office&quot; (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[təpəsəya]</td>
<td>/təpəsəya/</td>
<td>&quot;penance&quot; (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tatpəɾy]</td>
<td>/tatpəɾy/</td>
<td>&quot;meaning&quot; (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃəkti:]</td>
<td>/ʃəkti:/</td>
<td>&quot;strength&quot; (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kismət]</td>
<td>/kismət/</td>
<td>&quot;fate&quot; (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dəstəɾ]</td>
<td>/dəstəɾ/</td>
<td>&quot;custom&quot; (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[teʃɾi:f]</td>
<td>/teʃɾiːf/</td>
<td>&quot;honor&quot; (PA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However it is not at all clear that this analysis should be adopted. There is no evidence for the 'psychological reality' of such /ə/’s.

4.5.1. Let me now discuss the right-to-left application of the e-deletion rule, referred to earlier. If we were to posit a /ə/ in the words of table 34, then in the case of /təpəsəya/ the rule would
have to apply from right to left to give the correct phonetic output 
[tepesya]. However there are other loans where we would get the wrong 
result if we posited underlying /ə/’s and applied the e-deletion rule 
from right to left, e.g.:

\[(5) \begin{align*}
[\text{istemal}] & \sim [\text{istmal}] & /\text{isotmal}/ & *[\text{isotmal}] & "use" \ (PA) \\
[\text{yeksha}] & \sim [\text{yeksha}] & /\text{yokesha}/ & *[\text{yokesha}] & "T.B." \ (S) \\
[\text{watsyayen}] & /\text{watasyayen}/ & *[\text{watasyayen}] & "a proper name" \ (S) \\
[\text{estebel}] & /\text{esetbel}/ & *[\text{esetbel}] & "stable" \ (PA) \\
[\text{espetal}] & /\text{espetal}/ & *[\text{esptal}] & "hospital" \ (E) \\
[\text{imtehan}] & /\text{imtehan}/ & *[\text{imthan}] & "examination" \ (PA) \\
[\text{ištəhar}] & /\text{ištəhar}/ & *[\text{išəhar}] & "poster" \ (PA) \\
etc.
\end{align*}\]

If it turns out that the e-deletion rule does indeed apply from right 
to left, then these words would have to be marked as exceptions, and 
this would be additional motivation for not positing underlying /ə/’s 
in such loans -- they might just as well be exceptions to Hindi’s bias 
against clusters at the lexical level than be exceptions to the 
e-deletion rule. I propose that there are no underlying /ə/’s 
breaking up the clusters in the above words, therefore they are not 
relevant to the right-to-left application of the e-deletion rule in 
my analysis.

The proposal that the e-deletion rule applies from right to left 
was first made by Pray (1970). However he made this proposal because 
he considers the verb [nikəlva] "to have taken out" to be underlyingly 
/nikeləva/, to which the e-deletion rule would have to apply from right.
to left in order to obtain the correct phonetic output; otherwise we would incorrectly get *[nikløva]. However if one does not accept Pray's argument for positing underlying /nikolova/ (and I don't), then the example he gives does not provide evidence for the right-to-left application of the ø-deletion rule.

The strongest evidence for the right-to-left application has been mentioned under 4.3.1., namely the way native speakers render unfamiliar words written in Devanagari. Of course this assumes that the ø-deletion rule used by Hindi speakers for reading the Devanagari orthography is the same as the ø-deletion rule they have internalized for spoken Hindi. I think this assumption is justified, since the environments in which the /ø/ is deleted are the same.

As I mentioned before, the word for "lizard" in Hindi is [tʰɪpəkəli:], however children are reported to occasionally say [tʰɪpəkəli:]. If we assume that the underlying form is /tʰipəkəli:/ and that the ø-deletion rule applies from right to left, then the child's version [tʰɪpəkəli:] is what we would expect; however, the word is an exception to the right-to-left application, and thus the adult version is [tʰipəkəli:]. Such examples are, however, quite rare.

I am tentatively adopting the convention that the ø-deletion rule applies from right to left, however this should be further investigated. 4.6. Let me now discuss a point referred to under 4.4.1. in reference to some examples in table 33, namely, that the [o] was sometimes deleted even when preceded by a consonant cluster. The example was [puŋdri:k] ~ [puŋdəri:k] which did not involve a morpheme boundary. Table 35 presents some more examples, this time words that involve
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homophone 1</th>
<th>English Meaning</th>
<th>Homophone 2</th>
<th>English Meaning</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[cʰucʰuːndɛɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;a kind of rat&quot;</td>
<td>[cʰucʰuːndriː]</td>
<td>&quot;female of the species&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[jœŋgel]</td>
<td>&quot;forest&quot;</td>
<td>[jœngliː]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to the forest, wild&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃələndʰer]</td>
<td>&quot;name of a city&quot;</td>
<td>[ʃələndʰriː]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to Jullundhar&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kəŋɡen]</td>
<td>&quot;bracelet&quot;</td>
<td>[kəʊŋna]</td>
<td>&quot;a ceremony at weddings&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kəmboel]</td>
<td>&quot;blanket&quot;</td>
<td>[kəmbloː]</td>
<td>&quot;blankets&quot; (obl. pl.)</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔktɛɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;Doctor&quot;</td>
<td>[dɔktɬiː]</td>
<td>&quot;doctorly, doctorship&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nəmbɛɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;number&quot;</td>
<td>[nəmbriː]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to numbers&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pənɬɛm]</td>
<td>&quot;fifth&quot;</td>
<td>[pənɬmiː]</td>
<td>&quot;fifth day of month&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bɛŋɡen]</td>
<td>&quot;eggplant&quot;</td>
<td>[bɛŋgniː]</td>
<td>&quot;purple&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[səmundɛɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;ocean&quot;</td>
<td>[səmundriː]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to the ocean&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sunɛɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;pretty&quot;</td>
<td>[sundriː]</td>
<td>&quot;a pretty woman, name for girl&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kʊŋdɛl]</td>
<td>&quot;a circular ornament&quot;</td>
<td>[kʊŋdliː]</td>
<td>&quot;zodiac&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃhəŋjʰer]</td>
<td>&quot;anklet&quot;</td>
<td>[ʃhəŋjʰriː]</td>
<td>&quot;anklet&quot; (dimin.)</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dʊŋɡer]</td>
<td>&quot;hill person&quot;</td>
<td>[dʊŋɡriː]</td>
<td>&quot;pertaining to hill people&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[məŋɡel]</td>
<td>&quot;auspicious&quot;</td>
<td>[məŋɡla]</td>
<td>&quot;name for a girl&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ləŋ̂gaɾ] (diːn)</td>
<td>&quot;lame&quot;</td>
<td>[ləŋ̂gra]</td>
<td>&quot;lame&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃəŋkəɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;Shiva&quot;</td>
<td>[ʃəŋkra]</td>
<td>&quot;name of a raga&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[səmb̥ʰəl]</td>
<td>&quot;be careful&quot;</td>
<td>[səmb̥ʰla]</td>
<td>&quot;became careful&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[səkəndəɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;name of a king&quot;</td>
<td>[səkəndra]</td>
<td>&quot;name of a city&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əŋtəɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;difference&quot;</td>
<td>[əntra]</td>
<td>&quot;second part of a song&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əŋən]</td>
<td>&quot;courtyard&quot;</td>
<td>[əŋna]</td>
<td>&quot;courtyard&quot; (dim.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əŋʃən]</td>
<td>&quot;collyrium&quot;</td>
<td>[əŋʃna]</td>
<td>&quot;name for a girl&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʧəŋčəl]</td>
<td>&quot;quick&quot;</td>
<td>[ʧəŋčla]</td>
<td>&quot;name for a girl&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[paŋdəw]</td>
<td>&quot;legendary king&quot;</td>
<td>[paŋdəwɔ]</td>
<td>&quot;the Pandawas&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dəɾʃəɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;philosophy&quot;</td>
<td>[dəɾʃnik]</td>
<td>&quot;philosopher&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eʃtam]</td>
<td>&quot;eight&quot;</td>
<td>[eʃtmiː]</td>
<td>&quot;eighth day of month&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bistaɾ]</td>
<td>&quot;bedding&quot;</td>
<td>[bistra]</td>
<td>&quot;bedding&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suffixes or inflectional endings. The /ə/ in the derived words of table 35 is deleted in spite of a preceding cluster. (In those of the above words which are Sanskrit loans, such as [sundri:], the /ə/ is deleted when the word is used as a proper name, otherwise the /ə/ is deleted in casual style but not always in formal style. This will be discussed more in 4.6.4.).

We could modify the ι-deletion rule to permit it to delete the /ə/ even if a cluster precedes, however the data are much more complicated. There are words such as those given in table 36, which involve a cluster preceding the /ə/ in which the /ə/ is not deleted.

To complicate matters further, there are words of the VCəCV type, i.e. words similar to those given in tables 28 and 29 which do not involve a preceding cluster, but where nevertheless the /ə/ is not deleted, cf. table 37. The pronunciation given in these tables is based on my dialect, but is not limited to my dialect. I conducted a few informal tests and the responses of the subjects agreed for the most part with my dialect. The results of these tests are interesting enough to suggest the desirability of a more detailed and rigorous test using more informants. In one of the tests I asked two subjects to add certain endings to the words listed in column 1 of tables 35, 36, 37, and 38. The forms in column 2 of tables 35, 36, and 37 represent my pronunciation of the derived words. The third and fourth columns represent the responses of the two informants, A and B, の meaning no [ə], _ retained, and ○ neither [ə] nor の but either an extremely reduced ι or merely an audible release of a consonant (my ear was not able to detect which). (Some words of table 35 were not presented to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word (Turkish)</th>
<th>Meaning (English)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>[kærwet]</td>
<td>&quot;side&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>[kærket]</td>
<td>&quot;crab&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>[kudret]</td>
<td>&quot;nature&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>[čitwën]</td>
<td>&quot;glance&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>[bælgem]</td>
<td>&quot;phlegm&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>[metleb]</td>
<td>&quot;interest&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>[ædræk]</td>
<td>&quot;ginger&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>[kæŋtæk]</td>
<td>&quot;thorn&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>[dušmøn]</td>
<td>&quot;enemy&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>[kærsøt]</td>
<td>&quot;exercise&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>[kismøt]</td>
<td>&quot;fate&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>[kʰidmøt]</td>
<td>&quot;to fag for someone&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>[terkes]</td>
<td>&quot;quiver&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>[šørbe]</td>
<td>&quot;Sherbet&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>[sørkes]</td>
<td>&quot;circus&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>[sørge]</td>
<td>&quot;glissando&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>[øjger]</td>
<td>&quot;python&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[adet]</td>
<td>&quot;habit&quot;</td>
<td>[adetē]</td>
<td>&quot;habits&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pi:her]</td>
<td>&quot;parents home&quot;</td>
<td>[pi:herō]</td>
<td>&quot;many such homes&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mehajen]</td>
<td>&quot;money-dealer&quot;</td>
<td>[mehajeni:]</td>
<td>&quot;occupation of money dealing&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[musi:bet]</td>
<td>&quot;difficulty&quot;</td>
<td>[musi:betō]</td>
<td>&quot;difficulties&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hezamet]</td>
<td>&quot;a shave&quot;</td>
<td>[hezametō]</td>
<td>&quot;shaves&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b'agi:ret'h]</td>
<td>&quot;a sage&quot;</td>
<td>[b'agi:ret'hi:]</td>
<td>&quot;Ganges&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the informants and thus no responses have been recorded). Informant A is from Delhi and informant B from Saharanpur. Both are native speakers of standard Hindi. (Both know English.)

There are also words (table 38) (some involving a VCC.CV context and others VC.CV) in which my initial reaction was not to delete the /ə/. However after working on this topic I found myself accepting more and more the deleted ə in a number of the words. This is interesting since it shows that familiarity with the derived forms may also determine whether or not the /ə/ is deleted. I checked these with the two informants also, and the results are given in table 38.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 38</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gerdən+i: &quot;pertaining to the neck&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takət+i: &quot;pertaining to strength&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dik'awət+i: &quot;showy&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niren'ʃən+a &quot;name for a girl&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirməl+a &quot;name for a girl&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benawət+i &quot;artificial&quot;</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarəs+ə &quot;cranes&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siyasət+ə &quot;politics&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əfsər+i: &quot;pertaining to an officer&quot;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soret+ə &quot;a kind of song&quot;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amaʃəy+ə &quot;stomachs&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di:pek+ə &quot;lamps&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeru:ret+i: &quot;pertaining to needs&quot;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat+ək+ə &quot;readers&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juːt+ən+ə &quot;leftovers on plate&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jhə 'ran+ə &quot;dusters&quot; (obl.)</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hi:re 'jawaherat &quot;diamonds and jewels&quot;</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(but informant paused before answering)
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(The last word in table 38 was elicited by asking for a translation into Hindi of the English expression; the rightmost /ə/ is the one of interest).

4.6.1. In a number of the words in table 38 the ə could be said to be part of a suffix, e.g.:

(6) zəru:reti: zəru:r+ət+i: ("necessary"+nominalizing suffix+i:)
    pa:tekə h  pa:tekə+ək+ə ("lesson"+agentive suff.+ə)
    jut:hənə h  jut:hənə+ən+ə ("lie"+nom.suff.+ə)
    dik awət:i: dik h a+wət+i: ("show"+nom.suff.+i: Derivative)
    bənawət:i: bənawət+i: ("make"+nom.suff.+i:)
    jəre:nə h  jəre:nə+ən+ə ("sweep"+nom.suff.+ə)

It is possible that the speakers who do not delete the /ə/ "know" this, but the speakers who do delete the /ə/ do not "know" of this derivational relationship. The importance of whether or not the morpheme boundary is psychologically real for the speaker was discussed in 4.3. On the basis of evidence of this type we could posit, as one of the variables involved in the deletion or non-deletion of the /ə/ of the following:

(a) If the speaker posits (i.e. "knows" of) a morpheme boundary in the environment to the left of the /ə/, then the /ə/ will not be deleted.

4.6.2. A detailed analysis of the forms where the ə is deleted and where it isn't reveals further determinants for the application of the ə-deletion rule.

One might think that the retention or deletion of the [ə] might be determined by how the resulting cluster would be accommodated within...
or across the resulting syllable boundaries, but this is apparently not the case. The two words [čipək] "stick" and [adət] "habit" demonstrate this. Whereas the [ə] in [čipək] can be deleted as in [čipka] "stuck", that in [adət] cannot; *[adət] is not allowed. No one knows how to determine where the syllable boundaries would fall in these cases (or even if it is reasonable to talk of syllable boundaries), but presumably they would be in the same place in both [čipka] and *[adət], i.e. either VC-CV, V-CCV, or VCC-V. The first case does not help because p and d are both acceptable final consonants, and k and t are acceptable initial clusters. The second and third cases do not help because both pk and dt are unacceptable final or initial clusters.

(As mentioned in chapter 2 it is for reasons such as these that I have not attempted to lump the medial sequential constraints of Hindi under syllable initial or syllable final constraints.) I will discuss below the factors involved in this deletion or non-deletion of the [ə].

We find that the words in table 35 (where the /ə/ is deleted in the derived forms) and in table 36 (where the /ə/ is not deleted) are similar in that the deletion of the /ə/ would (and does, in the case of the words in table 35) lead to the formation of three-consonant clusters. However the resulting clusters in table 35 would be different from those in table 36. This suggests strongly that the reason the /ə/ is not deleted in the words in table 36 is the nature of the clusters involved. A test similar to the one reported in appendix 2 would be desirable to see what kind of medial three-consonant clusters native Hindi speakers do accept. To rule out all the clusters of table 36 would require highly specific sequential constraints (I
haven't stated any SQC's for three-consonant clusters except one involving homorganic nasals), but the test conducted for initial constraints referred to above indicated that some rather specific SQC's are indeed required to reflect the native speaker's competence. Further evidence of the relevance of the resulting cluster is perhaps provided by the word [espétal] "hospital" (from English), where the e-deletion rule does not apply (this would be an example of morpheme-medial application of the rule), because the resulting cluster -stp- would be unlawful. On the basis of the retention of the /e/ in the words in table 36 (and in [espétal]) we can tentatively rule out medial three-consonant clusters of the following types:

(7) liquid+glide+stop
    liquid+stop+fricative
    fricative+liquid+stop
    fricative+nasal+stop
    fricative+nasal+nasal
    fricative+stop+stop
    stop+liquid+stop
    stop+nasal+stop
    stop+glide+nasal

This would account for the retention of the /e/ in most of the derived forms of table 36. However we still have to rule out -rkτ-, -lgm-, -rxt-, -rgm-, -jgr-, and -ŋtk- to account for the /e/ not being deleted in items 2, 5, 14, 16, 17, and 8. These will have to be ruled out by rather specific constraints, since, for example, although we might want to rule -lgm- out, another liquid+stop+nasal cluster does
occur in the Sanskrit loan [prartʰna] "prayer". However the liquid is [ɾ] not [l], and the stop is [tʰ] not [g]. If, when speakers were tested, they accepted -1gm-, -rgm- as well as -rtʰn- in made-up words, then of course our only recourse to account for the non-deletion of the /ə/ in words like [belgmɔ], etc., would be to say that usage prevents the /ə/ from being deleted in these words, i.e. they are exceptions. If, however, the speakers also rejected -rtʰn-, then we would have to say that liquid+stop+nasal is in fact ruled out and [prartʰna] exists as an exception.

In general we see that most of the words of table 35 (where the /ə/ is deleted) involve a homorganic nasal+stop+sonorant cluster. Since this is the only type of three-consonant cluster that occurs in native words one would expect that speakers would have no difficulty in deleting the /ə/ in words where this type of cluster would result. Of course, as I pointed out in chapter 2, three-consonant clusters are rather few, and in general most two- and three-consonant clusters that we find at the phonetic level in native vocabulary occur due to the a-deletion rule. As some speakers innovate and apply the a-deletion rule to produce clusters that are not yet in the language, more and more three-consonant clusters will come to exist in the language. This again shows the spreading environment of the a-deletion rule.

The retention of the /ə/ in the words of table 37 can also be explained by the fact that the two-consonant cluster that would result in some of them, were the /ə/ deleted, would violate the SQC's of Hindi. Thus the /ə/ in /adetɛʰ/ "habits" is not deleted, because the resultant -dt- would violate SQC 2. As indicated in table 37, the two subjects
whose responses are given on the right did not delete the /ə/ in this word either. The response of 27 informants\textsuperscript{12} who were given the following test also supports this.

The subjects were asked to add the suffix -ən "adverbializing suffix", to the following words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Deleted</th>
<th>Not Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>adət+ən</td>
<td>&quot;due to habit&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>dik\textsuperscript{h}awət+ən</td>
<td>&quot;with show&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>šerarət+ən</td>
<td>&quot;with naughtiness&quot;</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>bənawət+ən</td>
<td>&quot;with artificiality&quot;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>zəru:ret+ən</td>
<td>&quot;due to necessity&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the suffix -ən is added to these words, the environment of the e-deletion rule is met, and thus the /ə/ can be deleted. The subject's responses are given in the columns to the right in table 39. It is interesting that the only word where the /ə/ was never deleted was /adət+ən/ where the resulting cluster as mentioned earlier would violate a sequential constraint. [adət], [šerarət], and [zəru:ret] have existing forms with -ən (I don't know whether my subjects knew this or not). [dik\textsuperscript{h}awət] and [bənawət] don't, but adding -ən would give a perfectly possible word. Any number of variables could be involved in the low number of deletions of the /ə/ in the case of words other than [adət]. Some of these were mentioned earlier under 4.6.1. For example it is possible that some speakers treat [bənawət], etc., as /bəna+awət/ (i.e., the morpheme boundary that is there historically is 'psychologically real'; see discussion in 4.3.) and thus the /ə/
would not be in an environment favorable for deletion. The second possibility is that, since -wē- as a cluster occurs only due to the e-deletion rule, it is still considered a somewhat unfamiliar cluster and thus the /ə/ is retained (or perhaps it is an unlawful cluster for some speakers). In the case of speakers who sometimes did and sometimes did not delete the /ə/, I do not have an explanation at this point -- it is possible that a number of variables are involved. The 27 subjects were not tested for consistency in this part of the test. 19 subjects were consistent in either deleting the /ə/ in all words (except [adēt]) or not deleting it (possibly a reflection of a dialect difference); 8 subjects had some variation.

Other words in table 37 merit individual discussion. In the case of [musi:bet] "difficulty" one possible reason for the non-deletion of the /ə/ could be that -bt- occurs only in a few rare loans and should possibly be ruled out as a lawful cluster for most speakers. Similarly -hr- occurs only in a few PA loans, and this could account for why I preferred [pi:hərō] "parent's homes" to [pi:hrō]. In the case of [məha:jeni:] "occupation of dealing in money", and [həzamətə] "shaves", it is again possible that the morpheme boundary /məha+jən+i:/ and /həzam+ət+ə/ (which is there historically) has some 'psychological reality' and was preventing the /ə/ from being deleted; the other possibility is that it was just usage that prevented the /ə/ from being deleted. The clusters -yn- and -mt- occur only in a few Sanskrit and PA loans, and this factor might be involved too.

Additional evidence can be given for the relevance of the resulting clusters to the e-deletion rule.
4.6.3. The words in table 40 involve long consonants (i.e. what other writers consider to be geminates and thus clusters) before a $\omega C$.  

| [čem:əč]   | "spoon" |
| [petʰ:ər]  | "stone" |
| [dʰək:ən]  | "lid"   |
| [məčʰ:ər]  | "mosquito" |
| [tʰəp:ər]  | "slap"  |
| [kʰəɣ:ər]  | "mule"  |
| [məkʰ:ən]  | "butter" |

Table 40

If we add the oblique plural ending [ə] to these words the environment of the $\omega$-deletion rule would be met. However, if the $\omega$-deletion rule were to apply, the result would violate SQC 5 given in chapter 2 which states that long consonants are preceded and followed by vowels.

Interestingly, we find that speakers either retain the /ə/ or delete the /ə/; but if they delete the /ə/, then they also make the [+long consonant][-long]. There is considerable variation, sometimes even within the same speaker at different times, as to which of the two alternatives is chosen. In some cases derived words with the $\omega$-less forms already exist, and are in common use, e.g., /petʰ:ər+i:la/ [petʰri:la] "stony", /dʰək:ən+i:/ [dʰəkni:] "small lid", /čem:əč+a/ [čemča] "spoon", etc. In these cases the informants that I checked with gave the $\omega$-less form. 13 However, when I asked them to add the oblique plural endings to these words I got quite a bit of variation.
between the retention or loss of the /ə/, e.g., [čəmːəčɔ] [čəmčɔ] "spoons" (obl.).

Thus we see that in many cases the e-deletion rule applies even in the environment VC²₁ CV. However it doesn't apply if there are three consonants preceding the /ə/, thus /ləkʃmən+ə/ is [ləkʃmənə] "a name" and not *[ləkʃmənə̅]. This is because four-consonant clusters, as mentioned in chapter 2, are not tolerated.

All the above facts suggest the following:

(b) If the cluster that would result from the deletion of the /ə/ would violate the constraints of Hindi, then the /ə/ is not deleted. 4.6.4. Now let us consider the word [bʰəɡiːrətʰiː] "Ganges" of table 37, in which speakers do not delete the /ə/. The cluster -rtʰ-, which would result if the /ə/ were deleted, is an acceptable cluster, since it does occur in Sanskrit loans, and [bʰəɡiːrətʰiː] is a Sanskrit loan. It is, however, a rather uncommon word. It appears that a /ə/ is deleted in such Sanskrit loans only if it is familiar, otherwise the /ə/ is retained. Thus a number of the Sanskrit loans in table 29 such as [suloːna], [səɾlə], [wimlə], etc., have been borrowed into Hindi as proper names for girls, similar to [sundriː] of table 35. In these cases the /ə/ is always deleted, by all speakers that I know. It would sound affected to pronounce the girl's name [səɾlə] instead of [səɾlə]. Similarly the name of a particular goddess, whose name means "cool", is derived from /ʃiːtəl+ə/ (cool+feminizing suffix) and is pronounced [ʃiːtla], that is, with the /ə/ deleted. However, when not used as a name, some speakers may retain the /ə/ when speaking formally.
In the case of the PA loans of table 29, Urdu speakers retain the
/ə/ -- at least in formal style; I am not sure if they retain the /ə/
in casual styles of speaking. However all non-Urdu speakers delete
the /ə/.

Based on the above observations we can propose the following two
principles.

(c) If the word is a Sanskrit or Urdu loan, speakers aspiring to
the most prestigious pronunciation will render these words as they were
rendered in the original language.

(d) /ə/’s tend to be deleted in casual style of speaking and
retained in formal style, other things being equal.

Some of the other variables that are involved in the deletion or
retention of the /ə/ are the following:

(e) /ə/’s tend to be deleted in a faster tempo of speaking. For
example in the alternations illustrated in table 33 this could be one
of the variables involved.

(f) If the environment in which the ə-deletion rule is to apply
is supplied by one of the rule-blocking suffixes such as -iya or -ism,
then the /ə/ is not deleted (see chapter 2, section 2).

We thus see that the deletion or non-deletion of the /ə/ is a
complicated matter, and the formalism of the rule cannot involve just
the immediate phonetic environment.

Since some or a number of the variables given above play a part
in whether a speaker deletes the /ə/ or not at any given time, we
expect to find variation amongst speakers, and within the same speaker
in the case of a number of words.
This is not to say, however, that there are not certain areas where the deletion (or non-deletion) of the /ə/ is not fully determinate. In the case of forms derived from verbs, e.g., [nik̨el] "come out", [nik̨la] "came out", etc., the /ə/ seems to be lost without question for all speakers I know of. These forms have been in the language for a long time. Also almost all the verbs of Hindi are native words, and therefore the question of 'status' involved in retaining the /ə/ does not arise.

4.6.5. As a final point we might note that if a consonant cluster (of any type) follows the /ə/, the /ə/ is never deleted (here the non-deletion is fully determinate), as can be seen from the following words:

(8) /pak hən̩di:/ is [pak hən̩di:] *[pahkan̩di:] "hypocrite"
/pələŋ+ə/ " [pələŋə] *[pələŋə] "beds" (obl.)
/šətən̩j+ə/ " [šətən̩jə] *[šətən̩jə] "chess sets" (obl.)
/kələŋ+ə/ " [kələŋki:] *[kələŋki:] "one with a spot"
/prəsəŋ+ə/ " [prəsəŋə] *[prəsəŋə] "contexts"

etc.

This fact has already been incorporated in the ə-deletion rule proposed by the formulation of the environment following the /ə/ as CV.

4.6.6. To summarize: I propose that the ə-deletion rule applies within a morpheme and across morpheme boundaries to the right. It applies to both native and loan vocabulary. It applies even if certain types of clusters of two consonants precede but does not apply if a cluster follows. I tentatively accept the proposal that the rule
applies from right to left. The following factors determine the
deletion or non-deletion of the /a/:

(a) Whether the resulting cluster violates the constraints of
the language.

(b) Whether the speaker has posited a morpheme boundary in the
environment preceding the /a/.

(c) Whether the word is a loan from Sanskrit or PA and is used
in 'high vocabulary', and whether the speaker is aspiring to prestigious
speech.

(d) Whether the style of speaking is formal or casual.

(e) Whether the tempo of speaking is fast or slow.

(f) Whether or not the suffix providing the environment is a
blocking suffix, i.e. a suffix marked [-a-deletion rule].

To incorporate all of the above, I propose the following
formalism of the e-deletion rule:

\[
\varepsilon \to \emptyset /VC_1^2 CV/
\]

Condition 1: There may be no '+' in the environment to the left.

Condition 2: The output of the rule will not violate the
sequential constraints of Hindi.

Convention: The rule applies from right to left.

In regard to condition 2 one might note that if there are certain con-
straints that hold both at the phonetic and the systematic phonemic
level, it seems reasonable that they will not be violated by rules in
the language. This point should be investigated in other languages too.
The 'rule conspiracy' that Kisseberth (1970) refers to (see chapter 2 for
details), seems to be due to such a constraint that holds at both the phonetic and the systematic phonemic level.

The above rule takes care of variables (a), (c), (d), and (e). Variable (b) would of course be accounted for, because the morpheme in question either will or won't be entered with a morpheme boundary 's' in the lexicon. And similarly (f) is accounted for because the suffix that blocks the e-deletion rule will be entered as such.

There might, of course, be certain words where none of the above variables are involved and yet the [ə] is not deleted. This might be because usage has dictated the form of that word. That is, certain words might be exceptions, and will have to be so marked in the lexicon.

4.7. The question arises as to how one verifies a statement that a /ə/ has been deleted, phonetically. Is it necessary to have vocal cord vibration with the accompanying formant structure of a vowel, or would it suffice to have simply a release of an obstruent, with no obvious formant structure in the resulting turbulent noise? I propose that there has to be the formant structure of a vowel for it to be considered a /ə/. The release of an obstruent even if it contains voicing will not count as a /ə/ unless there are concomitant vowel formants.

I can illustrate what I mean with instrumental data. The data is from a male Standard Hindi speaker, a native of Agra (who also knows English). Figure 12 shows an oscillographic representation of the word [betʰək] "a meeting". The parameters recorded are from the top: the (raw) audio microphone signal, the rectified integrated audio
Figure 12. In this and the following figures the top line shows the raw microphone signal and the second line the rectified, integrated microphone signal. Here there is a clear short vowel between the [tʰ] and the [k] (see arrow).

Figure 13. In the word [bətʰkə] there is clearly a release of the [tʰ] (see first arrow), but there is no voicing between that and the release of the [k] (see second arrow).

Figure 14. In the word [pɪɡʰla] the [ɡʰ] has a voiced release (see arrow) but the [l] begins immediately afterwards. Thus there is no intervening [ə].
signal, and a 0.1 sec. time standard. Here one can clearly see a vocalic element after the [tʰ]. Figure 13 shows [betʰko] "meetings". Here one can identify the release of the [tʰ] but there is nothing that can be identified as a vowel, between the [tʰ] and the [k]. Figure 14 shows the word [pigʰla] "melted", where one can see that the release of the [gʰ] has voicing, however this cannot be identified as a vowel (in fact it is released directly into the [l]). The spectrographic record in Figure 16 shows the word [jœngel] "forest". Here we can identify the [ŋ] and something that looks like a [ɡ], and then the [ə] before the [l]. Figure 15 shows the word [jœngliː].

Here we do not see any evidence of a ə-like vowel.

4.8. I have mentioned that the a-deletion rule is still undergoing change. This is clear from a brief examination of its history.

Historically the a-deletion rule is quite an old rule, although originally it was a short-vowel-deletion rule and did not solely involve a /a/. It originally applied to Old Hindi medial short vowels, i.e. i, u, and ə (the data on which the above statement is based is from Misra 1967), as follows:

Rule (10) \[ V_{\text{long}} \rightarrow \emptyset / (C)V_{\text{C}} \text{CV} : \]

(Where long vowels were a iː uː e ø o ø )

Misra gives examples of the following sort:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Hindi</th>
<th>Modern Standard Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bèglə</td>
<td>[bèglə] &quot;a bird&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kɛtʰinaiː</td>
<td>[kɛtʰinaiː] &quot;difficulty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukəsana</td>
<td>[ukəsana] &quot;to incite&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Misra further says that whereas the a was always lost in the above
Figure 15. (Slightly retouched: formants outlined.)

Figure 16.
environment, in the case of i and u there were some exceptions, thus Old Hindi (OH) pahūda "reached" remains unchanged in Modern Standard Hindi (MSH).

The rule in MSH of course applies only to a /ə/. Another change is that in pre-MSH the following vowel had to be long, but in MSH, as can be seen from examples such as /dʰəɾkən/ [dʰəɾkən] "a beat", the rule has become more general and applies regardless of whether the following vowel is short or long. However, this generalization of the environment is not complete, and certain suffixes with short vowels block the ə-deletion rule, e.g., -iya. Thus it is possible that originally the reason why these suffixes blocked the ə-deletion rule was due to their having short vowels, but now it is not the short vowel but the suffix as a whole that does the blocking.

However, it seems that this vowel deletion rule is still in the process of change, and thus for some speakers (as mentioned in chapter 2) suffixes like -iya block the rule and for others they do not. Thus the dialect for which it is not a blocking suffix probably represents the innovating dialect, where the environment of the rule has been generalized so far as to eliminate exceptions. Another change that the rule's environment is undergoing is that now it applies even when a consonant cluster precedes. Thus it seems that the environment is becoming even more general.

The ə-deletion rule is interesting for another reason: it creates consonant clusters (at the phonetic level). By the time of late Middle-Indo-Aryan (MIA), most Sanskrit medial clusters had been
simplified so that there were just geminates (if these are considered clusters) and clusters of the type: homorganic nasal+stop. The general sound change in late MIA which -- with few exceptions -- simplified even these clusters (with a compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel), left the language (now Old Hindi) with almost no consonant clusters medially except in loans. But then, as more and more loans came into Hindi from other Indo-Aryan languages (such as Punjabi) and from Perso-Arabic, Sanskrit, English, etc., more and more clusters entered the language. And, of course, the short vowel deletion rule of pre-MSH created clusters even in native words. The ə-deletion rule of modern Hindi is creating more clusters. In fact, certain clusters such as -wʈ- exist only due to its application. In Hindi, at the present time, three-consonant clusters are still rather rare, but since for a number of speakers the ə-deletion rule applies in the environment VCC.CV, three-consonant clusters are bound to increase (at the phonetic level). At the lexical level, however, the tolerance of clusters still seems to be imperfect.

4.9. The question can be raised, why a ə-deletion rule instead of a ə-insertion rule?17 That is, given a typical word pair [čipək] "stick" [čipka] "stuck", why could we not just as well derive the first word from the second by inserting a /ə/ rather than by deleting the /ə/, i.e. derive the second from the first?

First, all writers to treat the subject so far, Kellog (1965), Guru (1962), Srivastava (1969), Pray (1970), and Narang and Becker (1971), have treated it as a ə-deletion rule. This is not a weighty argument since linguists can be wrong, but it must be granted that all
of these writers could not have overlooked something this obvious.

Second, as stated in 4.8., the origin of this alternation, historically, was a short vowel (including ə) deletion rule. Of course, strictly speaking, historical facts are not relevant as such to a synchronic grammar, since a speaker does not carry around the history of his language in his head. However, the fact that it was an ə-deletion rule once suggests that it may be so today. Moreover, it is entirely likely, as mentioned in the previous section, that this same rule (somewhat modified as to the vowels it deletes and to the environment in which it applies) is still productive today.

But the most important argument against a ə-insertion rule is that it would overly complicate the situation.

(a) Obviously in typical pairs such as [čipək] [čipka] the one with the [ə] is the basic form and the one without the [ə] the derived form. Thus we cannot derive [čipək] from [čipka]. If we were to posit a stem /čipk/ (from which both forms were to be derived), and a ə-insertion rule in order to obtain [čipək] we would be claiming that the underived, basic form is more complex than the derived form (since no change would be necessary in the stem in order to get [čipka]). This is intuitively undesirable.

(b) With a ə-insertion rule we would presumably give the underlying forms of [bistor] [bistra] as /bistr/ and then have a /ə/ inserted after the first two consonants in order to derive the first word. But we would have to specially mark as [-ə-insertion rule] certain other words where a /ə/ is not to be inserted, e.g. [influenza] "influenza" where we don't want *[infəluenza] or *[inəfluenza], or
[dəst] "diarrhea" where we don't want *[dəsət]. This certainly is undesirable, especially in the case of [dəst], because this makes it appear as if [dəst] is in some way an exception, where the fact is that [dəst] contains a permissible cluster and thus is regular. One never encounters speakers attempting to render this as [dəsət] which one would expect if it really were exceptional. Moreover we cannot simply have the e-insertion rule restricted such that it not insert a /ə/ between st clusters, because of alternations like [ɔsət] "average" [ɔstən] "average"+adverbializing suffix. (Speakers vary between deleting the /ə/ or not deleting it in this word, but at least for speakers who do delete the /ə/ my argument applies). Here if we were to posit /ɔst/ and derive [ɔsət] from this by the e-insertion rule, we have to allow the e-insertion rule to insert a /ə/ in some st clusters but not others.

(c) There would be a large number of words with underlying forms with clusters that violate the sequential constraints that I have stated. In other words some of the constraints could no longer be stated for the lexical level, e.g., the constraint that nasals are homorganic before stops, which is a highly plausible rule. If we posit a e-insertion rule a form such as [tʃəmək] "brightness" would have the underlying form /tʃəmk/ with a final -mk.

Morpheme-medially, the generalization that in the majority of cases nasals are homorganic before stops could not be reflected in the grammar at all. As mentioned in chapter 2 this tendency does not hold morpheme-medially at the phonetic level. However if we posit a e-insertion rule, we cannot posit morphemes such as [kənkʰiː]
"sideways glance" to be at the lexical level /kənəkʰi:/ since we would not have a ə-deletion rule to give us the correct phonetic output. Therefore our grammar could not reflect the fact that a large number of the words have homorganic nasals before stops. This is undesirable, especially since we can no longer account for the different treatment speakers give to [inkar] "denial" as opposed to [kənəkʰi:] discussed in chapter 2 (namely, that they sometimes render the former with a homorganic nasal but never the latter).

(d) As mentioned before, the ə-deletion rule is used as an orthographic-to-phonetic conversion rule. The Devanagari orthography frequently inserts (or implies the presence of) /ə/‘s not actually pronounced. Native speakers use a ə-deletion rule to derive the correct pronunciation of words when they learn to read Devanagari. When readers come across unfamiliar words which are written in Devanagari without a cluster, they still read them with a cluster if the environment of the ə-deletion rule is met. Of course sometimes the result is an "incorrect" pronunciation if they didn't know that the word contained a morpheme boundary. Since they learn to speak before they learn to read, we can probably say that they also use the internalized ə-deletion rule for reading Devanagari. However, if we posit a ə-insertion rule, we are claiming that upon beginning reading they have to learn to use a completely different rule: the ə-deletion rule.

4.10. Before ending the discussion on the ə-deletion rule I should perhaps indicate why I haven't adopted those versions of the ə-deletion rule proposed by other linguists.
Grammarians writing in Hindi (e.g., Guru 1962), and writers such as Kellog 1965, have treated the deletion of the /ə/ under so-called pronunciation rules, i.e. rules on how to read Devanagari. I will not go into any details of these works here; for a discussion of Kellog's rules see Narang and Becker.

4.10.1. Among recent proposals of the ə-deletion rule in the generative framework, Srivastava's (1969:919) formulation was perhaps the first. He gives it as:

\[
(11) \begin{array}{c}
V \\
\text{-tense} \\
\text{+low}
\end{array} \rightarrow \emptyset \ (C)VC_C(C \ [+\text{tense}])
\]

His rule thus applies in two environments:

(a) \( /VC_C C V \) #

(b) \( /VC_C #\)

Srivastava considers all Hindi words to have a word-final vowel. In the case of words which phonetically end in a consonant, he posits a final /ə/ at the lexical level. Thus the word \([^{h}\text{gor}]\) "house" is claimed to be bisyllabic at the lexical level: \(/{^{h}\text{gorə}}/\). Therefore in the above rule he has to mention the word boundary '#', since he also uses the above rule to delete the word-final /ə/ to obtain the correct phonetic output. He gives no reason or evidence for positing this underlying word-final /ə/ which does not occur at the phonetic level. Therefore I have not adopted this part of his analysis.

Narang and Becker (1971) correctly point out that, as stated, Srivastava's rule (part (a)) will not work with words such as \(/{^{n}\text{ikəl+ega}}/\) "come out"+future tense. The rule can of course easily be modified to
(12)  ø → ø / (C)VC_{C \begin{array}{l} \text{V} \\ \text{[+tense]} \end{array}}^\text{#}

and this would meet their criticism. Thus part (a) of Srivastava's rule could best be re-written as:

(a') /VC C \text{V} \quad [\text{[+tense]}]

This formulation now is very similar to the historical rule (Rule 10) given under 4.8. for pre-MSH. However, as I have pointed out, the condition that the following vowel be 'tense' does not hold for modern Hindi, as can be seen from examples such as: \[18\]

(13) \begin{align*}
/d\text{ër}k+\text{on}/ & \ [d\text{ër}k\text{en}] & \text{"a beat"} \\
/\text{ćipk}+\text{on}/ & \ [\text{ćipk}\text{en}] & \text{"stickiness"} \\
/d\text{ër}\text{š}n+\text{ik}/ & \ [\text{daršnik}] & \text{"philosopher"} \\
/w\text{ičl}+\text{it}/ & \ [\text{wičlitr}] & \text{"moved"} \\
/\text{ër}b+\text{istan}/ & \ [\text{erbistan}] & \text{"Arabia"}
\end{align*}

4.10.2. The next formulation of this rule in the generative format is that of Pray (1970:93), who gives it as:

(14)  a → ø / VC\_CV

(Pray uses a for [ø]). Pray states that the rule applies first to the right-most /a/. I have discussed this right-to-left application of the ø-deletion rule under 4.5.1. and tentatively accepted this convention.

Pray also suggests that the rule should first apply within a stem and then to the stem+ending. The example he gives is /kəɾəwət+ē/, where first the rule has to apply to kəɾəwət to give [kəɾəwət] "side" and then to /kəɾəwət+ē/ to give [kəɾəwətē] "sides". The /ə/ that Pray posits in the underlying form of [kəɾəwət], between the /r/ and the /w/,
is an 'abstract' /a/ since it does not occur at the phonetic level, and there are no alternations where it shows up. Pray gives no evidence (or reasons) for positing this underlying /a/. I have tried to provide evidence in chapter 2 for the abstract /a/ in certain types of words; however, the test I designed would not work for words of the kerwašt type because the suffix added would only affect the /a/ on the right, i.e. the third /a/ in /kerwašt/. If some evidence can be found for positing a /a/ in [kerwašt] and similar words, then, of course, Pray's suggestion of the æ-deletion rule first applying to the stem would have to be adopted. For the present I am not adopting it since there is no evidence for the abstract /a/ in words of this type. Therefore it seems simpler to posit the underlying form of [kerwašt] to be identical to the surface form; upon addition of the inflectional [ë] the final /a/ of [kerwašt] is not deleted because the resulting three-consonant sequence would be an unlawful cluster.

Neither Pray nor Srivastava mention that the rule has to be restricted so that it does not apply across morpheme boundaries to the left.

4.10.3. The most detailed discussion of the æ-deletion rule is that of Narang and Becker (1971:648). They give the rule as:

\[
(15) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+syllabic]} \\
\text{[+compact]} \\
\text{[-tense]}
\end{array} \rightarrow \emptyset /VC_C^V
\]

4.10.3.1. Narang and Becker do note that prefixes do not provide the environment for the æ-deletion rule, however they handle this differently from the way I proposed in 4.2. They posit words such as [amë\~\text{ö}\ddot{\text{o}}] "until death" to be /a\#më\~\text{ö}+\dot{\text{o}}/ "On the same 'general
syntactic' grounds which prompt Chomsky and Halle .... to analyze English resolvesolve anew as /rE#=solv/" (651).

There are two possible criticisms of this solution. Firstly, Chomsky and Halle retain the word boundary '#' around lexical categories or replace it with a formative boundary '+' by the use of ad hoc readjustment rules. The motivation for this is to restrict application of certain phonological rules only to the "right" words, the right words being marked by which boundary they contain (see Chomsky and Halle pg. 12-13). Thus they posit /rE#=solv/ "solve anew" and /rE=solv/ "determine" with different boundaries because this is required to make certain rules work (e.g., the 's'-voicing rule, the stress rule, etc.). This is all quite ad hoc as Chomsky and Halle admit, and amounts to the diacritic use of boundary features. Narang and Becker apparently advocate the same ad hoc procedure, but with much less evidence, e.g., they do not mention any other rules in Hindi phonology which would require this.

If prefixes do not in fact provide the environment for the e-deletion rule, it seems to me more explanatory to posit this as a condition on the rule as I have proposed, rather than to use boundaries as diacritic features to accomplish this. The use of diacritic features does not make a less general situation more general.

Secondly, a more damaging argument against Narang and Becker's proposal is that it won't work -- or more exactly, in its present formulation it is less general than it could be and so fails to account for certain phonological patterns that it should account for. Narang and Becker claim it is a boundary '#' between the prefix and the
stem in /a#məɾ+əɾ/ that blocks the ə-deletion rule. But as I have pointed out, it is not only a prefix boundary that prevents the rule from applying but any morpheme boundary to the left. Thus in /kəla+wət+i:/ "one who has fine arts, name for a girl" [kəlawəti:] we find that the /ə/ of the suffix wət is not deleted. Since Narang and Becker set up a morpheme boundary (and not a '#') between məɾ and əɾ of [aməɾəɾ], to be consistent they would have to set up a morpheme boundary '+' even between kəla and wət of [kəlawəti:], but now their ə-deletion rule would apply and give the wrong result *[kəlawti:]. The ə-deletion rule I have proposed to handle forms such as [aməɾəɾ] will also handle forms such as [kəlawəti:] and no extension will be needed, nor will there be any need to change the underlying forms of the morphemes so as to accomodate the rule.

4.10.3.2. Narang and Becker's requirement that the CV following the /ə/ contain a morpheme boundary '+' (i.e. that the /ə/ is deleted in the environment VC__C+V) also requires comment. Because of this condition their rule cannot apply morpheme-medially (see 4.4. for discussion on the desirability of having the rule apply morpheme-medially). For example, we would be missing a generalization if we failed to account for the alternation [reʃni:] [reʃeni:] "night" depending on formal/informal speech without using the ə-deletion rule.

The reason they give (in their footnote 3) for positing a C+V is that otherwise the /ə/ in [waraɾeɾi:] "Benares" would be incorrectly deleted. However, the non-deletion of the /ə/ in this word can be accounted for in a number of other ways:19
(a) The cluster that would result if the /ə/ were deleted, ŋs, is not a permissible cluster, and this accounts for the non-deletion of the /ə/. Of course, a large number of speakers probably pronounce the word with a [n] (i.e. a non-retroflex nasal) and thus ns as a cluster would be permissible. I do not know if these speakers delete the /ə/ or not.

(b) The elite speakers who know Sanskrit (the word is a Sanskrit loan, and in spite of the Government pushing it, most people still use the native word [banaras] for the city) would not delete the /ə/ in the word since Sanskrit had the /ə/ (the derivation of the word in Sanskrit is something like /vara+ŋs/ "water"+suffix, however I am not sure if speakers are aware of this boundary), i.e. they would simply treat the word as an exception to the ə-deletion rule.

The principle that the applicability of the ə-deletion rule depends on the permissibility of the consonant cluster that would result can also be applied to reveal an error in one of the examples Narang and Becker give. They list [adət] "habit" and [adtə] "habits" (647), but as I have pointed out [adtə] is not a lawful word for Hindi because of the unpermissible cluster -dt- (we either hear [adetə] or [atːə]). This is supported by the responses of the subjects in the informal test reported in 4.6.2. The fact that the resulting clusters determine in part whether or not a /ə/ is deleted was noticed by Hoenigswald in 1948 who said "when a consonant precedes, the treatment [of the ə] varies according to the consonant cluster which results or would result" (142, footnote 7).
4.10.3.3. None of those who previously treated the e-deletion rule noticed that, for a number of words such as those given in table 35, the /ə/ is lost in spite of a preceding cluster (instrumental verification for which was given in 4.7.). Narang and Becker give [sundərī:] "beautiful woman" as an example of a word where the [ə] does not get deleted (648). However, they qualify this in their footnote 21 and note that there is an "optional rule which allows most speakers of Hindi-Urdu to delete a medial [ə] before a sequence of liquid plus vowel. As a result of this optional deletion rule, the word for 'beautiful woman' which we have transcribed as [sundərī] is frequently heard as [sundrī]." They also claim that this 'optional deletion rule' is not the same as their P-1 (the e-deletion rule). First, as is obvious from table 35, it is not simply the fact that only a liquid+vowel allows the /ə/ to be deleted; there are many other environments as well (e.g., /paṅḍəw+ō/ is [paṅḍwō] "Pandawas" (obl.)).

Second, they miss an obvious generalization by claiming that this optional e-deletion rule is different from the main e-deletion rule. I have shown above that they are the same rule.

Third, the rule is not really optional in this environment, since more can be said about the conditions under which it applies. I have indicated above the kind of sociolinguistic factors relevant to the application of this rule in this and other phonological environments.

4.10.3.4. In general it is difficult to verify Narang and Becker's statements as to whether the /ə/ is or is not deleted, because they do not tell us how we would verify such a statement, i.e. when they do or
do not consider a /ə/ to be deleted phonetically.

They also fail to give important information on their informants. E.g., how many informants? Their background? Did they speak any other languages besides Standard Hindi? Were they literature specialists? All these factors are important. For example, Narang and Becker further state in their footnote 21:

we are aware of the fact that some speakers of Hindi-Urdu, unlike the majority of our informants, delete the shwa even in such forms as [āgənə] 'courtyards' (obl.pl.).... We suggest that such speakers, while having the same underlying representations as those who retain the shwa, apply rules P1 and P2 in the order P2-P1. (666)

They claimed earlier in footnote 1 that they are describing the Hindi-Urdu spoken in cities, in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, etc. I have lived in Banares, Delhi and Lucknow, and in my experience all speakers delete the /ə/ in the words given in casual speech -- the only informants I found who do not delete the /ə/ were literature specialists (for example the fourth informant mentioned in footnote 13), and the speech was not casual since I was trying to elicit data (and even this fourth informant deleted the /ə/ in /paŋdəwəyə/). It is, of course, possible that some speakers do not delete the /ə/ in the word for "courtyards" even in casual speech; but then this is a minority dialect, certainly not the "common core" that the authors claim they are describing.

Moreover Narang and Becker ascribe this 'difference of dialects', in deleting or not deleting the /ə/, to the difference in the order of their P1 and P2 in informants, i.e. whether the order is P1,P2 or P2,P1. (P1 is their e-deletion rule, and P2 is V:NC→ V:C). However, they give no evidence for making this claim.
As I have mentioned before, the deletion or non-deletion of the /e/ depends in part on various sociolinguistic factors.

Narang and Becker do say in a footnote that there is some variation in the e-deletion rule, in that in PA loans involving a /e/ Urdu speakers do not delete the /e/. However, they do not mention that 'high Hindi' speakers similarly do not delete the /e/ in Sanskrit loans (this was discussed in 4.6.4.).

For the reasons discussed above I found all the versions of the e-deletion rules proposed by the above-mentioned writers inadequate, and have proposed the formulation given in Rule (9). It is quite possible that, as more investigation is done, even Rule (9) would be found to be inadequate; however, so far I think it accounts for all the facts in the most explanatory manner.
Footnotes

1 Some of the words also involve other types of vowel changes which need not concern us here.

2 There are some words such as [milni:] "a ceremony at weddings" which seem to be exceptions, and indeed would be if it were derived from /mil+en+i:/, rather than the correct /mil+ni:/, i.e. [milni:] is not derived from /milen/ (which itself is /mil+en/) but from /mil/. The suffix -ni: occurs in words like [or'hni:] "scarf" from /or+hni:/, [mængni:] "engagement" from /mæng+ni:/, etc. (see Upraiti 1964).

3 Perhaps [dubla] "thin", [sbla] "woman" are considered to be /dubol+a/ and /øbel+a/. In the case of the former we do get changes like [dubla] [dubli:] depending on the gender of the noun that "thin" is modifying. This gets into the question of whether we should posit the stem to be /dubol/ to which /a/ or /i:/ is added, or posit /dubola/ with the final /a/-→ /i:/ in the appropriate environment (i.e. in the case of the following noun being feminine). Discussion of this question is beyond the scope of this study.

4 Pray posited the underlying form /nikelava/ for the following reason: He noted that "Verb stems consist of alternate vowel and consonant segments" (91). (Certain apparent exceptions such as [løtka] "hang", he notes are actually /løtak+a/ and thus not really exceptions.) He further says

   In general, all occurrences of CC within verb stems ... are to be interpreted as CaC [Pray uses a for e and aa for a] from which the a is later deleted. Thus the causative stems in vaa, e.g. ... /nikelva/ 'to have taken out', [by the '/' Pray does not mean underlying forms] are assumed to have underlying representations ... nikelavaa ... (93)

I do not see any need for adopting Pray's analysis, because I fail to see why [nikela] is to be considered a stem. [nikela] consists of the stem nikol plus the suffix va, it is not an exception to the statement on the verb stem structure, and thus there is no need to posit the abstract underlying /æ/ which has to be deleted by the e-deletion rule.

5 This is an interesting example of what looks superficially like a change due to metathesis but is really something else.
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The 'A' and 'B' columns on the right of the table refer to responses of informants 'A' and 'B'. For the present we can ignore these columns. I will discuss their responses in detail shortly.

The morpheme break /dikʰa+wət+i:/ in [dikʰəwət] and [benawət] are from Upraiti. In the case of [bunawət] "the knittage", Upraiti gives /bun+wət/. He does not give any reasons for the different treatment of these words, i.e. why we couldn't derive [dikʰəwət], etc., from the intransitive verb /dikʰ/ plus a suffix "to be shown" /dikʰ+wət/, instead of deriving it from the transitive verb /dikʰə/ "to show" plus /wət/. If it were the case that some speakers posited /dikʰ+a+wət+i:/ and others /dikʰ+a+wət+i:/, this would be another explanation for the variation between [dikʰəwət] and [dikʰəwət+i:], because in the case of /dikʰ+a+wət/ there is no '+' in the environment to the left, whereas in the case of /dikʰ+a+wət/ there is.

In the case of [diːpek] "lamp" we have two words for "lamp", [diːpek] and [diːp]; both are loans from Sanskrit (the native word is [diya]). One can speculate that possibly some speakers treat them as two separate words whereas others derive [diːpek] from /diː:p+aːk/; in the latter case the /ə/ would not be deleted.

It is also the case that the three-consonant clusters that would result medially, if the /ə/ were to be deleted in the words in table 36, do not occur in other words of the language. However this in itself could not be an inhibiting factor, since a few of the three-consonant clusters of table 35 (e.g., -Šṭm-) also do not occur in words except those to which the e-deletion rule has applied.

I should mention that perhaps a morpheme boundary '+' could be posited in [prartʰna], since we have related words such as [prartʰit] "prayed for, desired", which might suggest that we have a morpheme /prartʰ/ and thus the -rtʰ- is not really an example of a morpheme-medial cluster, but a morpheme-final cluster, and could be left out of the discussion on clusters relevant to the e-deletion rule. This is certainly a possible analysis which has the advantage of eliminating the troublesome -rtʰ- (which occurs only in this word) from this discussion, i.e. we could then say that the /ə/ is not deleted in [bhəgəi:rethi:] because it is an impermissible cluster. However I think only speakers who have the form [prartʰit] in their vocabulary, and who know Sanskrit, would 'know' of this morpheme boundary.

Except for a few Sanskrit and English loans such as [pəŋkti:] "line" (S), [inspektər] "inspector" (E), the third consonant in three-consonant clusters always seems to be a sonorant.
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Also -g- and -gm-, which would occur as part of the three-consonant cluster in items 5, 17, and 16, occur only in very few loans -- the former only in Sanskrit loans (I have only one example, the word [æf'gar] \"python\") and the latter only in a few PA loans.

12 These informants are the same as those used in the tests reported in chapter 2.

13 I checked this with four informants. Two of these are informants 'A' and 'B' mentioned earlier. Of the other two, one is from Agra (and knows English besides Standard Hindi), and the other is from Banaras (he knows Bhojpuri, German and English, besides Standard Hindi).

14 I say almost all, because there are a few (very few) verbs such as [filma] \"to film\" (derived from the noun \'film\') which are non-native.

15 Interestingly there does not seem to be an obvious [g], i.e. in certain types of clusters the [g] (and possibly other stops also after homorganic nasals) is not present phonetically. Of course we would still have to posit it at the underlying level, because when a vowel follows as in [jægəl], the /g/ is phonetically manifested; we also need to posit the /g/ in order to state the nasal assimilation to following stops.

16 This type of blocking only occurs with suffixes with initial short vowels, since we would not find a morpheme- or word-final short vowel in Hindi; as mentioned in chapter 2, short vowels do not occur in final position.

17 I am not referring to the ø-insertion rule that is used by speakers to break up clusters that they cannot pronounce, e.g., the rendering [sətəsən] for English [stəsən] \"station\" by some speakers. Inserting a [ø] is the favorite method of breaking up such clusters, however not the only one: the other is to delete one of the consonants. Thus some speakers say [təsən]. And as far as initial clusters are concerned, a third way is to make the cluster medial; thus some speakers say [istəsən]. The above simplification, for example by inserting a [ø], reflects a pronunciation constraint.

18 Narang and Becker also note in their footnote 3 that the vowel following the /ø/ need not be 'tense', but the example they give to demonstrate this, is the pair [mu:reɪt] \"picture\" [mu:rtɪ] \"idol\". This is a bad example since the final i is tense for all speakers that I know -- except purists trying to pronounce the final i as short because it was short in Sanskrit.
19 I should mention that [waraʔesi:] is the only example of this kind that I have been able to find.

20 Also as I have already indicated in chapter 3, the word for "courtyard", for the majority of speakers, has a homorganic nasal [æŋɛn] and not [æɛn] as Narang and Becker have it.
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Appendix 1

THE PROBLEM OF ASPIRATION IN HINDI PHONETICS

Hindi and some other Indo-Aryan languages (e.g., Marathi) are unique among the world's languages in possessing contrasts between aspirated and non-aspirated stops in both the voiceless and the voiced series, i.e., /p/ vs. /pʰ/ and /b/ vs. /bʰ/.

The exact physical correlates of the aspirates vis-a-vis the non-aspirates have been a subject of considerable interest to linguists for over 2000 years. In this paper we propose to test a recent description of the Hindi aspirates by Chomsky and Halle (1968).

Statement of the problem

Specifically citing Hindi, Chomsky and Halle state that heightened subglottal air pressure (HSAP) is a necessary characteristic of all aspirated consonants, i.e., /bʰ/ and /pʰ/, a possible but non-essential characteristic of voiceless unaspirated consonants, i.e., /p/, and must necessarily be absent from voiced unaspirated consonants, i.e., /b/. Chomsky and Halle assume HSAP is an independent variable and is not a function of any laryngeal or supralaryngeal adjustment.

To test this hypothesis the following test was performed.

Experimental procedure

While a native speaker of Hindi (the first author of the present article) pronounced selected Hindi phrases, the speaker's subglottal air pressure was sampled using a large needle (approximately 0.8 mm
inner diameter) which was inserted through the cricothyroid membrane into the trachea such that the open end rested about 1 cm below the vocal cords (see Fig. 17). A pressure transducer, an FM-type condenser microphone, was connected to the outside end of the needle with a very small coupling space, and the electrical signal from this was fed to an FM tape recorder along with the signal from a microphone recording the subject's speech wave. These recorded signals were later written on paper using an ink-writing oscillograph after appropriate low pass filtering to remove the high frequency variations in the signal due to voicing; for this an integrator with a time constant of 22 ms was used.²

The following are the nonsense phrases spoken during the experiment:

Table 41

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>vo ama laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>lala labʰ aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>lala mal aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>lala pal aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>lala lah aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>lala bʰal aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>vo aba laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>vo apʰ a laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>vo abʰ a laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>vo apa laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>vo ala laya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>lala lapʰ aya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>vo aha laya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 17. The experimental setup used in the present study: subglottal air pressure was recorded via a large needle inserted through the subject's crico-thyroid membrane into the trachea; the needle was attached to a pressure transducer whose output signal was recorded on magnetic tape by an FM-type tape recorder. A microphone placed in front of the subject's mouth (not shown here) picked up the speech wave, and this audio signal was simultaneously recorded on the same magnetic tape.
14. lala hal aya (3)
15. lala lam aya (4)
16. lala lab aya (3)
17. lala lap aya (3)
18. lala bal aya (2)
19. lala phal aya (5)

These were constructed so that the sounds b, bʰ, p, pʰ, m, l, h were in initial, medial, and final position in a word and such that the consonant of interest was preceded and followed by the vowel [a]. For the experiment these phrases were spoken 5 times each in a randomized order (the order given in Table 41). It was discovered after the experiment that the signal recorded during some of the samples contained artifacts due to intermittent blocking of the bore of the needle by an accumulation of mucus. The number of usable tokens obtained for each phrase is indicated by the number in parentheses after each phrase as listed in Table 41. Calibration of the pressure signal at the end of the experiment indicated a slow DC leak in the coupling between the needle and the pressure transducer. There is a possibility that this leak was present during the experiment, giving rise to quantitative errors that can be corrected by a roughly constant multiplicative factor for the observed pressure values. Since the data collection could not be repeated, it was unfortunately not possible to determine this factor; but even if this were the case, it could affect only the scale for pressure. Therefore, the subglottal pressure records obtained must be of sufficient quality to support the qualitative conclusions we derive from them.
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Results

Some of the results are illustrated by the graphic traces in Fig. 18. In general, HSAP was occasionally noted during the closed portion of the aspirated consonants (see point labelled 3 in Fig. 18B) but it was not found consistently (see point 1 in Fig. 18A). Moreover HSAP could sometimes be found on the voiced unaspirated /b/, where it was not supposed to be found (see point 5 in Fig. 18C). One consistent finding for /b^h/ and /p^h/ was the sudden decrease of air pressure upon the release of the consonant closure (see point 2 and 4 in Fig. 18A and 18B). There was also a consistent decrease of air pressure during /h/. In other respects the pressure curves are similar to those found for other languages (Ohala 1970). 3

Discussion

Chomsky and Halle's claim that HSAP is a necessary correlate of aspirates was not confirmed. If we consider the pressure values during the actual moment of aspiration, i.e., when the stop is released, the subglottal air pressure is momentarily lower. The same is true for the /h/ which, like the "aspirates," is characterized by heavy air flow. Furthermore, HSAP appears inconsistently during the closure portion of both the aspirates and the voiced non-aspirate /b/, the latter of which the authors claimed may not possess HSAP.

In fact, it is curious that they should have made these claims since there is no indication in the classical or modern phonetic literature that HSAP accompanies aspiration. On the contrary, two recent studies dealing with subglottal pressure during the English voiced and voiceless aspirated sounds /p/ vs /b/ and /t/ vs /d/ show
Figure 18. Examples of signals obtained in this study. At top, the rectified and integrated audio signal from the microphone; at the bottom, the subglottal air pressure. The phrases spoken are: A. [lala phal aya], B. [lala bhal aya], and C. [vo aba laya].
that there is no significant difference in the subglottal pressure during the two stops (Netsell 1969, Shipp and McGlone 1971). The increased air flow characteristic of the aspirates is not due to any increased activity of the respiratory muscles, rather it is simply due to the fact that during aspirates, unlike other speech sounds, there occurs a moment when the air under pressure in the lungs encounters very little resistance. That is, during the obstructive closures the air is blocked by an oral constriction, and during normal voicing, as during most sonorants, including vowels, the air is partially blocked by the vocal cords. But during /h/ and upon the release of the aspirated stops there occurs a moment when there is no oral constriction and when the glottal resistance is markedly lower than that for normal voicing. Given such lowered resistance to the lung air, the air naturally rushes out in great volume. And consequently the air pressure just below the glottis is momentarily lowered.

It is also possible to account for the occasionally found increase of subglottal air pressure during the closure portion of stops without assuming any increase in the activity of subglottal respiratory system. Let us assume that the task of the subglottal respiratory system is to provide a relatively constant pressure to the air in the lungs. Since air is constantly escaping from the lungs, at least during sonorants, this can be accomplished by producing a constant rate of volume decrease of the chest cavity. However when the air is completely blocked, as it is during stop closures, this continuing decrement in lung volume would cause the air pressure in the system to increase momentarily.
Summary

The distinctive character of the aspirates including /h/, as observed in the time course of the subglottal air pressure, is not increased subglottal air pressure as proposed by Chomsky and Halle. Rather, the occurrence of reduced glottal resistance during a period when there is no accompanying oral constriction invariably causes a momentary lowering of the pressure. Those momentary increases in subglottal air pressure that do occasionally occur during the closure portion of stops, whether aspirated or not, can be explained without reference to any different behavior on the part of the respiratory system. 4
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Footnotes

* This is an English translation and a slightly revised version of an article written jointly with John Ohala, which will appear in Hindi in Bhāsha. This paper is also reprinted in the Annual Bulletin of the Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics, Faculty of Medicine, Univ. of Tokyo, as well as in the POLA reports no. 16, Berkeley.

1 Although we just mention the bilabials here and elsewhere our comments apply as well to the stops at other points of articulation.

2 This part of the study was performed at the Phonology Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.

3 There was also an occasional pressure increase during the closure portion of /p/, but there was never any pressure change during /l/ or /m/.

4 After the research reported here was undertaken, Halle and Stevens (1971) apparently rejected the use of the feature HSAP for aspirates and posited instead the new feature composition [+spread vocal cords] as being common to the aspirates, the [bʰ] being differentiated from [pʰ] by means of additional features thus:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
b^h \\
\text{stiff vocal cords}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
p^h \\
\text{slack vocal cords}
\end{array}
\]

We believe the results in the present paper are useful in showing that the original feature of HSAP was wrong, because although it was adopted by Chomsky and Halle without empirical evidence, so it was discarded by Halle and Stevens also without any evidence. The present data reveal that [bʰ], in accord with the Halle-Stevens proposal, is correctly considered to have 'slack' vocal cords and that [pʰ] has 'spread' vocal cords; however there is no evidence (nor is it necessary to assume) that [pʰ] has 'stiff' vocal cords and [bʰ] has spread vocal cords. However more experimental data rather than mere speculation are needed to settle this point.
Appendix 2

The experiment reported here was conducted to see if native
speakers of Hindi have an awareness of the sequential constraints of
their language, in particular the constraints on initial consonant
clusters.

Thirty words were presented to the subjects in the Devanagari
script. Of these thirty words, six were words that exist in Hindi.
The remaining twenty-four words were constructed by me; of these, 12
were words that I hypothesized to be acceptable Hindi words, i.e.,
accidental gaps, and 12 were words that I hypothesized to be words
containing impermissible or unlawful clusters for Hindi (see 2.3. for
the detailed SQCs). Of the 6 existing words, 2 were very common
native words, 2 were common Sanskrit loans, and 2 were rare Sanskrit
loans. This was partly to see how the subjects would treat uncommon
loans, and partly so that the less familiar Sanskrit loans would
prepare them for the strangeness of the clusters in the words containing
impermissible or unlawful clusters. In the 'nonexisting' forms I
included a variety of clusters, e.g., stop+stop, fricative+stop,
stop+fricative, etc.¹ The words used are given in table 42.
### Existing words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>प्रेम</td>
<td>prem</td>
<td>love</td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्या</td>
<td>kya</td>
<td>what</td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षमा</td>
<td>kšema</td>
<td>forgiveness</td>
<td>common Skt. loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ग्राम</td>
<td>gram</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>म्लान</td>
<td>mlan</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्मिता</td>
<td>smita</td>
<td>smiling</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accidental gaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>source of cluster</th>
<th>existing words having same cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ग्वेक</td>
<td>gwek</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>[gwektʰna] (old Hindi) &quot;to twist&quot;, [gwalla] &quot;cowherd&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>त्यूङ</td>
<td>tyu:p</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>[tyū:] &quot;in that manner&quot; (verna-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ड्योङ</td>
<td>dyom</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>cular), [tyohar] &quot;festival&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>प्यूङ</td>
<td>pyu:1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>[pyas] &quot;dandruff&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>प्येङ</td>
<td>pyem</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>[pyar] &quot;love&quot;, [pyəŋ] &quot;a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>म्येङ</td>
<td>kyi:</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>round piece&quot; (old Hindi),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्कङ्ग</td>
<td>skʰu:p</td>
<td>Skt.</td>
<td>[skʰəlit] &quot;fallen&quot;, [sku:l] &quot;school&quot; (E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
<th>source of cluster</th>
<th>existing words having same cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>स्तेप</td>
<td>step</td>
<td>Skt. [sten] &quot;thief&quot;, [stu:p] &quot;stupa&quot;, [stuti:] &quot;prayer&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्रूप</td>
<td>kru:p</td>
<td>&quot; [kru:r] &quot;cruel&quot;, [krodʰ] &quot;anger&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>भ्राक</td>
<td>bʰrak</td>
<td>&quot; [bʰrata] &quot;brother&quot;, [bʰrem] &quot;confusion&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ह्रुः</td>
<td>hru:</td>
<td>&quot; [hras] &quot;shortage&quot;, [hrida] &quot;heart&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्ताल</td>
<td>stāl</td>
<td>Eng. [ṣtak] &quot;stock&quot; (in some dialects), [ṣṭešaŋ] &quot;station&quot;, [ṣṭi:maɾ] &quot;steamer&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Words containing impermissible sequences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>phonetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>क्षाल</td>
<td>kfal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ब्रूम</td>
<td>tʰruːg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बम्न</td>
<td>bmiːn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चसुँ</td>
<td>čsuːl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>झेन</td>
<td>zfiːk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>द्वेन</td>
<td>msok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>प्दीँ</td>
<td>tʰgen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>म्कङ</td>
<td>pdiːl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>स्भाल</td>
<td>mkoːl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ह्म्फाम</td>
<td>sbʰal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>द्वेश</td>
<td>djʰam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>द्वोश</td>
<td>dleš</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These words were randomized and presented to 25 informants. The informants were told that the list contained 3 types of words:

(a) words that they will recognize as Hindi words;
(b) words that they may not recognize but which are still Hindi words used in technical vocabulary;
(c) words which just cannot be Hindi words.

Their task was to tell me for each word which of the 3 categories it belonged to. For existing forms that they recognized as such, their response was to be "yes"; for forms they didn't recognize but thought might be Hindi words, the response was to be "maybe"; and for forms that they didn't recognize and didn't think could possibly be Hindi words, their response was to be "no".

Only informants who claimed their mother tongue was Standard Hindi were used. Of the 25 informants, 4 were men and the rest women. Eight of the subjects were in the 30-45 year age group and the rest in the 18-30 year group. Most of the informants were from 2 women's colleges in Delhi. Their hometowns were in various parts of the area where Hindi is spoken -- Lucknow, Gaya, Jhansi, Delhi, Hyderabad (Deccan), etc.³

All but one of the informants pronounced the words before giving their judgment even though this was not asked of them.⁴ In recording their responses, I also noted if they broke the initial cluster in pronunciation by inserting a [ə]. If the subject broke up the initial consonant cluster by inserting a [ə] and replied with a "yes" or "maybe" his response was not counted, or rather was included in the "other response" category. If the subject broke up the cluster with a [ə]
but replied "no", his response was counted as usual. The reason for this was that in the former case there was then no way of knowing whether they were reacting to the word given, e.g., bmi:n, or to the word bem:i:n which no longer contains the initial cluster of interest. Table 43 summarizes the responses of the subjects. Table 44 gives the total and the percentages. Figure 19 presents the results plotted.

Table 43

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses:</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>maybe</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category I</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. prem</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. kya</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. kšema</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. gram</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. smita</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. mlan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 &quot;yes&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category II</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. skʰu:p</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. štal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 &quot;no&quot;, &quot;it's Eng.&quot;; 6 &quot;yes&quot;, &quot;it's Eng.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. step</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. gwek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1 &quot;yes&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. kru:p</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. bʰrak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. hru:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. pʰyuːl</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]; 2, &quot;it's Eng.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>maybe</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>pyəm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>tyu:p</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>dyom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>kyi:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 no response; 2 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]; 1 &quot;maybe it's a Punjabi word&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>kfal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;it's an Urdu word&quot;; 1 &quot;maybe it's an Urdu word&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>ʰtru:g</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>bmi:n</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>ĉsu:l</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>zfi:k</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]; 1 &quot;maybe Urdu&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>msok</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>ʰt̬gen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>pdi:1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>mkol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]; 1 &quot;yes, exists as Urdu word&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>ʰjʰam</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>sbʰal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 &quot;maybe&quot;, inserted [ə]; 1 &quot;maybe, like [səmbʰal]&quot;, (take care of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>dleš</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 44

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>maybe</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category I</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category II</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The percentages reflect the total of "yes", "no", and "maybe's"; "other responses" have been excluded.

Figure 19
Discussion: The subjects gave the expected overwhelming acceptance to the existing words (Category I) and the expected overwhelming rejection of those forms hypothesized to contain clusters that violate the SQCs of Hindi (Category III). And although the number of "maybe" responses is, as expected, larger for the presumed "accidental gap" words (Category II) than it is for either of the other categories, the greater number of "no" responses than "maybe" responses for these words go against my predictions. There are a number of possible reasons for this. First, it is possible that to a certain extent the test did not adequately reflect speakers' true tacit awareness of the morpheme structure constraints of their language. Perhaps speakers' judgments have to be elicited a little more subtly (see Esper 1925 and Greenberg and Jenkins 1960). However, the fact that there was nevertheless an overwhelming rejection of Category III seems to argue against this possibility. Still, an improvement in the test would involve monitoring how much time was taken for each response, and not just the response itself (or perhaps asking the subjects to give scalar values as Greenberg and Jenkins did). One would predict that little response time would be required for existing words, or words that were far out on the acceptability scale. On the other hand more response time would be taken for the 'accidental gap' words, or words that were just marginally irregular.

Second, it is also possible that speakers' judgments as to what is a permissible word in their language depends to a large extent on usage, i.e., whether or not they have ever heard the word. In T. Smith's test (personal communication) some English speakers rejected
sclerosis as a possible English word. One improvement on my test, to take into account this second possibility, is to give speakers another test consisting of words which are presumed 'accidental gaps' but which do not contain any clusters, e.g., ti:m. If they accepted all such words, then it would show that speakers were not just reacting to usage in my test. If they rejected all such words, it would show that usage is the governing factor. However, if the results were mixed, then the test would not show anything.

Third, it is possible that what I hypothesized as permissible clusters in Hindi were not really permissible. That is, they may be found in a Hindi dictionary but still not be accepted as truly native by most Hindi speakers. This is an interesting possibility; however, the fact that the clusters in native words under Category II had greater rejection (e.g., items number 10, 14, 15, 18, etc.) than some of the clusters occurring only in loans argues against this.

It is also possible that speakers' judgments are quite tenuous -- that they are random in their responses. Perhaps another improvement on my test would be to test the speakers for consistency.

Thus it is possible that any one of the above factors, or a complicated interplay of all of them, was at work to give the responses the subjects gave to words in Category II.

The test also revealed some other interesting points. Forms that violated only one sequential constraint, e.g., bmi:n (which violates SQC no. 16, see section 2.3) received slightly more "no's" than did forms such as zfi:k which violated 4 constraints (SQCs 7, 17, 21 and 23).
One of the by-products of the experiment is that it reveals that
speakers have some awareness of the fact that some clusters occur only
in loans. Thus a number of speakers recognized śt- as occurring only
in English loans (as can be seen by looking at the 'other responses' for
śtal in table 43. Also a few informants reported mkol and zfi:ik as
being Urdu words. Fricative+fricative clusters and nonhomorganic
nasal+stop clusters are quite common in Urdu words -- however only
medially and finally, not initially -- but these informants who were
not well versed in Urdu identified these clusters as being Urdu-type
clusters anyway.

It might also be useful to discuss some of the other responses. I had hypothesized kyī: (item no. 18) to be an accidental gap in the
vocabulary, since a number of Native words exist with the cluster ky-
(for examples see table 42). However the responses of my informants
to this word made me take a second look. I think perhaps kyī: might be
an unlawful form: there is perhaps a constraint in Hindi which does
not permit a high front vowel after a C₂ which is y. The fact is that
no study of Hindi so far takes into account restrictions on the vowels
that can follow clusters. Unfortunately this study doesn't include
such constraints either.

The large number of "no" responses to other words in the
'accidental gap' category surprised me, too. I have no explanation for
it, as common native words exist containing clusters exemplified by
words like 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, etc., in table 43 (examples are given in
table 42). I should add, however, that morphemes containing initial
clusters are statistically rather few.
In Category III of table 43 the two words \textsuperscript{h}al and dile\textsuperscript{s} were treated more like the words in Category II, i.e., the 'accidental gap' category. Perhaps this might be due to their resemblance in fast speech to the words [dile\textsuperscript{s}] "a proper name", and [s\textsuperscript{om}b\textsuperscript{h}al] "to take care of" -- in fact, as can be seen from table 43, "other responses", one informant did indicate that "[s\textsuperscript{om}b\textsuperscript{h}al] is a word so perhaps s\textsuperscript{h}al is also a word." It is possible that an English informant might not rule out *ftuː on the basis of its similarity to a rapidly spoken version of "for two" [ftuː]. This factor should be controlled for in future tests.

Perhaps at this point one might ask the question, what are the chances that my subjects were responding to orthography, that is, that they were reacting to the well formedness of the orthographic form? First, since the Devanagari orthography is almost phonetic,\textsuperscript{5} I don't think it matters even if the informants were reacting to the script. Second, as I mentioned, the informants pronounced these words.
Footnotes

1. I should mention that Native words permit only certain varieties of stop plus liquid or glide clusters initially. Urdu words do not permit initial clusters, and even Sanskrit and English loans have clusters that are quite restrained. For details see 2.3.

2. As far as possible I have given existing words containing the same vowel as the "constructed" words, however this has not always been possible (partly due to initial clusters being statistically few). In most cases I do not think it made a difference in the made-up words that the vowel following the cluster differed from the vowels which can be found in the same environment in existing words. However in one case (namely that of kyî) I think this was a problem; I discuss this on page 290.

3. I also noted if the informants said they knew any other language but Hindi -- however I do not know what their proficiency in these languages is. All the informants said they knew English. Five said they knew some Punjabi, 2 knew some Bengali, 1 some Marathi, 1 some Sanskrit, and 1 some Russian.

4. This was helpful and perhaps should be explicitly required in future tests; however, the fact that they pronounced the words even though they were not asked to is interesting in itself.

5. That is, a speaker can write phonetically in Devanagari whatever he wants to. There are, however, also certain conventional spellings, e.g., the symbol for nasalization may be used even when homorganic nasal is meant; or in the environment where the e-deletion rule applies a consonant cluster need not be written as a cluster, but still will be pronounced as such. Some people follow these conventions; others prefer to use Devanagari phonetically. In my experiment the words were written in Devanagari phonetically, and there was no spelling rule that could have possibly applied anyhow, since these clusters were word initial.
Appendix 3

The following examples are in broad phonetic transcription. Phonetic details such as those mentioned on pg. 88 of chapter 2 have not been included.

Examples of initial clusters:

- ky- kyø (N) "why"
- kw- kwɛra (N) "bachelor"
- kr- kɛm (S) "order"; kristan (E) "christian"
- kl- klant (S) "tired"; klɛb (E) "club"
- kɛ- kɛma (S) "mercy"
- kʰy- kʰyal (N) "thought"
- kʰw- kʰwab (P) "dream"
- gy- gyarɛ (N) "eleven"
- gw- gwala (N) "cowherd"
- gr- grahek (S) "customer"; graupɛ (E) "ground"
- gl- glani: (S) "shame"; glas (E) "glass"
- gʰr- gʰrit (S) "clarified butter"
- čy- čyewɛnpraš (S) "a kind of medicine"
- įjy- įyø (N) "as" (adverb)
- įw- įwar (N) "high tide"
- tr- tren (E) "train"
- dy- dyorh (N) "2½ times"
- dr- drama (E) "drama"
- tr- triř (S) "bit of dry grass"
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| ty-          | tyohar (N) "festival" |
| tw-          | tweča (S) "skin"     |
| dy-          | dyu:t (S) "gambling" |
| dw-          | dwar (S) "door"      |
| dr-          | droh (S) "malice"    |
| dʰy-         | dʰyan (S) "meditation" |
| dʰw-         | dʰweja (S) "banner"  |
| dʰr-         | dʰruv (S) "permanent" |
| py-          | pyar (N) "love"      |
| pr-          | pritʰwi: (S) "earth"; prēs (E) "press" |
| pl-          | pli:ha (S) "spleen"; plet (E) "plate" |
| by-          | byah (N) "marriage"  |
| br-          | brēmha (S) "a god"; briged (E) "brigade" |
| bʰr-         | bʰrem (S) "confusion" |
| ŝy-          | ŝyama (S) "a name"   |
| ŝw-          | ŝwas (S) "breath"    |
| ŝr-          | ŝrem (S) "labor"     |
| ŝl-          | ŝlok (S) "a kind of verse" |
| ŝm-          | ŝmeṣan (S) "cremation ground" |
| sy-          | syar (N) "jackal"    |
| sw-          | swang (N) "jackal"   |
| sr-          | sriṣṭi: (S) "creation" |
| sʰl-         | slet (E) "slate"     |
| sk-          | skʰrend (S) "shoulder"; sku:l (E) "school" |
| skʰ-         | skʰelen (S) "stumbling" |
st-     sten (E) "station"
sp-     spẹš (S) "touch"; spirit (E) "spirit"
sp^h-   spẹṭık (S) "a crystal"

sn-     snan (S) "bath"
sm-     smẹrē (S) "memory"
zy-     zyada (P) "more"
nr-     nriti (S) "dance"
ny-     nyota (N) "invitation"
my-     myāū: (N) "meow"
mr-     mrig (S) "deer"
ml-     mlan (S) "weak"
w-      wrindawen (S) "a place"
wy-     wyẹkti: (S) "person"
hr-     hrīde (S) "heart"

Three consonant clusters:
str-     stri: (S) "woman"
spr-     sprišṭ (S) "touched"; spring (E) "spring"
spl-     spli:n (E) "spleen"
skr-     skri:n (E) "screen"
smr-     smriti: (S) "remembrance"
**Examples of medial clusters:**

- **kt-**  ḏakṭer (E) "doctor";  куди: (N) "a kind of cotton"
- **kt-**  ṭekti: (N) "a round piece";  мukta (S) "pearl";  nukta (P) "a dot"
- **kd-**  ṭekdi:r (A) "fate"
- **kb-**  ṭekbær (A) "name of a king"
- **kbb-**  ukčen (N) "a kind of flower"
- **khṭ-**  ḍokhṭa (N) "a frame (for a door, etc.)"
- **khṭ-**  ṭokhṭa (P) "wooden shelf"
- **khb-**  ṭokhābar (PA) "newspaper"
- **gt-**  pṛeṭṭana (N) "to make known" (caus. inf.)
- **gt-**  bʰugṭan (N) "payment in full"
- **gd-**  ḍeṅdembā (S) "a goddess"
- **gdh-**  mugdhā (S) "a young shy girl"
- **ghṭ-**  uṅḥṭa (N) "one who indulges in unpleasant talk"
- **tk-**  ċeṭki:la (N) "bright (color)"
- **thk-**  bṭhka (N) "room in the house for meeting visitors"
- **tk-**  getka (N) "a kind of club";  ḏemṭkar (S) "miracle"
- **tp-**  tatpory (S) "meaning"
- **tb-**  rutba (A) "rank"
- **dk-**  pʰudki: (N) "a kind of bird";  ṣeṭka (A) "gift"
- **dg-**  udgəm (S) "source"
- **dgʰ-**  udgʰatən (S) "opening ceremony"
- **dhb-**  tseḍbi:r (A) "scheme"
- **dhbʰ-**  ṭeḥbʰut (S) "wonderful, strange"
- **dʰk-**  ṭeḥkana (N) "to fan (a fire)" (inf.)
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-pk- čʰipkeli: (N) "lizard"; upkar (S) "favor"
-pt- čʰipta (N) "flat"
-pt- gupta (N) "a last name"; septah (S) "week"; kʰęptan (E)
    "captain"
-pd- updeš (S) "advice"
-pč- upčar (S) "remedy"; nępču:n (E) "neptune"
-pʃ- upʃau: (N) "productive"
-bg- i:šebgol (P) "a medicinal seed"
-bt- ubtən (N) "a paste for rubbing on the body"
-bt- øbṭer (PA) "scattered"
-bd- šetabdi: (S) "century"; təbdı:1 (A) "transfer"
-bdʰ- øbdʰi: (S) "ocean"
-bʃ- kubʃa (S) "hunch backed"
-bʰk- bʰebʰki: (N) "a threat"
-čk- hički: (N) "hiccup"
-čt- učṭana (N) "to feel indifferent, fed up" (inf.)
-chʰt- pșčṭana (N) "to regret" (inf.)
-jg- øjger (S) "python"
-jd- sæjda (P) "bowing down"
- jb- møjbu:r (A) "helpless"
-jʰk- jʰi:jʰki: (N) "hesitation"

Stop+liquid
-kr- ṭokrī: (N) "basket"; prəkriti: (S) "nature"; tekrar (A)
    "dispute"
-kl- čekla (N) "round wooden board"; təkli:f (PA) "trouble"
   kakli: (S) "melodious tune"
-kɾ- kəkɾa (N) "crab"
-kʰr- əkʰroṭ (N) "walnut"; ikʰrəj (A) "to take out"
-kʰl- okʰli: (N) "mortar and pestle"; bokʰlana (PA) "to get angry"
-kʰɾ- uḵʰɾa (N) "uprooted"
-gr- gəgri: (N) "vessel"; sugri:w (S) "a name"; digri: (E)
   "degree"; ʔigri: (PA) "pertaining to the heart"
-gr- pagri: (N) "turban"
-gl- pəgla (N) "crazy"
-gʰr- gʰagʰra (N) "long skirt"
-gʰl- pigʰla (N) "melted"
-gʰɾ- sugʰrapa (N) "cleverness"
-ṭr- paṭra (N) "platform"; miliṭri: (E) "military"
-tl- poṭli: (N) "small bundle"
-tʰr- kəṭʰri: (N) "room"
-tʰl- gūṭʰli: (N) "seed"
-tr- čəkotra (N) "grapefruit"; ṣətru: (S) "enemy"; kʰətra (A)
   "danger"
-tl- titli: (N) "butterfly"; mətləb (A) "meaning"; ᵃ:jətlə (S)
   "a disease"
-tʰr- pəṭʰri:la (N) "stony"
-tʰl- utʰla (N) "churned up"
-tʰɾ- ɕi:tʰɾa (N) "rag"
-dr- bidri: (N) "a kind of craft"; nidra (S) "sleep"; kudrət (A)
   "nature"
-dl-  bødla (N) "changed"; kedli: (S) "banana"; tøbadla (A)
   "transfer"
-dr-  gudri: (N) "patchwork quilt"
-dhr-  sudhra (N) "reformed"
-dhr-  udhra (N) "untwisted, ripped"
-pr-  u:pri: (N) "top, surface"; čaprasi: (P) "peon"; wipri:t (S)
   "opposite"; propraiæ (E) "proprietor"
-pl-  popla (N) "toothless"; čaplus (P) "flatterer"; čøpla (S)
   "lightning"; diploma (E) "diploma"
-pr-  jhøpri: (N) "hut"
-phr-  p'ephra (N) "lungs"
-phr-  ep'ra (N) "a disease"
-br-  gubrela (N) "cuddlingish"; librel (E) "liberal"; ibrani: (A)
   "name of a language"
-br-  ñøbra (N) "jaw"
-bl-  dubla (N) "thin"; øbla (S) "woman"; ýubli: (E) "jubilee"
   mukablå (P) "competition"
-bhr-  wibhræm (S) "confusion"
-bhr-  ubhra (N) "swelled up, erupted"
-čr-  kečri: (N) "a vegetable"
-čl-  kucla (N) "squashed"; øcla (S) "stable"
-čr-  k'ičri: (N) "a dish"
-čh-  mčhli: (N) "fish"
-čh-  píchra (N) "left behind, lagging"
-jr-  gujrat (N) "name of a province"; muprüfim (A) "the accused"
-jl-  biyli: (N) "light, lightning"; mujlis (A) "meeting"
-jh-  meyyla (N) "middle"
stop+fricative

-ks- čoksi (N) "watchfulness"; nuksan (A) "harm"; wiksit (S) "open, blooming"; tkmksi (E) "taxi"

-kš- əkšer (S) "letter"; əkša (A) "map"; kənekšən (E) "connection"

-kf- wakfiyət (A) "acquaintance"

-gz- kagzi: (A) "pertaining to paper"

-tf- platform (E) "platform"

-ts- utsəw (S) "festival"

-tf- nutfa (A) "offspring"

-ds- hadsa (PA) "accident"

-dš- ekaḍši: (S) "eleventh day"; badšah (PA) "king"

-ps- læpsı: (N) "a kind of paste"; əpsəra (S) "nymph"

-bš- həbši: (PA) "negro"

-bz- sebzi: (PA) "vegetable"

stop+glide

-kw- čekwa (N) "a kind of bird"; bəkwəs (PA) "nonsense";

-pəkwəʃəy (S) "stomach"

-kʰy- prəkʰyət (S) "famous"

-gy- prəgya (S) "intelligence"

-gw- bʰəgwən (N) "god"

-tw- peṭwari: (N) "village accountant"

-ty- mrityu: (S) "death"

-tw- peṭwar (N) "oar"; ḋətwer (S) "quick"

-tʰy- rətʰya (S) "path"
-thw- prithwi: (S) "earth"
-dy- widya (S) "knowledge"
-dw- widwan (S) "learned"
-dhy- ød’h yeøyen (S) "study"
-dhw- mad’h wi: (S) "a name"
-py- rupya (N) "rupee"; kripya (S) "please"
-pw- øpward (S) "exception"
-ph- uphar (S) "gift"
-bh- subha (PA) "suspicion"
-ýw- øýwain (N) "a spice"; uýweł (S) "bright"
-jh- iýhar (PA) "to proclaim"

stop+nasal
-km- čekma (N) "swindle"; rukmi: (S) "a name"; tukma (PA)
   "a kind of buttonhole"
-kn- čikna (N) "greasy"; mæknat:i:s (PA) "magnet"
-khm- zek’mi: (PA) "wounded"
-khn- tsek’na (N) "ankle"; yek’ni: (PA) "meat stock"
-gn- négma (PA) "a song"
-gn- ýugnu: (N) "glow worm"; øgni: (S) "fire"
-tn- hùtña (N) "knee"
-tm- atma (S) "soul"; itminan (PA) "peace, confidence"
-tn- kitna (N) "how much"; pu:tña (S) "a name"; fitna (PA)
   "a perfume"
-thm- prest’h ma (S) "first"
-thn- t’u:t’ni: (N) "snout"; kæt’nì:y (S) "worth telling"
-dm- pedmini: (S) "a kind of lotus"; mukanma (PA) "law suit"
-dn- wedna (S) "sorrow"; sudni: (PA) "fate"
-dh- u:dhmi: (N) "naughty"; edhman (S)
-dh- sadhna (S) "penance"
-pm- upma (S) "simile"
-pn- sepna (N) "dream"; gopni:y (S) "worth hiding"
-bm- sobmori:n (E) "submarine"
-čm- acmen (S) "a ritualistic drinking of water"
-čn- kačnar (N) "a plant"; sučna (S) "notice"
-čh- lačhmi: (N) "a goddess"
-čh- kečhni: (N) "a kind of wearing apparel"
-čm- ačmana (PA) "to test"; yočman (S) "priest"
-jn- rejni: (S) "night"; eøjnebi: (PA) "stranger"

fricative+stop
-sk- siski: (N) "sob"; purēskar (S) "prize"; baiskop (E)
    "bi-scope"; meska (PA) "butter"
-sk- meskʰera (PA) "joke"
-st- postey (E) "postage";
-st- seosta (N) "cheap"; kʰesta (PA) "crisp"; kenester (E)
    "canister"; nastik (S) "atheist"
-st- prestʰan (S) "departure"
-sd- tasdi:k (A) "proof"
-sp- wênespêti: (S) "vegetation"; âspêtal (E) "hospital"; čespâ
    (P) "stuck"
-sp- wispʰot (S) "to burst due to heat"
| sb   | kesi (A) "locality" |
| sj   | maṣjid (PA) "mosque" |
| šk   | muṣkil (A) "difficult"; puṣker (S) "name of a place" |
| šg   | meṣgu:1 (A) "absorbed" |
| Št   | drišt: (S) "sight" |
| šṭh  | nišṭa (S) "decision" |
| št   | tešteri: (P) "platter" |
| šph  | nišp:el (S) "fruitless" |
| Šp   | nišpot:i (S) "completion" |
| šk   | aṣṣery (S) "astonishment, surprise" |
| zk   | tezkira (A) "talk, conversation" |
| zd   | nezdik (A) "near" |
| zb   | mežbu:t (A) "strong" |
| fg   | efgan (A) "afghan" |
| ft   | dәfter (P) "office" |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fricative+liquid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fricative+glide

-sy-  təpəsya (S) "penance"
-sw-  təpəs wiː (S) "sage"; təswiːr (A) "picture"
-ʃy-  wəʃya (S) "prostitute"
-ʃw-  riʃwət (A) "bribe"; iːʃwər (S) "god"
-ʃh-  məʃhuːr (A) "famous"
-zh-  məzhrəb (A) "religion"
-fw-  əfwəh (A) "rumor"

fricative+fricative

-fs-  əfsos (PA) "regret"; əfsər (E) "officer"
-sf-  təsfiya (A) "agreement"

fricative+nasal

-sm-  kismət (A) "fate"; əkəsmət (S) "suddenly"; baptisma (E) "baptism"
-sn-  čusniː (N) "sucker, pacifier"; məsnəd (A) "a kind of pillow"
-ʃm-  čəšma (P) "spectacles"; rešmiː (S) "ray"
-ʃn-  rošniː (P) "light"; mišneriː (E) "missionary"; prišniː (S) "a kind of cow"
-zm-  hazma (A) "digestion"
-zn-  wežniː (A) "heavy"
-fn-  defnana (PA) "to bury" (inf.)
glide+stop

-yk- gayki: (N) "style of singing"; zayka (PA) "taste"
-yt- rayta (N) "a dish"; kifayti: (PA) "a careful user or spender"
-yd- fayda (PA) "benefit"
-yb- gaybana (PA) "in the absence of"
-yč- ilayči: (N) "cardomom"
-wk- kewka (N) "a kind of food"; ewkaš (S) "leisure"
-wt̪- dikʰawti: (N) "that which is for show"
-wd̪- ėwder (N) "confusion"
-wt̪- dewta (S) "deity"; dawti: (PA) "feastly"
-wd̪- dewdar (S) "a tree"
-wd̪ʱ- ėwďu:t (S) "ascetic"
-hk- təhki:k (A) "research"
-ht- muhtəməl (A) "suspicious"
-hd- əhda (A) "position"
-hb- səhbət (PA) "company"

glide+liquid

-yr- šayri: (PA) "a kind of poetry"; ʤayri: (E) "diary"
-yl- koyla (N) "coal"
-wr- dewrani: (N) "sister-in-law"; godawri: (S) "a river";
       muhawra (PA) "idiom"
-wl- newla (N) "mongoose";  ámbli: (S) "a tree"
-wr- kewra (N) "a sweet smelling plant"
-hr- təhri:k (A) "to change something"
-hl- prəhlad (S) "a name"; təhli:l (A) "to melt"
glide+fricative

-ys-  ḣaysi: (N) "a name"
-ws-  œwsœr (S) "opportunity"
-hs-  ehsan (PA) "obligation"; sahsi: (S) "courageous"
-hš-  wohši: (PA) "savage"
-hf-  tohfa (PA) "gift"

glide+glide

-wh-  wywährar (S) "behavior"
-hy-  guhyœk (S) "a deity"
-hw-  ỹihwa (S) "tongue"; kẽhua (A) "coffee"

glide+nasal

-yn-  nœyna (S) "one with pretty eyes"
-wn-  nœwniːt (S) "butter"
-hn-  mœhn: (S) "attractive"; sïhna (A) "constable"
-hm-  muhmœla (A) "a kind of Arabic letter"

liquid+stop

-rk-  kirka (N) "a small bit of dust"; tœrkari: (P) "vegetable";
     markeː (E) "market"; kœrkœš (S) "harsh"
-rkʰ-  tœrkʰan (N) "carpenter"; karkʰana (P) "factory"
-rɡ-  girgiː (N) "chameleon"; kʰǫrgoː (P) "rabbit"; durga (S)
     "a goddess"
-rɡʰ-  kœrgʰa (N) "loom"
-rt-  partiː (E) "party"; kœrtœk (S) "a kind of plant"
-rtʰ - sortʰa (N) "name of a metre"
-rdʰ - bording (E) "boarding"
-rtʰ - surti: (N) "eating tobacco"; muṛti: (S) "statue"; kurta (PA) "a kind of dress"
-rtʰ - ørtʰi: (S) "bier"
-rdʰ - gərd (P) "neck"; šarda (S) "a goddess"
-rdʰ - gowrdʰen (S) "name of a mountain"
-rpʰ - kʰurpi: (N) "spade"; derpen (S) "mirror"; tarpiːn (E) "turpentine"; berpa (P) "present"
-rbʰ - puːrbi: (N) "eastern"; sorba (P) "broth"; berbər (S) "barbaric"
-rbʰ - surbʰi: (S) "fragrant wind"
-rčʰ - mirča (N) "chilies"; pərča (P) "paper"; kuːrčika (S) "brush"
-rčʰ - pərčʰəː (N) "shadow"; muːrčʰa (S) "unconscious"
-rjʰ - kʰerjᵘːr (S) "date"; fərjːi (P) "a kind of dress"
-rjʰ - muryhʱana (N) "to wither"
-ldʰ - doːlki: (N) "drum"; bilkul (A) "absolutely"; elka (S) "a name"
-lg - pʰəlgun (S) "a month"; bəlgəm (PA) "phlegm"
-ltʰ - gilti: (N) "gland"; pultis (E) "poultice"
-ltʰ - dalda (N) "vegetable shortening"; holde (E) "holder"
-ltʰ - alta (N) "a red paint for the hands"; malti: (S) "a creeper"; iltiːja (PA) "request"
-ltʰ - paltʰi: (N) "cross-legged"
-ldʰ - həldi: (N) "turmeric"; ˈjəldi (PA) "quickly"
-ldʰ - kəldʰuːt (S) "silver"
-ldʰ - kəlpəna (N) "to cause to lament"; kəlpit (S) "imaginary"
-lb- čilbil (N) "a tree"; bulbul (PA) "a bird"; əlbəm (E) "album"

-łč- lalči: (N) "greedy"; kulča (P) "a kind of bread"; kəlčuri: (S) "name of a princely family"

-ləh- kəlčhi: (N) "a ladle"

-lý- šəljam (PA) "turnip"; əlʃebra (E) "algebra"

-1ýh- uljə (N) "entangled"

-rk- kʰirki: (N) "window"

-rkʰ- kərkʰa (N) "song sung in war"

-ɾt- şərtal (N) "investigation"

-ɾp- şərpana (N) "to cause to palpitate" (inf.)

-ɾv- şərven (N) "obstacle"

\textit{liquid+fricative}

-rs- şərsə (N) "mustard"; kərsi: (A) "chair"

-rš- deršen (S) "philosophy"; maršəl (E) "marshall"; iršad (PA) "to permit"

-rz- đəzən (E) "józen"; mərzi: (A) "inclination"

-rf- eʃərfi: (P) "gold coin"

-1s- şəlsi: (N) "linseed plant"; tulsi: (S) "oscimum sanctum";

-骧a (A) "meeting, convention"

-1š- şəlmə (P) "garden"; bolšewik (E) "bolshevik"

-1z- ilzəm (A) "offense"

-1f- kulfa (P) "a plant"

-ɾs- şərsi: (N) "a kind of tongs"
liquid+liquid

-rl-  birla (N) "rare"

-1r-  ẓ̌ḷ̣ḷ̣ṛ̣ (N) "rings" (plural oblique)

liquid+glide

-ry-  meryada (S) "limit"

-rw-  pwrwel (N) "a vegetable"; dərwaza (P) "door"; sərwis (E) "service"; ĺarwak (S) "a name"

-rh-  ēṛ̣ḥ̣ṭ (N) "buckets for taking water out of wells"; īṛ̣ḥ̣e (P) "abstinence"; garhesṭ̣ (S) "householder"

-ly-  kelyan (S) "benefit"

-1w-  təlwə (N) "sword"; həlwə (PA) "a dish"; siləwer (E) "silver"; wəlwə (S) "a name"

-1h-  duːlhə (N) "bridegroom"; ilhəd (A) "atheism"

-1w-  kəṛ̣wa (N) "bitter"

liquid+nasal

-rm-  pərmə (N) "a kind of grain"; əṛmi: (P) "summer";

-nərmə (S) "name of a river"; ţərmən (E) "German"

-rn-  kərməl (N) "name of a place"; șərni: (P) "a sweet dish"

-lm-  məlmə (N) "muslim"; musəlmən (P) "muslim"; wəlməki: (S) "name of a sage"; əlmənuμən (E) "aluminum"

-ln-  c̣wəlni: (N) "strainer"

nasal+nasal

-mm-  samma (N) "frontage"; kamma (S) "desire"; cimni: (E) "chimney"

-nm-  unmət (S) "intoxicated"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nasal+homorganic stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ŋɚ̥ - bʰaŋʃa (N) &quot;nephew&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋt- gʰęnta (N) &quot;hour&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋtʰ - dęntʰəl (N) &quot;stem&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nd- dęnda (N) &quot;stick&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ńcʰ - pęncʰi: (N) &quot;bird&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nd - bęnder (N) &quot;monkey&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ndʰ - ęndʰa (N) &quot;blind&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mb- lęmba (N) &quot;tall&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋkʰ - pęŋkʰa (N) &quot;fan&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋg- dęngga (N) &quot;riot&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋgʰ - kęngʰa (N) &quot;comb&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mp- čęmpa (N) &quot;Michelia Champacca&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mbʰ - ečęmbʰa (N) &quot;surprise&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nt- ęntəri: (N) &quot;intestines&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋk- kęŋker (N) &quot;pebble&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ńč- kęńčən (N) &quot;a proper name&quot; (from Sanskrit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nasal+non-homorganic stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-mk- jʰumka (N) &quot;a kind of earring&quot;; mumkin (A) &quot;possible&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mg- tımgga (PA) &quot;medal&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mt- čimṭa (N) &quot;tongs&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mt- gomti: (S) &quot;name of a river&quot;; imtihan (PA) &quot;examination&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-md- nömtda (PA) &quot;a kind of bedspread&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mdʰ - sęmdʰi: (N) &quot;in-law&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-męč- čemča (N) "spoon"
-ṃjh- sёмjha (N) "understood"
-nk- tinka (N) "bit of dry grass"; inkar (PA) "donial"; menka
(S) "a nymph"
-nkʰ- tənkʰa (PA) "pay"; kənkʰi: (N) "corner of the eye"
-ng- čingari: (N) "spark"
-nb- kunba (N) "family"

**nasal+fricative**
-ms- təmsa (S) "dark" (fem.)
-mš- šemšan (N) "cremation ground"; šemšer (P) "sword"
-mz- rəmʒan (A) "a muslim holy month"
-ns- insaf (PA) "justice"; pensil (E) "pencil"; bənsi: (N)
"flute"; mənsa (S) "name of a goddess"
-nš- mənʃa (A) "desire"; penşen (E) "pension"; ənšen (S)
"hunger strike"
-nz- mənzil (PA) "goal, story"

**nasal+liquid**
-mr- tʰumri: (N) "a kind of song"; əmrit (S) "drink of the gods";
kumri: (A) "a kind of bird"
-ml- imli: (N) "tamarind"; wimla (S) "dirt-less"; mamlə (PA)
"matter"
-mr- čemra (N) "leather"
-nr- čunri: (N) "scarf"
-nl- sənləp (S) "conversation"
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nasal+glide

-mh- kumhar (N) "potter"
-nw- kinwani: (N) "water droplets"; toenwi: (S) "slender girl"
-nh- nenha (N) "tiny"; toenhai: (P) "solitude"

Three consonant clusters:

-krw- čekrwak (S) "a bird"
-kšm- yeokšma (S) "tuberculosis"
-kšw- ikšwaku: (S) "name of a king"
-tkr- utkrant (S) "rising"
-tns- āytotsna (S) "moonlight"
-tsy- watsyayen (S) "a name"
-tpr- utprekša (S) "a kind of figure of speech"
-tkr- utkrišt (S) "excellent"
-stm- istmal (P) "use"
-str- ustra (P) "razor"
-rtg- purtgal (E) "Portugal"
-rtr- kørtrik (S) "done"
-rtʰn- prartʰna (S) "prayer"
-mbr- nembri: (N) "pertaining to numbers" (from Eng. "number")
-mbʰl- səməbʰla (N) "become careful"
-mbʰr- səməbʰrant (S) "respectable"
-mpr- empres (E) "empress"; səmpreday (S) "sect"
-ŋkt- poŋkti: (S) "line"
-ŋkʰy- səŋkʰya (S) "number"
-n\-lāg: (N) "lame"; Kangra (N) "name of a mountain district in India"

-ng- kīngri: (N) "a kind of instrument"

-og- uṅgli: (N) "finger"

-ogy- sēngya (S) "noun"

-og\-h\-ru: (N) "tiny bells for the ankle"

-okr- sēnkranti: (S) "transition"

-ńc- pānčmi: (N) "fifth day" (from Skt. pānčēmi:)

-ńj\-h\-ri: (N) "anklets"

-ńj\-l- yān\-j\-lana (N) "to be irritated"

-ńj- piṅyā (N) "cage"

-ńjr- meṅ\-ri: (N) "tiny cluster of flowers" (from Skt. meṅ\-j\-ri:)

-ńšč- puṁśčeli: (S) "harlot"

-ńśy- iṅśyorēs (E) "insurance"

-ńt- kōntrol (E) "control"

-ńdr- faʊndri: (E) "foundry"

-ńdl- piṅdli: (N) "a bone of the body"

-ńdh\-l- d\-h\-and\-lā (N) "swindle"

-ńtr- mōntri: (S) "minister"; sēntra (N) "orange" (from Portuguese)

-ńtw- santwēna (S) "pacification"

-ńədr- kundru: (N) "a vegetable"; pəndrē (N) "fifteen"

-ńdh\-r- yələnd\-ri: (N) "of a city called Jalandhar"

-ńdh\-y- sēnd\-ya (S) "evening"

-ńfl- influența (E) "influența"

-ńsk- sēnskērēn (S)

-ńst\-h- sēnšt\-a (S) "institution"
-nst- konstbol (E) "constable"
-nsp- inspektør (E) "inspector"
-nsm- sansmærøn (S) "memoir"

Examples of final clusters:

-kt  sakt (E) "act"
-kf  væk (PA) "wealth given for religion"
-kš  mokš (S) "nirvana"; nækš (PA) "engraved"
-ks  nuKS (PA) "fault"; tæks (E) "tax"
-ky  vaky (S) "sentence"
-kw  pækw (S) "cooked"
-kr  čekr (S) "circle"; fikr (PA) "worry"
-kl  šukl (S) "white"; əkl (PA) "intelligence"
-km  rukm (S) "gold"; hukm (PA) "order"
-k₇ attest (PA) "hard"
-k₇ hš bekš (PA) "forgive"
-k₇ s  əšekš (PA) "person"
-k₇ y  mukš (S) "main"
-k₇ m  zëkš (PA) "wound"
-gd₇ døgd (S) "burnt"
-gz  møgz (P) "brain"
-gy  yøgy (S) "sacrifice"
-gr  øgr (S) "ahead"
-gn  nøgn (S) "naked"
tigm (S) "hot"
wyagʰ r (S) "tiger"
kriteɡʰ n (S) "ungrateful"
udi:ty (S) "eastern"
raʃy (S) "kingdom"
weʃr (S) "thunderbolt"
naty (S) "act"
jaḍy (S) "stupidity"
wi:bi:ts (S) "cruel"
paʃcay (S) "western"
tetw (S) "matter"
čitr (S) "picture"; itr (A) "perfume"
kət (A) "murder"
edhəyat (S) "spiritual"
retn (S) "jewel"
lutf (A) "pleasure"
kent (S) "takable"
kədy (S) "eatable"
səmudr (S) "ocean"
padm (S) "lotus"
mədʰ y (S) "center"
mədʰ w (S) "a sect"
gridʰ r (S) "vulture"
tript (S) "satisfied"; zəpt (PA) "seized"
gopy (S) "hidden"
sipr (S) "moon"
swepn (S) "dream"
kañykub́ (S) "name of a place"
heps (PA) "humid, sultry"
šoobd (S) "word"
löobd́ (S) "obtained"
sæbz (P) "green"
kœbr (A) "coffin"
kœbl (A) "before"
šub́r (S) "white"
löb́y (S) "worth getting"
šušk (S) "dry"; k’ušk (P) "dry"; mœšk (A) "practice"
kliš́t (S) "difficult"
oŋuš́t́ (S) "thumb"
goš́t (PA) "meat"
pušp (S) "flower"
 driš́y (S) "invisible"
wiš́w (S) "universe"
miš́r (S) "mixed"; nœšr (A) "spreading of news"
čoš́m (P) "eye"; gri:šm (S) "summer"
preš́n (S) "question"; ješn (P) "festival"
mønesk (S) "state of the mind"
komeyu:nist́ (E) "communist"
lest (N) "tired"; čust (P) "tight"; hest (S) "hand"
entest́ (S) "situated in the interior"
dilčasp (P) "interesting"
mœsḱ (A) "change of form"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-sf</td>
<td>nisf (A)</td>
<td>&quot;half&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sy</td>
<td>rēhasy (S)</td>
<td>&quot;sector&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sw</td>
<td>sērwesw (S)</td>
<td>&quot;everything&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sr</td>
<td>ejēsr (S)</td>
<td>&quot;permanent&quot;; misr (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sl</td>
<td>gusl (PA)</td>
<td>&quot;bath&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sm</td>
<td>bēsm (S)</td>
<td>&quot;ashes&quot;; kēsm (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sn</td>
<td>hūsn (PA)</td>
<td>&quot;beauty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-zb</td>
<td>jezb (A)</td>
<td>&quot;attraction&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-zm</td>
<td>kumyunizm (E)</td>
<td>&quot;communism&quot;; bezm (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-zn</td>
<td>vēzn (A)</td>
<td>&quot;weight&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ft</td>
<td>muft (A)</td>
<td>&quot;free&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fr</td>
<td>kufr (A)</td>
<td>&quot;ungratefulness&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fs</td>
<td>nēfs (A)</td>
<td>&quot;soul&quot;; lēfs (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fn</td>
<td>dēfn (A)</td>
<td>&quot;laid in a grave&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-wr</td>
<td>tiwr (S)</td>
<td>&quot;sharp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-wy</td>
<td>kawy (S)</td>
<td>&quot;poetry&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hy</td>
<td>grahy (S)</td>
<td>&quot;grasp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rk</td>
<td>kērk (S)</td>
<td>&quot;a zodiacal sign&quot;; kērk (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rh</td>
<td>mu:rk̂ (S)</td>
<td>&quot;stupid&quot;; surk̂ (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rg</td>
<td>marg (S)</td>
<td>&quot;path&quot;; bu:jurg (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rh</td>
<td>di:rĝ (S)</td>
<td>&quot;long&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rč</td>
<td>kērč (P)</td>
<td>&quot;expenditure&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rů</td>
<td>sērů (S)</td>
<td>&quot;create&quot;; čarů (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rů</td>
<td>šerů (E)</td>
<td>&quot;shirt&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rud</td>
<td>gārūd (E)</td>
<td>&quot;guard&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-rt mu:t (S) "a time"; șört (PA) "bet"
-rd mör (PA) "male"; gonör (S) "a kind of bird"
-rth șört (S) "meaning"
-rdh șör (S) "half"
-rp dörp (S) "pride"
-rb kör (S) "a counting measure"
-rbh șör (S) "womb"
-rz șorz (A) "duty"
-rș wör (S) "year"; șarș (A) "a kind of ground"
-rf șor (PA) "ice"
-rs șors (A) "greed"
-ry șory (S) "Aryan"
-rw pu:rw (S) "east"
-rh șår (S) "name of a king"
-rm șem (S) "religion"; șerm (P) "shame"
-1k šolk (S) "fee"; silk (E) "silk"; mülk (A) "country"
-1kh țol (PA) "bitter"
-1lfe (E) "felt"
-1ld fi:l (E) "field"
-1ld țel (PA) "fast"
-1p șil (S) "art"
-1ph gul (S) "part of the body"
-1b șel (A) "dog"
-1bh șeel (S) "stubborn"
-1f șulf (PA) "tendril of hair"
-1w șil (S) "a kind of fruit"
-ly  mu:ly (S) "price"
-lm  zulm (PA) "crime"; gulm (S) "a kind of plant"
-nš  ənš (S) "portion"
-ns  həns (N) "swan"
-nz  tənz (A) "satire"
-nh  činh (S) "sign"
-nf  sinf (PA) "race"
-nm  jənm (S) "birth"
-my  gəmy (S) "go-able"
-mt  simt (A) "direction"
-mr  tamr (S) "copper"; umr (A) "age"
-ml  oml (S) "sourness"
-mm  d̲hrištədyum (S) "a name"; zimm (A) "topic"
-ms  lems (A) "touch"
-mz  ləmz (A) "to burn"
-mh  bəmh (S) "God"

**homorganic nasals+stops**

-og⁹  ţang⁹ (N) "thigh"
-ŋk  rəŋk (S) "pauper"
-og  mang (N) "part in the hair"
-ŋk⁹  pəŋk⁹ (N) "feather"
-ţć  mənč (S) "platform"
-ţj  mu:ţj (N) "a kind of grass"
-ţj⁹  baŋj⁹ (N) "barren"
-ţt  čęnt (N) "cunning"
-nd  jünd (N) "group"
-nt  sønt (N) "saint"
-ntⁿ  pentⁿ (S) "path"
-nd  gend (N) "ball"
-ndⁿ  sindⁿ (N) "name of a province"
-mp  bʰuːkomp (S) "earthquake"
-mb  kədəməw (S) "a kind of tree"

e tc.

Three consonant clusters:
-kšy  upekšy (S) "negligible"
-kšn  ti:kšn (S) "sharp"
-kšm  pekšm (S) "eye lashes"
-gdʰy  vedəgdʰy (S) "cleverness"
-try  čaritéry (S) "character"
-tsy  mətsy (S) "fish"

-štr  raštr (S) "nation"
-šᵗʰy  oṣᵗʰy (S) "labial"
-str  oestr (S) "weapon"
-stʰy  garhəstʰy (S) "duties of a householder"
-sty  puləsty (S) "name of a sage"
-rky  tərky (S) "argumentative"
-rkʰy  mərkʰy (S) "foolishness"
-rgʰy  dərgʰy (S) "expansive"
-rjy  wərjy (S) "that which is not permitted"
-rty  mərtə (S) "mortal"
-r̥m  wərtəm (S) "path"
-r̥t̥y  prərt̥əy (S) "worth praying for"
-r̥dr  ardr (S) "damp, wet"
-r̥d̥w  u:rd̥w (S) "above"
-r̥sw  paršw (S) "side"
-r̥r̥y  ger̥hy (S) "graspable"
-r̥ny  wər̥ny (S) "worth describing"
-r̥my  hər̥my (S) "beautiful palace"
-1k̥y  yagəwlky (S) "name of a sage"
-ŋdy  deŋdy (S) "deserving punishment"
-n̥dr  pun̥dr (S) "white lotus"
-n̥k̥y  saŋk̥y (S) "a philosophy"
-n̥ty  ənty (S) "last"
-n̥tr  ten̥tr (S) "thread, government"
-n̥dr  čəndr (S) "moon"
-n̥dw  prətidwəndw (S) "competition"
-ŋdy  wəndy (S) "venerable"
-ŋd̥y  trisənd̥y (S) "a kind of time"

Four consonant clusters:
-rtsy  wərtsy (S) "alveolar"